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PREFACE 

I N  this  volume  Mr.  Lobel  edits  four  papyrus  manuscripts  that  concern  or  give 

new  texts  of  lyric  poetry,  and  eight  which  add  to  our  knowledge  of  Old  Comedy. 

The  latter  are  principally  ancient  commentaries,  which  offer  new  citations  as 

well  as  information  of  literary,  historical,  and  antiquarian  interest.  It  goes 

without  saying  that  for  the  recognition  of  value  in  these  pieces  and  for  the 

assembling  of  them  the  learned  world  is,  as  usual,  in  debt  to  Mr.  Lobel. 

The  general  editors  would  like  to  express  the  Society’s  thanks  to  the  Jowett 

Copyright  Trustees  for  undertaking  financial  responsibility  for  the  cost  of 

publishing  this  volume.  They  are  also  grateful  to  Dr.  John  Rea  for  making  the 

index,  to  the  Oxford  University  Printer  for  exercise  of  his  wonted  care,  and  to 

the  Cotswold  Press  for  the  collotype  reproductions. 

May  1968 

E.  G.  TURNER 

T.  C.  SKEAT 

Joint  Graeco-Roman  Editor 
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NOTE  ON  THE  METHOD  OF 

PUBLICATION 

The  method  of  publication  follows  that  adopted  in  Part  XXXIL  As  there,  the 

dots  indicating  letters  unread  and,  within  square  brackets,  the  estimated  number  of 

lost  letters  are  printed  slightly  below  the  line.  Corrections  and  annotations  which 

appear  to  be  in  a  different  hand  from  that  of  the  original  scribe  are  printed  in  thick 

type.  Square  brackets  [  ]  indicate  a  lacuna,  round  brackets  (  )  the  resolution  of 

a  symbol  or  abbreviation,  angular  brackets  <  >  a  mistaken  omission  in  the  original, 

braces  {  }  a  superfluous  letter  or  letters,  double  square  brackets  O  ̂   deletion,  the 

signs  '  "  an  insertion  above  the  line.  Dots  within  brackets  represent  the  estimated 
number  of  letters  lost  or  deleted,  dots  outside  brackets  mutilated  or  otherwise  illegible 
letters.  Dots  under  letters  indicate  that  the  reading  is  doubtful.  Letters  not  read  or 
marked  as  doubtful  in  the  literal  transcript  may  be  read  or  appear  without  the  dot 

marking  doubt  in  the  reconstruction,  if  the  context  justifies  this. 

Heavy  Arabic  numerals  refer  to  Oxyrhynchus  papyri  printed  in  this  and  pre¬ 
ceding  volumes,  ordinary  numerals  to  lines,  small  Roman  numerals  to  columns. 

0 

/ 

NEW  CLASSICAL  FRAGMENTS 

2733.  Commentary  on  Alcaeus 

There  is  no  difficulty  in  recognizing  a  commentary  in  the  following  scrap  from  the 

occurrence  of  technical  locutions,  and  a  commentary  on  Alcaeus  from  the  occurrence 

of  Aeolic  forms  and  the  name  of  Myrsilus.  But  I  have  not  found  any  relation  to  any¬ 

thing  already  known.  The  only  profit  is  a  couple  of  new  bits  of  Alcaeus’  text  and  the name  of  a  man  in  some  way  relevant  to  it. 

The  text  is  written  on  the  back  of  a  piece  of  papyrus  on  the  front  of  which  are 

a  few  almost  obliterated  letters  of  writing  running  upside  down  in  the  opposite  direc¬ 

tion.  The  good  but  informal  hand,  comparable  with  that  of  854,  may  be  dated  about 
the  middle  of  the  second  century. 

]ajTa«:a[ Jj/SetAoucorte  ̂   [ 

]  ^  ra>VKvfi(ji)vr]  [ 

5  cr]iJi€ta)T€OV  [ 
]aKaeKTp€7TO{Ji€  [ 

^Kairayada^Kai  [ 

^errjvovrXarov  [ 
~\TO€^rjcecTiV'aX  [ 

10  ]  ^  7r€T7]V0VTXrjT0V-  [ 

jvtocrovKXeavopocoTt  [ 
'If^rjcrovpLVpciXoy  ̂   eye  ̂   [ 

^€V€)(9rjC€Taio€yiot  [ 

]  €c’(j)€vy\_^]ciV'ovra)c  [ ]  [ 

2  tke  count  is  uncertain.  The  second  letter  might  be  a,  the  third  to  3  .[,  blurred ; 

perhaps  v,  but  anomalous;  two  letters  may  be  represented  4  ].,  o  or  to  suggested.  There  is  ink 

below  and  after  t?,  but  I  think  offsets  5  ] .  >  a  cross-stroke  above  the  general  level  7  Of  ]/c 
only  the  tips  of  the  arms  Between  a  and  k  two  short  flat  strokes  resembling  a  colon,  :  8  Of 

]c  only  the  tips  of  the  overhang  and  cross-stroke  lo  ] ,,  the  lower  end  of  an  upright  descending 
below  the  line  12  Between  y  and  €  the  surface  is  distorted ;  A  not  now  suggested,  j/t  ruled  out 

.  [  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  presumably  c,  but  a  stroke  like  the  start  of  an  acute  to  right  of  its  top 

13  VL  y  anomalous,  l  on  the  underlayer  14  ] .,  possibly  the  right-hand  base  angle  of  S c  4807 B 



2 
new  classical  fragme

nts 

T)  1  »  *1'  4^  S  *5  Cf.  otr  Be'  mi  irt-irrouctv  eu  Isur.  Of 603?  SCAtOi. 

4  seq.  Perhaps  mrp  rmv  KviSiav^  j  p.Kia(pcp..^  
J.  ui.  / 

frffirtrni  Atto  (X€T(xSo0Q.C  TOJV  SqQ  Oil  S  Sfcqq.  ^  t\f  t  J  A 

Fnr  an^xacV  virallel  to  the  form  schol.  Eur.  Ph
oen.  105  d^i  rov  ijA.oe  ,  ,.^opa. 

5  4ark>;  a  CTitical  sign  is  to  be  placed
  in  the  left-hand  margm  against  the  

verse. 

^  Si,v  oA  rAaro.  .  .  .  cj3  rrir,.  (but 
 why  not  .*«!.?)  o3  rA,™.  («r0  suggested

  on  the  basis 

of  the  coijectural  ,,hieh  the  words  are  to  be  taken,  as  e.g.,  at  schoL 

Pind^Pytt^  iii  18,  or  the  connexion  between 
 words  separated  by  a  parentnesis  or  die  li

  te,  as,  e.g.,  ,1. 

‘in  of  Cleaoor’  is  not  known  from  any  ot
her  place  in  the  remains  of  Alcaeus.  If  r

Av 

lA'  "  V  Iff  i-  to  b''  recognized  in  12  seq.,  it  might  be  a  referen
ce  to  idyrsilus  hunseif,  for  thou„n 

5rSSAr4A„„wf„  „  E  
«,  ,ha.  E  »  be  .  t™a,- 

.hSh;  Ai  ;.iA  anl  1  ;.o.  » i„con.p.«  ™.n  „  adj.cU™ 

representing  the  subject  of  ^ 

14  Apparently  a  lemma,  ̂ €vyiocja(r). 

Cf.  ok  Be  ixv  ̂ tfrrovaw  ev  Eur.  Or.  603,  where  schol 

2734*  On  Alcaeus 

Oniv  ttvo,  as  far  as  I  see,  of  the  following  
group  of  fragments  afford  a  basis  for 

coniectuie  about  the  character  of  the  work  fro
m  which  they  come.  To  judge  by  what 

is  nresei-ved  in  frr.  i  and  6  tliis  was  not  a  comm
entary  on  Alcaeus,  that  is,  a  series  of 

noles  on  matters  of  grammar,  interpretation
,  history  and  the  him,  ^ 

maries  of  the  contents  of  each  poem,  like
  the  well-known  8iyyi,coc  of  Callimachus.

 

ITrat  is  the  inference  to  be  drawn  from  the 
 facts  that  aU  the  recognizable  are 

+he  beginnings  of  poems  and  that  the  inte
rvals  between  lemmata  (as  is  seen  most 

clearlvln  fr.l  13-19)  are  insufficient  for
  more  than  ‘arguments’  of  limited  scale.

 

4  generalization  based  on  such  exiguous  ma
terial  is  necessarily  precarious.  In 

any  case,  the  interest  of  the  remains  is  only 
 that  they  may  be  evidence  of  the  existence

 

^Ahe^hatd'is  informal  and  rather  variable,  admitting  many  c
ursive  forms  and 

Iwatures,  to  be  dated,  I  suppose,  in,  the  f
irst  part  of  the  second  century.  A  curiou

» 

feUure  that  mav  be  mentioned  is  that,  besi
des  blank  spaces  left  in  places  where  they 

may  have  some'significance,  there  are  other
s  where  they  can  have  none. 

3 
OiV  ALCAEUS 

Fr.  I  Frr,  2^3  vacant 

J^ara  r| |^€Fa>[ 

j  ^  ^  €CTtF| 

JiTpAAo)  ̂   I 

jTroAAox^a[ 

Ip-Tjvrov  ̂   ̂   [ 

Idpwnoyi 

J  ̂  ttAo  I 

Wv^y[.].[ 

].XV  X«ve[ 

]c  V[TV7]V  [ 

]  ̂foc/cAo^  J 
|€F€0Ata| 

]c  ̂  OP  ainroAAcpr 

JauTCot  a7T€tXi][ 

]  ^  epLCTTOy IflijoVTaTl 

iGTTTjVAapl 

]  rjBerpirrri  A 

jpXVV^eel 

ApaLctT€rv)(i 

Fr*  1  There  are  loose  fibres  in  the  upper  part  of  this  fragment  and  a  rubbed  patch  towards  the 

iddle,  so  that  decipherment  here  is  uncertam  and  precarious, 
2  ]A  starts  close  to  the  edge  but  a  looks  unacceptable  3  ] , scattered  traces,  possibly  of  the 

right-hand  stroke  of  €«  and  the  feet  of  v lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  below  the 

line  6  _  r,  prima  facie  y  written  rather  lowp  followed  by  the  foot  of  an  upright ;  perhaps  a  single 

9  ] . ,  the  tip  of  an  upright  with  a  dot  to  left  10  ]  J?  the  foot  of  an  upright,  followed  by  a  dot  on 
the  same  level  n  ] ,?  hrint  traces  compatible  with  the  loop  of  p  2:3  the  end  of  a  stroke 

touching  the  middle  of  the  left-hand  side  of  A?  Cie  tip  of  an  upright  14  Of  a[  only  a  trace  of 
the  loop  on  the  line  15  After  c  an  upright  descending  below  the  line  wdtli  ink,  perhaps  casual, 
to  left  of  its  foot  17  a  small  loop  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters;  tt  acceptable  20  .[, 

the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle  level  wdtli  the  top  of  the  letters  21  y  is  slightly  ano¬ 
malous,  but  Ti  would  be  even  more  so le  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke,  followed  at 

an  interval  by  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  and  this,  beyond  the  gap,  by  a  dot  at  the 

same  level ;  perhaps  three  letters 



4 NEW  CLASSICAL  FRAGMENTS 

Ft.  1  4  ;iVoAAa)v[  is  not  attractive  as  an  interpretation  of  the 
 ink,  the  first  upright  of  the  pre¬ 

sumed  V  being  inordinately  extended  below  the  fin
e,  but  it  is  commended  by  the  next  hne  which 

seems  to  contain  A}noX\ov  irct[f,  part  of  the  first  ve
rse  of  the  first  poem  in  the  first  book  of  Alcaeus 

m  is  acceptable,  but  I  cannot  verify  it.  It  might  be  followed  by  ̂y[c>
[«ro. 

II  seq.  alpvi).  What  follows  is  the  beginn
ing  of  the  second  poem  m  the  first  book

  of  Alcaeus 

('fr  ''(£)  If  the  lemma  was  written  out  in  full,  KvXXavaco}LSetc
c^yapfioL0vfLo]cvfivr)v  gives  a  line  ot  33 

letters  without  allowing  for  blank  spaces).  This  line  
was  visibly  on  tlie  short  side  and  below  m  l.  22, 

the  lemma,  if  written  out  in  full,  mii>l>aicraccSioctiatyioxM
'l>ai<n-(Tvx{fiti-),  gives  34  (or  3  ) 

Again,  in  fr.  6,  since  the  t  of  ra  is  exactly  under 
 the  t  of  to,  the  equiva  ent  of  a  line  falls  between

 

them  and  TOinvyap^BivKVinaKvXiv&franohcvO^v  is  equivale
nt  to  a  line  of  35  letters.  There  is  us  a  _ 

pri2  fLie  casTfor  postdating  a  column  about  3
5  letters  wide  This  is  a  good  dea  more  than  in 

2306, 2307,  even  if  allowance  is  made  for  eirflectc  of  one  or  t
wo  letters  m  the  case  of  lemma  a. 

14  seqq.  There  are  to  be  faintly  descried  in  these  
remnants  details  known  from  other  sources  of 

the  contents  of  Alcaeus’  poem  on  Hermes:  y]evc(lAia[,  a  refer
ence  to  his  birthdY  (h  l 

ajoTT^c,  to  the  theft  of  Apollo’s  oxen  (and  bow  and  ar
rows?)  (11.  13,  19)  5  oiroa  arrctATjLcac,  to  Apollo  s 

threats  (^  questionable  that  some  part  of  nepurrav  is  to  be  recognized  and  it  is  tempti^  to 

see  a  reference  to  the  difference  of  opinion  about  the 
 interpretation  of  pe5«c  recorded  by  Apoll. 

Dvsc.  TT.  cvvr.  92b.  But  if  I  am  right  about  the  character
  of  the  work  represented  by  these  scraps,  we 

are  not  to  expect  grammatical  comments,  and  the  posi
tion  of  the  word,  apparently  in  the  middle  of  an 

account  of  the  contents  of  the  poem  (if  (fAJoirijr  is  rightl
y  supphed  in  1.  19),  is  not  in  o 

hypothesis.  On  the  other  hand,  it  is  difficult  to  see  t
o  what  detail  of  the  story  (as  related  m  schol  if 

XV  256)  wepicTTcEi’  would  be  relevant,  for  though  it  is  fo
und  in  the  sense  of  rob  ,  I  am  inchned  to  doubt 

whether  it  could  be  used  of  the  filching  of  the  bow.  ,  ,  ̂   .  ,  ,  ,  ■ 

20  seqq.  The  ‘third’  (presumably,  poem  of  the  first  
book)  is  now  revealed  as  having  been  that 

beginning  with  the  line  Ale.  fr.  343. 

Fr.  4  5 

]..[ 

].[..] . D.[ 

]iTp[  ̂ .  ]iJiaTiKO}voy  ̂   [ 

5  ]  .  'yj'TOCWVOXpOVOC  [ 

]c7rapo^L>vofcev.[ 

].[ 

]to  ̂  []Ta>v[ 

leove  [ 

xo  *  ].a.[ 

*
 
 l
A
 

].a^[ 

]pr^itovc[ 

aAAi^[ 

5  ]  ^  riTOVpoy[ 

],  ,T^v^7tct^y[ ]i . [ 
].«?.[ 

Fr.  4  The  surface  has  been  eaten  off  in  a  number  of  places  ,  ,  r 

I  The  top  of  an  upright,  followed  by  the  lower 
 part  of  a  stroke  descending  below  the  ime  

2  Ihe 

bases  of  letters  If,  the  foot  of  an  upright  After  the  gap
  a  ligature  to  the  top  of  an  upright  ot 

which  the  lower  part  is  preserved,  followed  by  the  feet  of  t
wo  more  uprights;  next,  a  large  rig  t- 

hand  hook  on  the  line,  resembling  the  left-hand  element  o
f  a>  but  not,  I  thmk,  to  be  combined  with 

2734.  ON  ALCAEUS 
5 

the  following  base  of  a  small  circle,  off  the  line  and  having  a  dot  to  its  right,  which  seems  lik
ely  by 

itself  to  represent  o;  next,  the  feet  of  two  strokes  rising  with  a  slight  slant  to  right,  followe
d  by  the 

lower  left-hand,  and  this  bv  the  lower  right-hand,  arc  of  a  circle,  the  base  of  a  small  circ
le  off  the  line 

with  a  trace  to  its  right,  and,  after  a  gap  in  which  no  wAole  letter  may  be  lost,  the  top  of  a
n  upright 

with  a  trace  to  its  left  3  ] .  [,  traces  compatible  with  the  top  and  the  foot  of  e  ] . ,  two  dots,  one 

above,  the  other  below,  the  general  level  4  I  cannot  interpret  the  ink,  which  looks  like_c, 

written  below  the  general  level,  with  the  foot  of  an  upright,  ascending  above  the  general  level,
  at  its 

top  left-hand  corner ;  apparently  not  k  5  ] . ,  the  right-hand  side  of  a  loop,  as  of  p  6  Of  jc 

only  the  end  of  the  top  stroke  and  the  foot ;  e  possible  .  [,  perhaps  a  middle  stop  intended  7  ] . , 

the  top  of  a  tall  upright  Between  t  and  t/f  perhaps  ep,  but  the  e  anomalous  and  a 
 dot  above  the  line 

between  p^  not  accounted  for  8  After  o  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  ̂   10  the 

right-hand  edge  of  the  upper  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  .[,  the  thickened  top  of  an  upright 

Fr.  5  The  left-hand  side  is  rubbed  in  11.  4A>,  the  surface  partly  stripped  in  IL  7-8 

I  The  bottom  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  close  to  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  wel
l 

below  the  line  2  ] . ,  the  right-hand  edge  of  a  small  circle  level  with  the  top  
of  the  letters ;  p 

acceptable  4  an  upright,  followed'at  an  interval  by  the  top  of  an  upright  sloping  slightly 
forward  and  this  by  a  shorter  stroke  with  more  slope,  apparently  ligatured  to  r)  and  perhaps  repr

esent¬ 

ing  5  or  A  If  7/  and  p  are  rightly  recognized  no  whole  letter  is  lost  in  the  gap  between  them, 
 but  for 

p  perhaps  a  should  be  substituted  .[,  a  short  horizontal  stroke  to  right  of  the  top  of  t  ̂   5  ] ., 

the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  and  the  top  of  an  upright  slightly  to  right  of  it ;
  v  sug¬ 

gested,  but  it  is  not  the  usual  v  of  this  hand  Of  y[  only  the  foot,  but  the  spacing  supports  it
  ^ 

an  upright  concave  stroke  with  a  ligature  to  its  top,  possibly  t  7  After  €  apparently  the  top  of 

S  or  A ;  next,  the  upper  part  of  a  rather  angular  oval  not  suggesting  0,  rather  la
rge  for  o.  The  rest  are 

indeterminate  traces  on  a  single  fibre  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  8  ].,  a  dot  on
  the  line 

.[,  an  upright Fr.  4  3  A[pic]roTa'qc  probable,  ptc  looks  rather  crushed,  but  I  think  this  is  du
e  to  the  slightly 

incorrect  adjustment  of  the  two  scraps  of  which  the  fragment  has  been  made  up, 

4  TTp^ay^pariK^v. 

Fr.  6 

Fr.  7 

’  ].- 
.[ 

]  cou  Sevaii[ 

]  ^  iivpctXcoi  a/c[ 

ovv'ayvoovv[ 

5  ]  oCfJiOL€t7]  KaL€Vr[ 

]yav  TcotS  cavo€iT[ 
~\q)V  cracLv  roiJi€vy[ 

]ai[,]o8ev0ev  Tavrrj[ 
pet  7raXtvrrj[ 

]€pacacKa[ 

]t€77.[ 

Fr.  61],,  two  dots  on  the  line;  perhaps  v  or  tt,  but  perhaps  representing  two  letters^  . .[,  the 

base  of  a  circle,  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line  
and  turning  sharjfiy 

to  left;  perhaps  m,  but  t  not  so  made  elsewhere  2  ].,  a  ligature  to  the  to
p  of  c,  preceded  by 
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traces  on  frayed-out  fibres ;  possibly  a>  3  ] . ,  a  stroke  rising  to  the  upper  left-hand  stroke  of  (x 
4  ] . ,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  in  a  curve  from  left  5  ] ,  ?  a  dot  on  the  line  7  Of 

]a>  only  the  ligature  to  f  8  Of  ]p  only  traces  on  frayed-out  fibres  9  Of  ]x  only  the  tips  of  the 

upper  arms 

Fr.  6  3  seqq*  MvpciXcoi :  from  the  commentary  partly  preserved  in  Ale.  fr.  305  it  is  apparent  that 

the  piece  beginning  with  the  verses  recognizable  in  IL  7  seq.^  belowq  which  we  learn  from  Heracl.  qu, 
Horn,  5  contains  a  hidden  reference  to  Myrsilus,  was  preceded  (in  all  likelihood,  immediately)  by 
another  piece  relating  to  a  service  to  the  same  Myrsilus  performed  by  one  Mnamon.  I  call  attention, 

therefore,  to  ovSevavl^  1.  alndrat  avTOP  ovS^  Sta^eperat,  fr.  3^5  i  20,  MvpciXwi  a/r[,  L  3, a/cartov 
Trap^CTijccv  etc  rrjv  MvpciXov  /ca^oSoF,  ib.  17  seqq.,  J.oc^otctT/,  I.  .  ] .  ajitot  TroAc/toc  ja'pre  yeVotro,  ib, 
14  seq.,  without  seeing  any  way  of  testing  the  relevance  of  these  comparisons. 

4  (")'n']Aoi;v. 4  seq.  Ka[Ta7r]AouF  and  /r^]T€7ro[Ae]^oc  are  possibilities  perhaps  worth  mentioning,  but  I  cannot 

verify  this  location  of  fr.  7  by  means  of  the  cross-fibres. 

7

 

 

seq.  Ale.  fr.  326, 

9 

Fr,  7  looks  as  if  it  must  have  stood  near  the  middle  of  the  left-hand  side  of  fr.  6,  but  I  have 
failed  to  find  any  precise  location.  See  fr.  6,  4  seq,  n. 

I  ] , , , ,  on  the  line  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right,  followed  by  an  angular  loop  and  this  by  the 

base  of  a  circle  at  a  slightly  higher  level.  The  remaining  traces  are  only  dots  on  a  single  fibre  3  .  [, 
on  the  line  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  apparently  turning  to  right 

Fr.  8  vacant 

Fr.  9  Fr,  10 

]Ta7rpay7r[ 

]v6y€r'e[ 
]..[  l/oq 

Fr.93  Adot  representing  the  top  of  a  letter,  Ff-  10  i  Or  ]c?  at  remade  on  a  by  the 
followed  by  what  most  suggests  the  upper  part  of  original  hand  3  ]at  probable  4  ] , ,  a  dot 

though  unlike  the  others  in  the  middle  position  .  [,  the  left-hand  arc  of 
a  small  circle  in  the  middle  position 

2734.  ON  ALCAEUS 

Fr.  IX 

7 

]wv}{ ]&)i'  8[ 

aStaA[ 

5  ]0'<h'‘'”9[ 

]ctv  e/<‘a[ 

]ayay€tr[ 

]  _  €7TOlKl 

iro)  r 

J  *  •  u 
]  [ 

«  •  * 

Fr.  11  Prima  facie  the  bottom  of  a  column, 

3  ] ,,  perhaps  7?  or  v,  perhaps  t  with  a  ligature  from  a  preceding  a  or  the  like  4  For  ??  I  am 

not  sure  that  ai  might  not  be  substituted  5  Of  ]a  only  the  right-hand  stroke,  but  A  less  likely 

8  ] ,,  on  the  line  the  foot  of  a  stroke  with  a  small  hook  to  right  Of  k[  only  the  upright ;  perhaps  7? 

9  /.[,  the  apex  of  S  or  A,  followed  by  the  upper  left-hand  part  of  a  loop  as  of  e 

Fr.  11  3  If  aStaA[€t7rTo-,  cf.  Alc.  fr.  305  i  13  seq.  dveKk^tirrov  TToXefxov  If  this  scrap  is  to  be 

supposed  to  contain  matter  preceding  that  contained  in  fr.  6,  it  will  have  come  from  the  bottom  of  the 

preceding  column.  There  is  no  physical  resemblance  between  them. 

Fr.  12  (a) 

Fr.  12  (6) 

«  • 

]vtSta>[ 
>A.[ 

JarzaL 

]  7roAAa>[ 

»  • ]ovfJiovap  ̂   [ 

]TV^aw[ 

]ov  KaX 

]rvpa[ 

10  >.[ 

Frr.  12  (a),  (b)  have  a  strong  general  resemblance  but  I  can  establish  no  exact  relation  between 

them  by  means  of  the  fibres  of  either  side. 
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12  {a)  2  .[,  the  feet  of  two  uprights,  the  second  hooked  to  right,  e.g.  v  3  Of  t  the  stalk  has 

disappeared.  To  the  right  of  its  cross-stroke  there  appears  to  be  a  thin  continuation,  but  there  is  now 
no  other  trace  of  ink  between  r  and  r  4  ] .  ?  the  foot  of  an  upright,  below  the  line  5  .  [,  the 

start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  6  Between  v  and  a  a  damaged  place  with  scattered  traces,  com¬ 

patible  with  p  7  ] . .  ?  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left  with  a  slightly  convex  stroke 

depending  from  its  top ;  scattered  traces  below  to  right  lo  .  [,  ink  resembling  the  upper  right- 
hand  side  of  o  but  with  a  projection  curving  forward  from  its  top 

Fr.  12  ih)  I  The  lower  part  of  an  upright  with  a  stroke  diverging  upwards  from  its  foot ;  if  one 

letter,  a  'split'  r  2  ,  [,  a  short  arc  from  the  upper  left-hand  side  of  a  circle 

Fr.  12  {a)  5  pLOvap)([‘  Ale,  fr,  6  (A  6)  27  povapxi<iv. 

6  T%ip7.vv[-  Ale.  fr.  75  (D  17)  13  rvpavpev-^  fr,  348  (Z  24)  3  rvpavpov^  fr.  302  (R  I  ii  ii)  rvpa[^  fr.  179 

(H  40  ii  3)  on  Kal  rov  ̂ p[  a  schoL  ̂ ]^oi;e|^]To( )  rv^^palwic.  The  word  may  recur  in  1.  9,  below. 
Fr.  13 

]  ^  WV7Ta[ 

]noX[ 

S  ]p  ar®[ 

]€C7ra[ ].W 

Fr.  13.  Frayed  and  rubbed.  Many  letters  very  dubiously  deciphered* 
I  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  about  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  but  sloping  gently  up  to 

right.  L.  2  begins  with  a  similar  stroke  with  a  slightly  more  marked  slope,  k  not  suggested  in  either 

place  3  ] . , ,  on  the  line  the  foot  of  a  stroke  hooked  to  right,  e.g.  v,  followed  by  a  trace  on  the 

line  and  another  above  and  to  right  4  ] . ,  an  upright  with  a  trace  on  the  line  to  left ;  perhaps 
V  or  77  7  traces  compatible  with  v,  but  perhaps  two  letters,  ].t 

2735.  Choral  Lyric 

Not  much  profit,  that  I  see,  is  to  be  drawoi  from  the  collection  of  scraps  printed 

under  tliis  number.  It  does  not  appear  doubtful  that  they  represent  compositions  to 

be  described  as  choral  lyric.  Of  the  authors  who  employ  the  same  (or  a  similar)  con¬ 
ventional  dialect  in  which  they  are  written  Simonides,  Pindar,  and  Bacchyiides  may, 

I  believe,  be  at  once  ruled  out  for  the  reason  given  at  fr.  i,  ii  n.  Stesichorus  and 

Ibycus  are  left  of  the  major  poets  whose  names  we  know  and  of  this  pair  I  should 

incline  to  Stesichorus,  on  the  general  ground  that  manuscripts  of  his  poems  have 

turned  up  in  Oxyrhynchus  many  times  more  often  than  those  of  Ibycus  (only  1790-f- 

2081(/)),  and  for  the  particular  reason  that  there  is  a  chance  that  fr.  ii  has  a 

connexion  with  the  ̂ AOXa  ini  HeXlai  which  Stesichorus  wrote.  These  are  weak 

arguments,  but  even  if  the  authorship  were  established,  what  has  survived  is  so  dis¬ 

continuous — palaeographical  considerations  make  it  reasonable  to  suppose  that  the 

fragments  represent  no  small  extent  of  writing,  perhaps  more  than  one  manuscript — - 
that  it  affords  little  or  no  information  about  subject  or  treatment,  structure,  or  metre. 

The  hand  is  untypical  and  has  a  strongly  marked  character  that  makes  it  readily 

identifiable  even  in  small  quantities,  although  it  displays  wide  variations  in  size  and 

weight  and  a  good  deal  of  irregularity  in  the  formation  of  some  letters.  Peculiarities 

of  one  kind  or  another  are  to  be  seen  particularly  in  e,  o,  c,  r,  v.  As  far  as  I  can  tell 

the  lection-signs  are  mostly  due  to  the  writer  of  the  text.  So  apparently  are  some  of 
the  marginalia,  but  in  these  two  other  hands  are  recognizable.  I  should  guess  the 

copy  to  have  been  made  in  the  second  century. 
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Fr,  I 

•[ 

l^a7ra[ 

]8_[  ]apca>[ 

]  Sa/c 

5  ̂   Xrirrjpocaeiho[ 
]a^pa7r[  ̂ ]yTcdc[ 

]  ^  ocotdrepwrocl 

]coKaratcava)"[ ^aTOVT€Xocac(j)[ 

10  ]aSvva^tc’  Kpar[ 

]  yocpceraSdi  [ 

^noXvvoX^oveScoKl 

]€XojciV€X€vroic8a[ 

]iCiflOLpdv*  [ 

1 5  ]TVv8apl8[  ]aAay6[ 

]  ^  icaXTrtyyocoKevKei ]9L7r7roSapitoLKai  ̂   [ 

]ecavTl6€0L  [ 

^voTidovec'oiccvec  ̂   [ 

20  ]TtpieyaXaxpvcaiyLc[ 
\KaSea,  [ 

]  ^  evov<f)arovecrive[ 

]an^6/ceecct*C€Sau[ 
]€VKaTaSepK€Tata[ 

25  ^  '  ]raKaXXiCTOP€7rtx0[ 
]otcevaA[  \  ]yKiov€L8g[ 
]caAAocouT(Sc[l  ^  _  [ 

'\av idov ac ovr  [ 

]y8cavetpai^a\  .M 

30  ]  ̂  3gipiovavaio[ 

]  ^  crexopdicimTg[ 
^dvpaOvvev  [ 

apL(f)iT€0aviia[ 
\Xc&a~^^^vreJi 

35  JtTOUC  ‘Aaxi>a[ ^liocvvdireKai8p[ 

’Ijrar  ecayd)V€rrdc\_ 

^V7Tar€pojvi8ripa\ 
]wa  [ 

40  ]  ̂   ^  ^  ]ajoecTtSe[ 

]ecca[  j^e^tc/caf 

‘  ‘j'  [ 

2735.  CHORAL  LYRIC II 

Fr.  i  I  off  the  line  the  lower  part  of  a  slightly  convex  or  forward -sloping  stroke  2  Of 

only  the  tip  of  the  overhang  and  end  of  the  cross-stroke  Above  a[,  of  which  only  the  base  of  the 

loop,  a  v.l.  4  ] . ,  the  foot  of  a  forward-sloping  stroke  Of  k  only  the  foot  of  the  upright  and 
the  lower  branch  The  extreme  right-hand  end  of  a  cross- stroke  touches  the  top  of  o  Of  w[  only  the 

top  of  the  left-hand  stroke  5  ] . ,  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  on  a  single  fibre,  part  of  a  cross¬ 
stroke  with  a  thickening  at  the  right-hand  end  7  ] , ,  tlie  middle  part  of  a  slightly  concave  stroke 

with  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  through  it;  S  ̂[,  the  edge  of  a  slightly  convex 

upright  having  a  projection  to  left  of  the  top  it  ].?  lower  end  of  an  upright  descending 
below  the  line  and  a  horizontal  stroke  above  it  in  the  interlinear  space  7  may  be  a  badly  made  y 

12  Of  Jtt  only  a  speck  of  the  top  right-hand  corner  16  ] .,  the  right-hand  base  angle  of  a  triangle ; 

anomalous  for  S  or  perhaps  o  or  to  17  .  [,  y  or  the  left-hand  part  of  tt  19  ,  [,  the  edge  of  an  upright 

20  Of  ]e  only  the  right-hand  extremities  21  Of  ]k  the  same  Of  a  only  the  base  of  the  loop  and 
the  tip  of  the  downstroke  22  ] . ,  a  trace  on  the  line  suggesting  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending 

from  left  26  k  into  y !,  first  hand  ?  27  ] ,  .  a  small  o,  followed  at  an  interval  by  the  lower  part 

of  a  forward -sloping  stroke  with  a  dot  above  and  to  left ;  apparently  part  of  a  marginal  note  28  .  [, 

on  the  line  a  convex  stroke,  above  it  a  concave  stroke  touching  the  end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  r ;  pre¬ 

sumably  T  followed  by  a  or  o  29  Of  ]u  only  the  end  of  the  right-hand  branch  30  ] .,  on  the 
line  the  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  31  ] .  ?  the  same  33  ] . .  ?  the  tip  of  an  upright 

followed  by  a  cross-stroke  as  of  r  34  ] . ,  on  the  underlayer  a  stroke  sloping  from  left  to  about 

mid-letter ;  a  not  suggested  .  [,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  35  By  the  first  hand, 

but  anomalous  4°  ] .?  the  upper  corner  and  cross-stroke  of  y  suggested,  not  r  .[?  an  apex  as  of 

A,  but  V  may  be  possible  though  the  left-hand  stroke  would  be  more  than  usually  sloping  41  The 
second  c  remade  or  written  on  another  letter 

Fr.  1  5  Archilochus  is  quoted  for  atStar  utt’  avXrjrdpoc  (fr.  123,  perhaps  at  2312  fr.  6,  8).  Theognis 

has  VTT*  avXrjrripoc  deiSetv  (825 ;  aKovoyv  533),  avX7]Tr]poc  deiSciv  I065. 
6  7ravrd)c  Doric  accentuation  ApolL  Dysc.  tt.  impp,  170,  15.  Similarly  ouraic,  1.  27, 

7  old  T€  adverbial?  Cf.  Alcm.  56,  4,  Bacchyl.  v  65. 

8  Kar*  afcav  ‘rightly,  rightfully’,  cf.  11.  vi  333  Kar  aicav  .  .  ,  ou3’  virkp  atcav,  Find.  Pyth.  X  26  (schoL 

Kara  to  7TpocyKov)y  Bacchyl,  X  32 ; )(  ot;  Kar*  atcav  Find.  Pytk.  iv.  1 07  (schol.  -rrapd  Ttdvra  to,  St/cata),  'nap' 
aicav  Pyth,  viii  13  (scholk  napd  to  KaOrjKOVy  napd  to  Seov). 

Or,  if  ]to  represents  a  genitive,  cf.  Find.  Nem.  in  15  ovk  . . .  ̂picroK'AetSac  reav-  (‘eae’) . . .  KaP  atcav 
(schol.  Bed  TO  coy  pepoc ;  KaTa  t7}V  iavTov  pepiSa  ,  ,  ocov  ye  aortot  dvijKe). 

I  cannot  account  for  the  ‘short’.  The  best  guess  I  can  make  at  the  reading  is  cue. 
10  Svvaptc  vd,  Bvvaa,c,  At  Bacchyl.  x  49  BvvapLv  corrected  to  Bvvactv,  Bvvacu  three  times  in  Findar 

{Pythians). 10  seq,  Fossibly  KpdT\oc  .  .  .  peya. 

II  seq.  eBaiK-  implies  eBdoKavy  Doric  accentuation,  and  this  makes  Balpovec  a  reasonably  likely 

supplement,  but  I  do  not  see  why  it  should  have  been  considered  to  require  an  accent. 
eSooKav  and  v]LKdcav  fr.  ir,  8,  and  likewise  avrl^cot,  1.  18,  and  ayepeuyot  fr.  27  (b)  14  are  furnished 

with  Doric  accents.  It  must  therefore  be  remarked  that  2430,  which  there  is  reason  to  attribute  to 

Simonides,  has  other  Doric  characteristics  but  not  this :  aetcav  fr.  4  ii  8,  ecTdcav  fr.  32,  2,  ]Bdpvvov  ibid. 

4,  and  pcTadpevoi  fr.  35  (b)  9.  On  the  other  hand,  manuscripts  of  Stesichorus,^  when  accented,  have  in 
these  cases  Doric  accents,  e.g.2359  (Cvodrjpat)  ii  2  l^dvov,  i  2  oi/rtyoVoi,  dc7ract|ot,  2617  (Fppaorptc)  fr.  29,  3 

T^Aii^oy,  fr.  I,  2  eyotcat,  fr.  2,  2  aptcrot. 
13  eyev  i.e.  eyety,  as  at  fr.  6,  3  seq.  aetSey,  Aeyev.  At  2430  fr.  79,  12  Oopev  (aorist). 
tolcB'  a-  seems  to  be  implied. 

15  TvvBaplS[aL]cLy  and  so,  I.  17,  KdcTopf}  O'  tnnoBdpoM  Kal  .... 
Xaye[Tai  in  some  form. 
16  I  should  guess  eV  Ke[.  I  now  believe  that  ok  for  ore  should  be  recognized  at  2430  fr.  47,  2. 

17  On  the  analogy  of  KdcTopd  0*  tirnoBapov  Kal  nv^  dyadov  UoXvBevKca  II.  iff  237,  Od,  xi  300  there  is 
likely  to  be  a  mention  of  Folydeukes  at  the  end  of  this  verse,  but  whether  7r[  stands  for  nvi  or  77a>-, 
UoXvSevKeL  (or  some  equivalent,  e.g.  UoXvBevKeoc  piaL  as  at  Simon,  fr.  4,  i)  or  something  else,  there  is 

nothing  to  show. 

*  1790  (  +  2081  (/)),  which  preserves  verse  attributed  to  Ibycus,  displays  the  same  system  as 
MSS.  of  Stesichorus. 
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1 8  seq.  avridcoc  from  Homer  onwards  regularly  (though  not  uniquely)  a  qualification  of  nobles. 

Here  perhaps  T?/>e>]ee  avr idiot  (as  at  Find.  Pyih,  i  53^  iv  58)  ‘and  their  ,  .  .  henchmerfi, 
20  x;)i;catytcat  Bacchyh  fr.  15  of  Athena,  ypucar/tSoc  "Iroivlac  (accented  in  the  MSS.,  wrongly, see  Chandler  §  647). 

21  As  the  accent  shows,  a  compound  of  -«rao^c. 
22  seqq,  I  should  guess  that  the  general  sense  might  be  :  the  children  of  the  (gods)  have  ineffable 

(beauty).  At  any  rate  this  seems  to  offer  an  acceptable  antithesis  to  23  seqq. 

23  seq.  ce  0"  au  .  .  .  KaraoipK^rai,  ,  .  .  Perhaps  ovpav60]ev  and  dr(e)Atoc  precede  and  follow.  But  Od. 
xi  15  seq.,  ovSi  ttoA  avrovc  \  rjiXtoc  KarahipK^rai  d^riWct,  is  a  warning  that  the  arrangement  of 
the  words  may  be  different, 

25  seq.  eopjra  /(rdAAtcToi>  e77^xd[oy/a^v  .  .  .  dOavdAotc  €pa\[C]yKiop  etSo[c  will  probably  not  do  much 
injustice  to  the  sense, 

27  I  suppose  a  negative  is  to  be  supplied  :  ‘no  other  .  .  ,  so  ,  ,  ovri]c  or  the  like. 
28  seqq.  It  seems  possible  that  the  sense  is :  neither  Ionian  nor  Lacedaemonian, 

dp'  ’Idopac?  For  this  use  of  dpd  with  people  (instead  of  regions)  the  only  precise  parallel  I  can 

adduce  is  Od,  xiv  286  dp'  Alyv-nrlovc  dvSpac, 

If  KjvSLapGLpaPy  I  think  it  looks  more  probable  that  the  meaning  is  ‘renowned  in  men’  (though  the 

only  other  instance  would  be  A^tih,  Plan,  i,  2  {CTrapra  Kvdidveipo)  than  the  Homeric  ‘where  men  gain 
renown’  (of  pdyrjy  dyop^q). 

AaKySaiiJiOPa  valo[vT-.  There  seems  to  be  no  reason  to  postulate  (i)padov. 

34  seq.  dAc^a.  I  am  not  certain  about  the  purpose  of  the  marginal  additions,  both  by  the  original 
hand.  The  second  is  marked  as  a  variant ;  the  first  looks  as  if  it  might  be  meant  to  carry  on  the  line 

(which  would  then  have  to  be  transcribed  dAcea  dydevr’  e.[),  though  for  one  reason  or  another  it  is  at a  lower  level. 

Aayva[  implies  Xaypd  -etc  or  -eprp^}  and  might,  I  suppose,  be  an  alternative  reading  to  dydevray 
but  though  dXcea  dydepra  is  comprehensible  in  the  light  of  IL  xvi  765  seqq.  (especially  rrpoc  dAXyAac 

e^aXop  .  .  .  d^ovc  yxyt  decTreclyt).  the  nearest  parallel  I  can  offer  to  dAcea  Xaxpdepray  ‘shaggy  groves’,  is 

XaxprjepT  opotjyop,  11.  xxiv  451,  referring  to  the  ‘rough’  appearance  of  thatch.  Oppian  actually  employs 

both  Xdxprj  and  Ady^^at  in  the  sense  of  ‘foliage’,  Halieut.  iv  167,  380.  A  different  view  of  the  matter 
might  be,  that  there  is  no  connexion  between  the  marginal  additions,  that  Xaxpd[-  is  a  variant  for, 

say,  yatrd-  and  that  either  (completed  -evrac)  qualifies  irrNovc. 
36  7raAat(c)]/xocwat  re  Kal  Sp[6pcot  suggested;  cf.  Tyrt.  12,  2  ovre  TroSatv  dperyc  ovre  rraXatcfxocvvrjC. 

37  ec  dydop'  iP  Ac[o>'rT-  ?  Cf.  Find.  N em.  iii  4,  ix  9,  Pae.  vi  134. 
38  <e>tS^pa[To-,  Cf.  Hesych.  in  ISrjparoc*  KaXdcy  Mpatoc.  Not  found  elsewhere. 

Fr,  2 

5 

«  «  » 

K..[ 

you7roA[,].[ 

]c  [ 

]vra^otvtotct^[ 

]  [ 
wl-  ‘^eX  .  .  .  t* 

]ena8tnotc^eAeecc[ 

\ocapyvp07r€^ov  [ 

]eyevroX 

2735.  CHORAL  LYRIC 

Fr.  2  I  After  c  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  off  the  line,  followed  by  the  foot  of  an  upright  turning 

sharply  up  to  left ;  perhaps  at,  ar,  or  the  like  ,[,  a  short  arc  from  the  lower  left-hand  side  
of  a  circle 

2  Above  o  traces,  perhaps  of  .[,  an  upright  with  a  median  trace  to  right ;  y?  3  speck 

on  the  line  4  ] .  [,  a  dot  on  the  line  6  .  [,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  8  sscr.  peXecct  to 

be  presumed,  but  peXeci  may  be  possible  10  .[,  the  apex  of  a  triangle 

Fr.  2  3  fieytcrS. 

4  KdS]ptov  TToXtCy  or  a  derivative,  in  some  case;  a  long  shot. 

6  tf>olptoc  a  rare  word  (once  in  the  Odyssey^  once  in  Findar),  except  in  the  Tragedians. 

8  dSt^^dv  with  a  smooth  breathing  at  Find.  Pyth.  ii  53  (the  only  instance  in  lyric  except  Timoth. 

Pers.  29)  and  more  often  than  not  in  MSS.  of  Homer.  The  rough  breathing  based  on  two  theories : 

{a)  Trapd  TO  ddyp  .  .  .  Atd  teat  SacvvecOat  avro  rtvec  fSovXoprat  Kadd  ep  rote  Atticopoc  teal  * Hp
oSedpov  dyXovrat 

Fust.  178,  22;  similarly  schol.  IL  ii  87;  (b)  a  before  S,  except  when  privative  or  the  result  of  a  crasis, 

takes  a  rough  breathing,  schol.  A  IL  xi  88  (Herodian?). 

9  dpyvporreloc  known  only  from  Anth.  Pal.  v  59  (Rufinus),  where  it  is  applied  to  a  girl.  Ferhaps 

like  dpyvpoTTovc  it  might  be  applied  to  a  piece  of  furniture. 

Fr.  3 

Fr.  4 

]  .< ]aX[ 

V.[ 
s  1V4 

Fr.  3  I  An  upright  with  the  start  of  a  cross¬ 

stroke  going  to  right  from  its  top.  There  is  also 

a  cross-stroke  going  to  left  from  its  foot,  which 

does  not  look  like  a  ‘long’  over  a,  1.  2  2  ] . , 

the  upper  part  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right 
3  Of  the  ‘long’  only  the  right-hand  end  4  .  [, 
the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  5  ] . »  ̂  trace 

level  with  the  top  of  the  loop  of  a 

]Sa/ce0u/x[ 

]  ^  ac77at8d>[ 

Fr.  4  There  is  a  ‘joint’  at  the  right-hand 

2  ] . ,  a  speck  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters Fr.  4  I  Cf.  daKcOvpoc  IdpcXc  Simon,  fr,  74,  5. 

Fr.5 

Fr.  6 

].«y4 ]o‘-Xp[ 

]am.[ 

].  ..  ..  .[ 

T , . 

]0€7rt0pevac  ̂ t<'[ 
j^TTOvcAeyev*  [ ]o/LtvAAta>v  [ 
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Fr.  5  i].j  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  curving  down  from  left  to  middetter  2].^  a  longer 
piece  of  a  siniilar  stroke  touching  o  near  its  base  Above  x  ̂   dot,  perhaps  casual  3  .[>  a  slightly concave  upright 

Fr.  6  i],  .  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  followed  at  an  interval  by  two  hooks  to  right 
on  the  line  iM arg,  i  . .  the  low^er  part  of  a  stroke  curving  up  to  right,  followed  by  the  lower  part 
of  an  upright  with  a  horizontal  stroke  to  right  from  its  top;  at  an  intercml  the  base  of  a  circle 
3 . 4?  prima  facie  7;A[,  but  this  may  be  illusory  4]  ,  possibly  the  bottom  right-hand  angle  of  o. 

Fr.  6  5  I  can  make  no  better  guess  than  that  this  represents  a  derivative  of  crw/xhAoc,  but  there 
is  no  doubt  that  was  not  written.  Diminutives  in  -vXXtov  are  alien  to  lyric  verse. 

Fr.  7 

].[ 

J.pocsy 
].ap[ Jronr  ̂ [ 

5  ]  /^6ya.[ 

]  co..[ 

]  o[ 

Fr.  7  I  A  thickened  upright  with  the  start  of  a  cross-stroke  to  right  of  its  top  2  ]  ,  traces 

compatible  with  the  right-hand  upright  of  77,  but  not  verifiable  Of  A  only  the  upright  '  3  ]  , apparently  elements  of  an  upright  4  .[,  the  middle  part  of  the  left-hand  side  of  a  circle? 
5  .  [,  the  top  and  bottom  of  an  upright  ?  64,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  ?  7  _ 
an  upright,  suggesting  the  left-hand  stroke  of  with  a  speck  to  right  wdnch  could  represent  the  tip  of 
the  right-hand  stroke,  followed  by  the  apex  of  a  triangle  8  In  the  left-hand  margin  an  isolated  dot 

Fr.  8 

5 

]  [ 

]  ^  ea-7TeptanSptSa[ 

]  ^  OV'€VTeKePOpKOv[ 

][8oJV€XiyfjicSTaiS  [ 

]  "  [ 

]iCT€rraiS6jy[ 

Fr,  8  I  ]  ̂  a  dot  on  the  line  closely  followed  by  the  end  of  a  stroke  curving  down  from  left  and 
this  by  a  hook  like  the  base  of  c ;  next,  two  dots  on  the  line,  perhaps  representing  one  letter  ^  ̂ 
on  a  single  fibre  a  cross-stroke  opposite  the  middle  of  e  Between  a  and  tt  a  thin  upright  ending below  in  a  thick  dot  and  perhaps  having  a  cross-stroke  to  right  running  into  the  top  of  tt  4 
on  the  line  a  hook  to  right  5  ] ,,  perhaps  t,  but  much  damaged  [,  perhaps  the  edge  of  the left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Fr.  8  4  k€v  Pindar  €vr  av  (3  times)  only.  Neither  elsewhere  in  Ivric. 
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Fr.  9 

15 

M.].[.].[ 

^aT€peia6[ 

Ip]  LTTor  at 

]ayoic'X 

]  ycaitepei;0[ 

^yKeXaSrjt  ̂   [ 

]  ^  eTer€Kva[ 
].  .cevcrr][ ]aTat8ta[ 
]a/8€paT[ 

]ovon/caTa[ 
>7rpo7ro.[ 

]_'ripe7rec[ 

Fr.  9  2  Of  ]a  only  the  right-hand  stroke  Of  4  the  left-hand  edge  3  .  [,  the  upper  and 
lower  ends  of  the  left-hand  stroke  of  v  acceptable,  but  x  is  an  alternative  and  there  are  others  4  .[? 

the  lower  left-hand  part  of  a  circle ;  a,  o,  a>  apparently  possible  5  ] .,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke 

descending  from  left  6  For  ]y  perhaps  t  th^  bottom  left-hand  angle  of  S?  7  the 
edge  of  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle ?  Of  a[  only  the  left-hand  end  of  the  loop  8  ] , ,,  the 

upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  gradually  to  right,  followed  by  traces  compatible  with  the  top  and 

the  end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  e  Of  r}[  only  the  first  upright  10  Of  ]a  only  the  tail.  Above  it 

what  appears  to  be  an  upright ;  not  suggested  Of  r[  only  the  left-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  and 
the  extreme  lower  end  of  the  stalk  12  ^  dot  on  the  line,  followed  by  the  start  of  a  stroke 

rising  to  right  13  ] .  ̂   a  speck  just  below  the  top  of  the  letters 

Fr.  9  2  e^TrJare/jeta. 

3  7Toraiv[t-. 

Fr.  10 

]  [ 
]  [ 

]SiTac  [ 

[ 

Fr,  10  2  ],,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 
3  The  top  of  an  upright 



i6 

Fr*  1 1  There  is  a  "joint'  running  irregularly  down  the  middle 

2],,  the  right-hand  part  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  top  of  a  3  Of  only  the  right-hand 

convex  upright.  It  is  followed  by  o  or  a,  either  anomalous  17  made  out  of  r ;  A  retouched  .  the 

middle  part  of  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  4  Of  only  the  right-hand  ends  of  the  crossed  strokes 

For  Af  I  am  not  sure  that  is  not  preferable  6  .  [,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  9  Between  o 

and  o~  a  dot  on  the  line  and  a  slightly  backward-sloping  upright  .  [,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 
10  Between  d  and  r  a  comma-like  hook,  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  followed  by  the  upper  tip  of 

a  stroke  descending  to  right :  if  these  are  to  be  combined,  there  is  room  for  a  narrow  letter  after  Of 

T  no  sign  of  the  left-hand  part  of  the  bar  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  ii  . 

a  dot  off  the  line,  followed  by  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  15  ] .,  the  upper  tip  of  a  stroke 

rising  from  left  J,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line.  Between  this  letter  and 

c  something  inserted  above  the  line  16  Of  e  only  the  upper  left-hand  part,  but  not,  I  think,  o 

.  [,  a  trace  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  17  o  ex  &  first  hand  _  [,  a  speck  off  the  line,  followed 

at  an  interval  by  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  18  Of  ]y  only  the  right-hand  end  of  the 

cross-stroke  0"f  yf  the  upright  is  anomalously  sinuous,  but  v  or  would  also  be  anomalous  19  ] . » 
a  cross-stroke  with  a  thickening  at  its  left  hand  end  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  Of  r  only  the 

top,  of  a  only  the  tail  a  hook  to  right  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  20  an  upright 

descending  below  the  line,  followed  by  four  dispersed  traces  at  different  levels  21  .[,  the  upper 

part  of  a  slightly  convex  upright 
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Fr*  1  i  I 

2  {“)c  IrdSc  ov, 

3  I  do  not  tliink  that  tt,  though  marginally  preserved,  can  possibly  be  read  as  at,  so  that  8pd  koi'rac 
d7rAaro[t;c  might  be  considered  (for  which  ch  Find,  Pyth,  xii  9,  BacchyL  v  62), 

5  1  can  tmd  no  evidence  for  ciMpeoc  ieininine,  A  ngure  sornetirries  found  in  the  surroundings  re¬ 
ferred  to  in  the  note  on  1.  ii,  Atalanta,  might  perhaps  be  so  qualified. 

7  vR  apiiaci  Cl,  Find.  fr.  234  vp  dpiiaav  itt-ttoc,  Isth,  V  5  Scliol. 
8  (ijvliKdcav  rp4)(o\vr€C, 

9  A  word  beginning  (as  shown  by  the  tremci)  with  10  followed  by  two  letters  and  oc  has  a  good 

chance  of  being  "JoAaoc.  But  though  Aa  (as  written  in  1.  ii)  may  be  accommodated,  I  am  bound  to  say 
that  a  would  have  to  be  supposed  very  anomalously  formed.  The  internal  argument  for  lolaus  L  ii  11. 

Not  prinia  iacie  dprfCoc, 
10  e^rfodvra  is  a  natural  guess,  but  I  do  not  think  reconcilable  with  such  traces  as  remain. 

11  iJj??Aej)[  cJ  Sg  rraXa-  the  exact  form  of  words  is  not  ascertainable,  but  I  suppose  there  is  not  much 
doubt  that  there  is  a  reference  to  Peleus  as  a  wrestler.  The  most  notable  occasion  on  which  he  com¬ 
peted  was  the  dOka  iPt  Thklat  (Apoliod,  BtbL  in  9,  2,  4  seq  ,,  13,  3,  i ;  Pans,  v  17,  10;  Hygin,  273),  and 
at  these  lolaus  also  competed  (with  a  qua&nga),  at  least  according  to  Paiisanias  (Lc.,  description  of 

the  chest  of  Cypselus)  and  Hyginus  (Lc.).  Other  details  compatible  with  the  hypothesis  that  these 
games  are  reforred  to  may  be  found  in  IL  :r,  2,  7,  8,  12.  But  there  are  many  others  of  which  I  cannot 
see  the  relevance  to  such  a  context,  most  strikingly  of  all  11.  17  seq, 

12  fouBoc  vTTeprepov,  If  this  refers  to  a  victory  in  the  games,  it  is  to  be  noted  that  according  to 

Apollodorus  (Lc,)  Peleus  was  defeated  by  Atalanta  and  according  to  Paiisanias  (Lc.)  fought  with 

Jason  on  equal  terms.  Only  Hyginus  (Lc.)  makes  him  victorious. 

13  ]ay.ec,  infinitive,  of  BwA-  a  reasonable  articulation.  In  1.  6  yajidv  also  looks  to  me  the  likeliest 

interpretation. 
17  seq.  Chrysaor  plays  no  part  in  legend  except  as  father  of  Geryones.  Geryones  is  an  iniportaiit 

figure  in  the  Herakles  story.  Herakles  "was  present  (irresided?,  Pausanias  (Lc,),  competed,  Hyginus 
(Lc.))  at  the  funeral,  games  of  Pelias.  (It  is  |)0SBible  that  his  name  is  to  be  recognized  in  I.  6  above.) 

Except  for  the  fact  that  Stesichorus  wrote  an  ̂ AdXa  drrl  IleXiat  and  a  rjjpvoyqk  in  each  of  which 
Heracles  appears,  there  is  no  connexion  that  I  know  of  between  the  two  stories. 

I  dal 
rap  i 

J  /  9  L. 

jtr.  12 

!  oAd  r 
iai/ta| 

Fr.  12  The  cross-fibres  seem  to  run  from  (a)  to  (F),  but  there  is  nothing  to  shotv  the  distance 
between  them 

(a)  I  ] , ,  I  think  a,  but  A  not  ruled  out  2  ,  [,  a  dot  well  below  the  line  4  ] . ,  the  extreme 

right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  top  of  o  . [,  perhaps  the  top  of  the  left-hand  stroke  of 

0  4807 
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Vy  but  too  damaged  to  verify  5  *[?  I  think  a,  but  r  may  be  possible  6  ] .,  the  lower  end  of 
a  stroke  descending  from  left  .  [,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right 

ip)  5  Over  a[  an  accent,  I  think  the  left-hand  end  of  a  Circumflex' 
Fr.  13 

»  «  * 

]  [ 

janrroAtv  [ 

].  w*'  gdfl 

]decca[ 

]  veTrtK«[ra[ 

5  ‘  ]  [ 

Blank 

Fr.  13  2  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle,  immediately  followed  by  an  upright  with  a  pro¬ 

jection  to  left  at  the  top  ;  does  not  much  resemble  the  hand  of  the  text  4  rnarg,  ].,  looks  like  a> 

with  a  tail  depending  from  the  top  of  the  right-hand  stroke  6  ] . ,  the  right-hand  base  angle 
of  o  or  (v? 

Fr.  13  6  This  line  looks  a  little  smaller  and  slighter  than  the  three  of  the  text  above  and  might  be 

an  addition  made  in  the  lower  margin. 
Fr.  14 

Fr.  13 

pro  ter oc  [ 

]  [ 
]  [ 
].  [ 

]  [ 
]  [ 

].Aec[ 

]ovV[ 

l/cAeocF 
]eev  [ 

]™c[ ]  [ 

Fr.  15  Smaller  writing  than  any  of  the  rest 

I  ] the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  2  a  ex  o,  first  hand  5  For  f[  perhaps  o 

7  ] .,  the  top  of  e?  Above  and  to  right  of  v  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right,  perhaps  relating  to  L  6 

Fr.  15  A  possibility  to  be  considered  is  that  Ik  1-5  of  these  verses  were  written  in  the  upper 

margin,  having  been  omitted  in  their  place  in  the  column.  At  least,  that  might  account  for  the 

relatively  small  size  of  the  writing. 
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Fr.  16 

19 

. . [ 

JoKXcaKcufpucOevTiT 

]vx^TadcOa[ 

] 
 [' 

]  [ 
]^7T0tca77a^[ 

]’  [ 

]patv€  ̂ 

]AX  "
[ 

]XX€€pacr[ 

]onca0[ 

Fr.  16  I  ] , ,  the  foot  of  a  slightly  forward- sloping  stroke  After  /r  a  trace  off  the  line,  followed  by 
two  hooks  to  right  like  the  lower  part  of  c,  between  the  second  of  which  and  d  a  hook  to  left  off  the 

line  . ,  [,  the  feet  of  two  uprights,  probably  v  2  ntarg.  .  [,  an  upright  with  ink,  partly  blurred, 

to  right  of  its  foot,  and  a  suspended  letter,  perhaps  6  ] , ,  the  right-hand  edge  of  a  circle  .  [, 

a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  A  dot  belov/  the  tail  of  the  second  a  may  belong  to  a  mar¬ 

ginal  note  8  . ,  [j  ̂  ̂^At  on  the  line,  followed  by  a  dot  below  the  line 
On  the  back,  at  the  top,  traces  of  two  widely  separated  lines 

Fr.  16  2  fuarg.  np]oKXea  K{at)  Evpvcdlv'q  the  founders  of  the  Eurv^rontid  and  Agiad  lines  of 

Spartan  kings. 
3  c]uxeraacf?a[t  hitherto  not  found  in  lyric,  but  only  in  epic,  verse.  I  do  not  understand  the 

marking  of  the  second  a  as  long.  I  suppose  it  is  by  analog}'  with  active  forms  in  -adv. 

10  ]AAe’,  e.g.  TT^pLKaXXeOl 
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Fr.  17 

],enrip[ 

\  ouSef ^  •  L 

j77ept§(^[ 

5  ~\pvc€a[ ]C0X«T0.  .[ 

IxOo'w  [ 

J  ^  eXecfyav  ̂   [ 

J.o™  .[ 

l^retr 

]pya[ 
15  ].«.[ 

Fr.  17  I  e  anomalous  and  more  like  0,  but  not  the  0  of  this  hand  2  1 ,,  the  foot  of  an  upright 

3  an  upright  6  ,  .[?  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  iine^  followed  at  an 

interval  by  a  short  flat  stroke  on  the  line  8  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  ,[^ 

traces  compatible  with  the  top  of  r,  but  not  verifiable  9  ] . ?  u  dot  about  mid-letter  .  [,  the  low^er 

part  of  an  upright  10  Of  ]A  only  the  lower  part  of  the  right-hand  stroke  After  ̂   either  a  or 
o,  followed  by  a  trace  on  the  line  n  ].?  the  ends  of  divergent  strokes,  as  of  y?  ,[,*  the  upper 

end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  riglit  ] .  ?  two  vertically  related  dots  opposite  the  left-hand  end 

of  T  13  ] .  >  the  right-hand  angle  of  aC  15  a  speck  some  way  from  €,  not  quite  level  with 

the  top  of  the  letters 
On  the  back,  at  the  top  of  the  fragment,  the  remains  of  three  lines  ].[].[ 

]uya[ 

]Tor'[ Fr.  17  4  seq.  'Ec]rr^ptBcoG  (yaAa)  are  obvious  possibilities. 

i 
j 

i 
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Fr.  18  Fr.  19 

7 
 [ 

5  ]aAA4 
]  [ 

Fr.  18  I  T  races  compatible  with  the  top  of 

y  (or  t)  and  the  apex  of  a  triangular  letter 
2  ,  a  trace  on  the  line  3  .  [,  the  left-hand 
side  of  a  small  circle  at  the  level  of  the  top  of  the 

letters ;  v  not  suggested  4  ] .  ?  confused  ink 
against  e  at  about  the  middle  5  .  [?  o  or  less 

probably  c  6  Above  e  a  thick  dot  10  .  [, 

a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

Fr.  19  I  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross¬ 

stroke  touching  €  below  the  top  Betw^een  e  and 

a  a  high  dot ;  perhaps  part  of  a  letter  in  the  pre¬ 
vious  line  F?  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to 

right  ?  2  ] ,  . ,  the  loop  of  p  or  possibly  the 

right-hand  side  of  o,  followed  by  a  convex 

upright  Of  tc[  only  the  central  lower  part 

]..[ 
¥9.[ 

A.[ 
].< 

5  ]w.[ 

]-«[ 
M 

]i^[ 

o  I/O  r 

Fr,  20 

].’.[ 

j“f[ 

]a[ 

Fr.  20  I  Prima  facie  ]AA[,  but  ]a  and  v[  do 

not  appear  to  be  ruled  out  2  Over  a  a  dong' or  a  rough  breathing?  3  Of  ]k  only  the  ends 

of  the  upper  and  lower  arms 

Fr.  21 

IM 

].cea[ 

]  [ 

]«[ 

5  ]§oSc[ ]  [ «  *.  • 

F'r.  21  I  ] , perhaps  the  turn-up  01  e  or  the 
like,  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  c  (or  less 

probably  e)  2  ] . ,  a  short  descending  stroke 
against  the  upper  part  of  c  5  Of  ]S  only  the 

bottom  right-hand  angle ;  <j>  perhaps  not  ruled  out 



Fr*  26  I  the  foot  of  an  upright 
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Fr.  27 

1  VO  i 

1  r  1  '  r 1 3  ̂  irayevf  ̂   ^  | irajin^dov  | 

J  *  L. 

iULlffiODatCl 

1  ‘  f  r 

yepaji 

I  ^  yveoiKi 

i  ^  OFTe[ 

j  ^  po8€[ 

jAu/cec  ̂   I 

]ae^o44 

1  r 
jacToc[ 
icoc8a5 

Jaycpto^ot’  a[ 

hKpctT7jc0gLy[ 

Fr,  27  There  is  no  external  evidence  to  show  the  distance  between  (a)  and  (Ij 

I  1^,  on  the  line  a  speck  and  at  some  distance  to  right  the  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left; 

a  possible  Jd  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line  2  Of  ]a  only  the  end  of 
the  rig-ht-hand  stroke  a  1  Ik  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  below  the  line  a  ex  o?  ̂   L a  e.:i.  O: 

perhaps  the  tops  of  cO  7  Above  w  a  dot  perhaps  indicating  a  v,L  J.,  on  a  single  fibre  the 

upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  Of  y  only  the  top  left-hand  angle  and  the  tip  of  the  right- 

hand  upright  8  (a)  a  dot  slightly  higher  than  mid-letter  with  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke 

descending  from  left  below  it  (fi)  1 , ,  a  speck  on  the  line  9  ] . ,  the  rightdiand  end  of  a  stroke 

level  with  the  top  of  the  letters ;  perhaps  e  10  Of  ]A  only  the  lower  part  of  the  right-hand 
stroite anomalous  :  perhaps  made  out  of 

Fr.  27  2  A  compound  of  -adyric  seems  as  likely  as  ndyat. 

3  The  accent  indicates  dprjovec^  precluding  oy^oF  A.  FeriiapSj  tiiereiorej  dA/cdA  is  implied. 

4  yevicdl  at. 

5  I  cannot  guess  what  is  meant  by  the  accentuation.  It  would  be  appropriate  to  a  compound 
word  like  vowexL^  but  to  nothing  that  could  be  expected  in  lyric  verses. 

14  dyepwxoi  laudatory^  of  persons  (Aleman  and)  BaccliyiideSj  of  things  Pindar. 

15  -loKpa/rrjC  6av\ar~? 
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Fr.  28 

ff.[ ayav^  [ 
€t/cara.[ 

^paivcovi :[ 

].ac^p€vac[ 

[ 

S  .  "]fiaTa[ ]  [ 
*  «  « 

Fr.  28  I  Below  0  the  right-hand  end  of  a  curved  stroke^  perhaps  a  ̂ hyphen ^  After  e  a  dot  on  the 
line  followed  by  the  extreme  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left;  perhaps  two  letters  marg. 
X  ̂ [,  perhaps  the  lower  part  of  followed  by  the  foot  of  an  upright  5  .[j,  a  horizontal  stroke 
level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  followed  by  what  most  resembles  v  3  marg.  perhaps  the 
right-hand  edge  of  ̂   4  indeterminate  traces,  perhaps  of  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Fr.  29 

ivecor 

]^POT[ 

]  tSe/c[ 

'?[ 

][ 

•  ♦  ♦ 

Fr.  30 

].«[ ]t^.[ 

5  ]PX[ 

•  •  ♦ 

Fr.  30  I  ] , ,  a  median  dot,  followed  by  a  dot  on  the  line  Of  a[  only  the  loop  2  Of  ]0  only 
the  middle  of  the  right-hand  side  .  [,  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle  just  above  mid-letter, 
followed  by  a  dot  on  the  line  4  .  [,  the  left-hand  base  angle  of  a  triangle ;  5  suggested 

2735.  CHORAL  LYRIC 

Fr.  31 

].4 

lATvi KoD..[ 

Ittuv  r 

>a;cv[ 

].nAAa[ 

Fr.  31  The  upper  part  rubbed 

I  ] ,,  the  foot  of  a  stroke  hooked  to  right,  at  about  mid -letter ;  ? an  inserted  letter  2  seq.  In 
the  left-hand  margin  the  ends  of  three  lines  of  small  writing  2  Before  /x  the  first  letter  of  the 

line  appears  to  be  u,  represented  by  the  left-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  and  the  foot  of  the  stalk 

3  Besides  irr)  a  number  of  other  combinations  might  be  proposed,  some  more  attractive  as  decipher¬ 
ments  but  not  acceptable  as  elements  of  words  4  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  with  a 

projection  to  right  at  its  upper  end  5  ,[,  the  foot  of  an  upright  hooked  to  right  or  the  left-hand 
side  of  the  back  of  a  loop  ?  6  seq.  In  the  interlinear  space  between  o)  and  ]A  a  heavy  dot  7  ] .  [? 

a  cross-stroke  slightly  above  the  top  of  the  letters Fr.  32 

].[ 
].# 

]au[ 

Fr,  32  I  On  the  line  a  hook  to  right  2  ] ,,  on  the  line  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending 

from  left  3  Of  ]a  only  the  tip  and  lower  end  of  the  right-hand  stroke 
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Fr.  33 

].[ 

].oro‘.[ 

]ap  €1t3 }hc  [ 

•’H'* 

5  ] .  oqi6[ 
].[ 

Frr.  33“-34  appear  to  come  from  the  same  column. 

Fr,  33  I  On  the  line  a  short  arc  of  the  base  of  a  circle  2  ] the  right-hand  end  of  a  loop, 

about  mid-letter;  p  possible  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  ;  c  possible  3  marg.  the  lower 

end  of  a  slightly  forward-sloping  stroke  5  ] , ,  the  overhang  of  c  or  the  like  ? 

Fr*  33  2  p]poTocc[  possible. 

The  two  parts  of  the  marginal  addition  are  apparently  in  different  hands.  The  natural  inference 

is  that  Ap(.{  )  is  not  the  authority  for  in-. 

Fr.  34 

>ap
.[’

 

JSoAo77[ 

m'  o[ 

].&epac.[ 

5  ]  n/xeAeton  [ ^TTiKpareqj  ̂   [ 

]vovxoc_[ 

]vyapvcv  av[ 
]  ^  varorri  ̂   ]tp[ 

10  ]acKopn^[ 

]  ̂  deoji 
]  ^  Oavara]^ ].rot[.]a[ 

]yiA 

♦  •  ♦ 

Fr*  34  I  TT  acceptable;  y  followed  by  a  dot  on  the  line  not  ruled  out  3  Over  the  left- 

hand  side  of  <j>  the  right-hand  end  of  a  horizontal  stroke  4  ] . ,  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

2735.  CHORAL  LYRIC 
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with  a  tail  hanging  irom  its  upper  end ;  o  or  to  ?  ^  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  q  1 
the  bottom  right-hand  angle  of  o  or  to  suggested  a  short  arc  of  the  left-hand  side  of  a  circle  on the  line  0  Ot  oj  only  the  left-hand  and  the  top  of  the  right-hand  stroke  [,  a  more  or  less 
horizontal  stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  followed  by  another  at  the  same  level;  c  f  appears 
possible  7  ] . ,  a  short  nearly  horizontal  stroke,  with  a  dot  below  its  left-hand  end,  levef with  the 
top  of  the  letters  ,  [,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  S  Of  a  only  the  lower  part  of  the  right-hand 9  two  dots  side  by  side  on  the  line;  g  acceptable  10  Of  <h  only  the  left-hand 
loop,  but  not  S  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  12  1  the  same 
13  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  and  a  dot  below  it  on  the  line 

Fr.  34  2  5oAo7r[AoV-  a  fairly  likely  guess  among  the  various  possibilities. 
blNiKpaHwc  as  at  Stesich.  fr.  40,  24  (but  otherwdse  an  epic  word,  Horn.  //.,  Hesiod)  looks  likely. 

JNot  -Fa>F.  
^  ^ 

^  7  I  cannot  interpret  the  traces  before  v.  I  should  guess  the  articulation  to  be  ].t*  ovy  oaf-.  If 
jeF-  IS  a  possible  reading  (which  I  cannot  deny),  for  r^pevovyoc  see  Pfeiffer  on  [Callim,]  fr.  813.  elwou- Xoc,  first,  I  suppose,  in  Hippon.  ir.  35,  3,  cannot  be  made  out  of  the  ink. 

9  7r[o]rF[i-? 

10  -]ttc  KopvFac, 
12  d0amTa[(-), 

Fr-  35 

«  <  • 

]  [ 

]Kev  [ 

•  •  « 

Frr .  35-37  appear  to  come  from  the  same  column 

Fr*  36  I  The  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  below  the  line  2  ] . ,  a  slightly  dipping  cross¬ 
stroke  touching  the  top  of  t  with  a  speck  below  its  left-hand  end ;  perhaps  y  or  r  a  dot  below  the 

3  ] ...  T  a  dot  just  below  the  line,  followred  by  a  dot  on  the  line,  and  this  by  the  lower  end  of 
a  stroke  descending  from  left  suggesting  k  a  dot  below  the  line.  I  am  far  from  sure  that  what 
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I  have  represented  as  a> .  [  should  not  be,  less  obviously  but  more  correctly,  interpreted  as  or[  4  ^ 

a  thick  dot  just  oh  the  line,  followed  by  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left,  e,g.  a  5  ],» 

the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  ,[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  w^ell  off  the  line 

6  ]y  rather  anomalous  7  ] . ,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

8  is  incomplete  to  left,  but  I  think  likelier  than  ~  Of  k  only  the  tips  of  the  upright  and  upper 
branch  ^[,  I  think  the  left-hand  part  of  a  short  over  a  lost  letter,  not  part  of  a  letter 

Fr.  37 Fr.  38 

]TO-inl 

]aAox[ 

].4 ]8ox4 

]coKap[ 

Fr.  37  I  ] . ,  the  foot  of  an  upright  .  ^  [,  the 

lower  part  of  a  slightly  forward-sloping  stroke, 

followed  by  the  lower  left-hand  side  of  a  small 
circle  or  loop ;  possibly  a  single  letter,  e,g.  17  or  tt, 

but  I  think  the  spacing  suggests  rather  r .  [ 

2  ]  ^ ,  a  short  arc  from  the  top  right-hand  side  of 
a  circle 

Fr.38  There  is  a  'joint’  visible  at  the  bottom 

right-hand  comer 
I  ] . ,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright,  some  way 

from  o)  4  ].>  overhang  of  c?  .[,  the 

top  of  a  circle 
Fr.  39 

Fr.  40 

].p[ ]  [ 

].Kea[ 

Jmroju  [ 

]Sev  [ 

]rp^£^Ira[ 

«  »  ■ 

Fr.  39  I  ].,  a  cross-stroke  touching  p  below 

the  top  2  ],,  the  right-hand  side  of  to  ac- 
5 

^  ,a[
] 

].c  U)cpa_x 
]-.  [ 

cepta  e  back  remains  of  a  line  of  writ¬ 
ing  parallel  to  the  height  of  the  roll. 

4  ].,  I  think  o,  but  cannot  quite  rule  out  o) 
Above  this  verse  a  horizontal  stroke  extending 

at  one  level  as  far  as  ]t,  L  3,  and,  after  a  short  rise, 

at  another  level  as  far  as  a ;  perhaps  intended  for 

a  ‘hyphen’  .  .  [?  A  followed  by  a  dot  level  with 
the  top  of  the  letters  looks  likely,  but  p[  not  to  be 

ruled  out  5  After  e  prima  facie  o,  but  pos¬ 

sibly  a  large  c 

Fr.40  3  The  signs  seem  to  imply  a  word  con¬ 

taining  -TpaTreVdd)  or  alternatively  -rpdiT€Td{i)f 
but  I  have  not  guessed  what  it  is. 
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Fr.  41 

Fr.  42 

]S.r[ 

],Kia-[ 

] . [ 

]AeVet[ 

5  ]oKa>-[ 

Fr.  41  2  ],,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  de¬ 
scending  from  left  The  stop  is  rather  ano¬ 
malous;  perhaps  it  represents  an  interlinear 

letter  3  ] , ,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  from  left 

4  Of  ]A  only  the  tail 
Fr,  41  4  The  accent  might  be  taken  to  imply 

Aeyer,  but  though  t  is  close  to  the  edge,  v  looks 
unacceptable. 

],vut[ 

]a>c  [ 

]kvkX[ 

]«ce7n,T[ 

]_Lvk[ 

]ac  [ 

10  ]ac  [ 

Fr.  42  I  ] .  ,  on  the  line  the  lower  right-hand 
arc  of  a  circle  2  ] .,  the  middle  of  the  right- hand  side  of  a  circle,  close  to  a  7  Of  t[  only 

the  left-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  against  the 

right-hand  angle  of  77  8  ].,  the  right-hand 
end  of  a  cross-stroke  slightly  below  the  top  of  the 

letters  9  Of  ]a  only  the  end  of  the  tail 

Fr.  43 

Fr.  44 

CoL  i  CoL  ii 

]d0/c[ 
]on€c*a^  [ 

]d}nr€77o[ 

Fr,  43  2  L  left-hand  end  of  a  slightly 

dipping  cross-stroke,  as  of  r  or  a 

]  ̂ pa-.[ 

Fr.  44  There  is  a  ‘joint’  down  the  middle 
I  Before  a  the  foot  of  an  upright  After  t 

a  cross-stroke  with  a  dot  about  mid-letter  below 

its  left-hand  end  and  touching  with  its  right- 
hand  end  the  top  of  a  heavily  cancelled  upright ; 

apparently  tt  made  into  yF]].  The  apparent  dot 
above  the  cancelled  upright  is  not  in  the  same 

ink,  and  perhaps  not  ink  at  all  2 lower  part  of  an  upright 
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Fr.  45 

Col.  i  Col.  ii 

■  m' 
]xa[ 

]  f[ ]£  a.[ 

o 

JM 
]v  6V[ 

]  n[ 

]va[ 

]  ><4 

Fr.  45  CoL  ii  i  t  looks  like  an  insertion^  tliough  apparently  by  the  original  hand  4  per¬ 
haps  the  hook  of  the  left-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  u  5  ,  [,  the  edge  of  the  lower  part  of  an 
upright  6  For  y[  I  cannot  rule  out  A 

Fr.  46 

[ 
].  [ 

Fr.  46  I  . .[?  a  speck  on  the  line^  followed  by 
a  horizontal  stroke  on  the  line  2  ,[.» 
lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  3  ],,  the 
right-hand  base  angle  of  o  or  co 

Fr.  47 

Jac  [ 

^  >..[ 

Fr.  47  I  Of  ]a  only  the  extreme  end  of  the 
tail,  touching  c  2  Of  ]e  only  the  top  .  .[? 

a  stroke  starting  above  the  top  of  the  letters  and 

descending  to  right  to  mid -letter,  e.g.  A,  followed 

by  a  dot  opposite  its  lower  end 

Fr.  48 

]puc  [ 

]A7;tTO.[ ]av  [ 

].[ 

Fr.  48  There  appears  to  be  a  ‘joint’  at  the  right-hand  edge. 
2  .  [,  the  middle  part  of  an  upright 
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Fr.  49 

31 

} 

].9Y.[ 

]vv[ 

]  [ 

5  ]-[ 
].[ 

»  «  « 

Fr,  49  There  is  a  ‘joint’  not  far  from  the  right-hand  edge. 

I  ] ,,  the  turn-up  of  a  stroke  from  left,  e.g.  p  a  short  upright  against  the  right-hand  end  of 
the  bar  of  y  2  ] , ,  a  stroke  descending  from  left  to  the  middle  of  /c ;  A  suggested  3  .  [>  7  or  the 

left-hand  part  of  tt  5  Smaller  than  11.  1-3 

Fr.  50  Fr.  51 

'  ]. 

]epSea[ 
]occa[ 

yo[ 

Fr.  50  i].  .  ,  a  horizontal  stroke  at  mid¬ 
letter,  perhaps  e,  followed  by  the  lower  part  of 

a  stroke  rising  to  right  .[,  a  trace  on  the  line 

2  Of  ]c  only  the  tip  of  the  overhang  and  the 

end  of  the  cross-stroke;  above  €p  a  horizontal 

stroke  with  a  small  sign,  r,  at  its  right-hand  end 
I  am  not  sure  that  what  I  have  rendered  as  an 

‘acute’  on  e  is  not  an  interlinear  letter ;  there  is 

more  ink  than  is  accounted  for  For  a[  I  can¬ not  rule  out  S 

Fr.  52 

]!p"[ 

].«-^[ 

].ca^[ 

]a/c| 

Fr.  52  i].,  the  right-hand  base  angle  of  o  or  w 

as  of  T  3].,  the  right-hand  base  angle  of  o  or 
that  V,  though  not  made  as  usual,  is  not  preferable 

]ocTtca[ 

]KacTo[ 

]^ove[ 

]ptc  •!/..[ 5  W 

]dXo[ 

Fr.  51  4  .[,  perhaps  the  lower  left-hand part  of  a  circle  or  loop,  e.g.  a[,  but  very  faint 

2].,  the  right-hand  part  of  a  cross-stroke, 

(f>[  is  rather  high  in  the  line.  I  am  not  sure 
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Ft, 

|ai]Ta| 
iicato! 

jracvi 

"r,  54  J,  c  suggested,  but  only  the  left- 

Fr.  53  I  A  hook  to  right  on  the  line 

4  a  made  out  o  Over  p  what  looks  like  a  'graved 
but  uncommonly  low 

hand  part  remains 
the  top  of  the  letters 4  .  [,  a  dot  level  with 

2736.  Choral  Lyric  (PPindar) 

Of  tlie  three  principal  composers  of  choral  tyric,  to  which  category  of  verse  the  foL 

lowing  tatters  seem  plainly  to  belong,  it  is  Pindar,  not  Siroonides  or  Baccliylides,  to 
whom  it  is  reasonable  to  ascribe  them,  tlioiigli  the  liyjiothesis  rests  on  no  more  than  the 

use  of  the  form  yXefdpwt  (not  pAeidpcot)  at  fr.  2  (6)  17.  Identification  of  the  author  is  of 
no  particular  aclvemtage,  Apcut  from  the  three  mentions  of  Fleracles  and  the  treat- 
ment  at  some  length  of  the  sack  of  Oechalia  I  ccm  form  no  coherent  idea  about  the 

contents  of  the  piece.  It  may  be  suspected  that  a  good  deal,  is  lost  of  the  riglitdiand 
side  of  eaxh  column. 

Of  the  metrical  constitution  likewise  I  can  give  no  account.  The  coronis  would 

be  expected  to  mark  the  division  between  pericopae,  the  paragraplius  the  internal 
division  between  strophes.  But  there  is  no  obvious  metrical  correspondence  between 
the  verses  above  and  below  the  coronis  in  Fr.  i  ii  and  those  above  and  below  the 

coronis  in  Fr.  2  (a).  The  only  correspondence  I  see  in  the  whole  of  the  evidence  is 

that  of  the  short  verses  Fr.  i  ii  19  and  Fr.  2  (a)  6,  below  the  first  of  wdiich  is  a  para- 
graplms,  below  the  second  a  paragraplius  cum  coronide.  But  again  there  is  no 
correspondence  in  the  verses  above  and  below  each  of  these.  A  further  anomaty,  if 
Fr.  2  (a)  starts  at  the  top  of  a  column,  is  that  the  paragraplius  divides  the  verses 
between  the  first  coronis  and  the  second  into  two  unequal  blocks  of  sixteen  and 
eleven . 

The  text  is  written  in  a  medium-sized  bookhand  of  a  common  tvpe,  comnarable, 

for  instance,  with  7,  ascribed  to  the  third  century.  There  are  a  few  lection  signs  some 
of  wliicli  may  be  by  a  different  pen.  The  papyrus  is  in  an  exceptionally  bad.  state  of 
preservation.  What  makes  it  difficult  to  handle  is  the  looseness  of  the  surface,  and  in 

many  places  frayed  out  or  floating  fibres  make  decipherment  precarious  through 
displacement  of  the  ink. 
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CoL  i  Nothing  preserved 

but  opposite  ii  15 

Fr.  I 
CoL  ii 

JOFTtOi 

a  ̂  .  J  ̂ 

/  S:  ^ 

Y  op/rarooj 

arroj 

[.]«.[. 
OKVipl^pra  ̂ aX\ 

oi/jtvo  ̂  p  y 

wpvl  ̂   ^  aropf 

^  ^  [  \fJi€VOC7ToX\  J  ̂  [ 

10  FP ..[],[] .  netca  tSai/€| 

L  .  1?^ . . .  poFa<l)pa}p7To\ 

[  J  eiSwcf  S  ̂R'^vovKml 
r  I  ^  avaTOCKa9€X,ow7ra\ 

[  ̂ p.€PO ivav ' Kat€ 
15  [  I  J  ]  ^  €l7Xe[  ̂  j€FTtSo/<€o[ 

TToAtrar .  jKnAqTo|^a)r€[ 

vacapE[  ̂   paoSacTTpa^ 

UpaKrAp  SlKaiTavXtnapgl 

20  lavOavxpvcoTreSl^  ^  jotf 
8a)CtK€TO€COixR 

yuaov;^aAKac’7ri[ veafievreX}^ 

X ,  wvKTacregl 
Fr.  1  To  left  of  11.  2-8  of  CoL  ii  is  a  blank  area  of  papyrus,  of  a  width  much  greater  than  the  usual 

space  between  columns,  which  is  more  or  less  wTiat  is  seen  to  left  of  ii  17. 

Col.  ii  has  broken  in  two  along  the  line  of  a  ̂ jointg  and  as  a  result  of  subsequent  warping  the 
parts  cannot  now  be  laid  so  that  all  the  verses  nui  continuously  at  the  same  time, 

CoL  evei  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  two  dots  side  by  side  on  a  s.mgle  fibre  c  damaged, 

but  c  apparently  less  likely  3  _  dispersed  traces ;  the  count  is  uncertain  . [,  the  left-hand 
part  of  a  cross-stroke,  as  of  t,  with  a  trace  below,  prirna  lacie  ̂   likely  4  Though  the  alignment 
of  d  is  not  quite  correct,  there  was  no  letter  before  it  fi,  a  speck  on  the  line  5  a  dot  near 

the  line,  perhaps  on  the  underlayer :  above  the  following  letter  interlinear  ink  6  Of  w[  only  the 
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top  of  the  left-hand  stroke  Between  a  and  a  specks  compatible  with  the  stalk  of  p  but  not  suggest¬ 

ing  it  7  Between  o  and  p  perhaps  the  right-hand  loop  of  <f>  ,  [,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 

8  the  riglitdiand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  9  ̂  j’,  the  lower  end 
of  a  stroke  descending  below  the  line,  followed  by  a  cross-stroke,  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters, 

having  a  dot  below  its  left-hand  end  lo  Of  o  only  the  base  p  is  followed  by  a  hook  to  right  on 

the  line,  and  this  by  a  forward -sloping  stroke  ]4,  the  foot  of  an  upright  the  right-hand  arc 
of  a  small  circle  ;o  or  p  suggested  ii  Between  a  and  p  apparently  the  extreme  top  and  bottom  of 

an  upright,  followed  by  the  lower  end  of  a  faint  stroke  curving  down  from  left  and  this  by  a  dot  on 

the  line  and  the  top  of  a  stroke  which  appears  to  split  at  the  lower  end  12  ].,  y  or  the  right- 
hand  part  of  T  13  ]  ^ ,  a  short  horizontal  stroke  on  a  single  fibre  ^4  ] . .  ?  specks,  on  right  of 

which  a  headless  upright  descending  well  below  the  line  .  [?  r  or  the  left-hand  angle  otw  IS  ] .  [? 
the  tip  of  an  upright,  faint  ],,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  17  Between  c  and  rr  above  the 

line  the  upper  right-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle,  followed  by  a  short  horizontal  stroke  18  ]/<,  only 

the  extreme  ends  of  the  arms,  but  not  y  Of  p[,  only  the  lower  left-hand  arc  19  .  [,  prim  a  facie 
fi  or  F,  but  A  may  not  be  ruled  out  21  Above  cu  traces  22  Of  4  only  the  thickened  tip 

24  Between  y  and  v  there  is  noW'  no  ink,  but  in  an  earlier  transcript  I  find 

Fr.  1  Col.  ii  3  The  coronis  implies  a  paragraphiis  under  this  line,  but  I  cannot  tell  whether  or 
not  one  was  written. 

4  The  accent  presents  a  problem  I  cannot  solve.  As  appears  from  BacchyL  xvi  r3-eiid  the  men¬ 
tion  ot  the  river  AvKoppac  would  not  be  out  of  place  in  the  context  implied  by  the  piroper  names 

found  in  the  lower  part  of  this  and  in  the  next  fragment.  But  Kop-  was  not  written  and  /Iv/c-dp-  is  an 
unacceptable  division . 

7  perhaps  followed  by 
8  tl[c]raToi^  suggested. 

10  If  cec,  AtSa  ve]  -  prima  facie  preferable  to  AtSav  e[,  since  Pindar  has  no  example  of  etc  AtSav^  but 

says  €ec  /itSa  craBpov  OL  X  92,  €ic  }iiSa  SopLQv  Pyth.  iii  ii.  -ov,  but  not  Sdyoy,  may  have  preceded  in 
this  verse. 

12  I  a  yivTiTOV. 

13  Qdvaroc  KadekAv.  CL  Find.  OL  ix  6g  pk}  Ka04XoL  ptv  aliov.  Harpocr,  Lex.  i  165  KaOeXwv^  ArjpQcQivTiC 

iv  rail  KaP  ApicroKparovc  .  ,  ,  dvrt  rod  dveXihv  »  .  .  cue  Kal  Crvyixopoc  iv  ̂ IXlov  irdpcioi  Kal  CocjjOKXrjc  iv 
EvprjXmt. 

14  Presumably  pevoivav  infinitive.  The  present  participle  three  times  in  Pindar ;  no  example  in 
Simonides  or  Bacchylides,  The  noun  pevoivYi  Plellenistic. 

15  {£}foe| pdjcyrt  (or  ppoUv  rt)? 
16  In  view  of  the  references  below  it  is  a  reasonable  guess  that  in  dyKvAoroicxiv  there  is  allusion  to 

the  family  of  Eiirytus,  lord  of  Oechalia,  all  famous  archers. 

17  dpilop  dotSac,  addressed  to  the  Muse?  At  any  rate  the  narration  of  Heracles’  sack  of  Oechalia 
seems  to  begin  here. 

19  d/x[ot]^aF  seems  likeliest,  though  an  explanation  of  its  situation  between  rav  Xirrapoy  and 

iavdap  is  not  easy  to  think  of.  Perhaps  the  postulation  of  a  full-stop  after  it  is  sufficient.  (It  may 
prevent  trouble,  if  I  say  that  AaxlmNOp^  out  of  the  question.) 

20  ypvcoTreScAoc  again  in  choral  lyric  at  2621  fr.  i  ii  32. 

21  seq.  iK€T*  €c  OixAXtav. ....  TpaiyAtoy  I  take  the  general  sense  to  be,  that  Heracles  left  Trachis 
(where  Ceyx  was  harbouring  him)  and  came  to  Oechalia,  the  consequences  of  his  attack  on  which  are 
recognizable  in  Fr.  2  (a)  7  seqq. 

21  The  scriptio  plena  is  unexpected  in  a  manuscript  of  this  date  and  I  do  not  see  any  particular 

advantage  gained  from  its  use.  iiccrec,  though  it  is  theoretically  ambiguous,  does  not  seem  likely  to  be 
misunderstood, 

22  Some  forni  of  x^Macme  probable. 

I  Nor  ha,s  ain^  other  lyric  poet.  For  Mha  86110c  and  analogous  expressions  preceded  by  em,  A 
cf.  Sappho  fr.  55,  3,  Alcaeus  48,  15;  296  (a)  5,  Aristot.  842,  14  PMG. 
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V  / 

Fr,  2 

OVO  Toil  t  lb  Atl  I 

^  JavT£7ra^o6T[ 
afiyvofiev  ^  Oigco  j 

c<f)apayovviocfiaprvpiatc 

( gOrjKep  \ 

j  KXvTtgy  PaSfLpii  ̂ cLSat^acfx ^  ^advpMVTi 
Kop*  KaievTrXoKaiamn) 

ypr]rcpv[^  lapopran) V€KVqjv8taprjt<f)[^  Ircoil 

j  ̂  [  |fpAc[  ̂  im^yaip  ̂   [ 

Fr.  2  (a)  Apparently  the  top  of  a  column ;  no  doubt  above  fr.  2  (/;),  but  I  cannot  determine  at 
what  interval. 

I  J  J_,  the  lower  part  oi  a  forward  sloping  stroke  Between  o  and  r  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 
on  a  single  fibre  After  v  an.  upright,  before  A  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left 
I  seq.  fne  two  separated  upright  strokes  at  the  end  of  L  i  and  the  bottom  right-hand  angle  of  pat  the 

end  oil  2  certainly  belong  to  this  corner,  but  I  am  not  sure  whether  I  have  got  them  opposite  the 
right  lines  3  Of  y  only  the  extreme  lower  end  of  the  stalk  Between  f  and  S  elements  of  an 
upright,  nearer  S  Between  a  and  x  a  dot  on  a  single  fibre  4,  a  triangular  letter;  perhaps  A 
likeliest  4  the  foot  of  an  upright  7  op  Of  o  only  the  top,  of  v  the  foot  of  the  left-hand 
upright  Apparently  o[[yjfo[  intended  8  Of  |  only  the  right-hand  end  of  the  base  10  Of 
m  only  the  right-hand  stroke  12  Of  €[  only  the  riglit-hand  ends  of  the  overhang  and  the  cross¬ 
stroke  Of  ]a  only^the  underside  of  the  loop  and  the  lower  end  of  the  right-hand  stroke  J,  an 

upright  close  to  the  break 

Fr .  2  (s),  (b)  I  cannot  follow  the  cross-fibres  from  fr.  i,  but  I  do  not  think  it  can  be  doubted  that 
fr.  2  represents  the  next  column. 

(a)  2  dvrljiaxoc  was  hitherto  unknown  to  verse  and  only  late  attested  even  in  prose.  Although  the 
letters  can  be  articulated  so  as  to  avoid  it,  it  seems  certain  that  dvrlfiaxoi  ro^ayl  must  be  recognized. 

3  I  suppose  dfivv6ficv[o]h  but  ot  must  have  been  crushed ;  and  i  is  so  much  damaged  that  I  cannot 
role  out  c. 

3  seq.  Alqc  _  ,  4  ipiUpapayGv  vwc.  Heracles.  (X  Find.  fr.  6a  (d),  BacchyL  v  20. 

5  The  only  other  instance  of  Tcpplfi'^poroc  in  lyric  verse  is  at  BacchyL  xiii  72,  wdiere  it  is  in  the 
plural  and  what  it  qualifies  is  lost  (presumably  something  like  songs  or  dances).  Otherwise  it  occurs 
only  in  hexameters  (twice  in  the  Odyssey  and  once  in  the  Homeric  hymn  to  Apollo)  applied  to  the  sun. 

I  do  not  remember  any  passage  in  Greek  where  the  notion  expressed  by  delight  of  battle’  appears. 
7  KXvrioc — the  accentuation  prescribed  by  Herodian  and  attested  in  2359  fr.  i  i  4 — was  the  name 

of,  among  others,  one  of  the  foul  sons  of  Eiirytus  (2481  fr.  5  (b)  iii  29  seq.). 
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If  I  am  not  mistaken  about  the  cancellation  of  v,  aBetfiavrovixlax^^  have  been  converted  into 

a8eifiavTOfx[<^X^^^  BBecfjiavrofxdxac  is  not  recorded,  but  has  a  parallel  in  form  in  dKafxavrofidxa.c  (Find, 

Pyth.  iv  lyr,  pae,  xxii  f  6),  in  meaning  in  drapfioixdxac  (BacchyL  xvi  28). 

7  seq,  -ct  Sat^ac  ‘having  killed'  by  such  and  such  means?,  along  with  such  and  such  persons? 

8  If  I  am  right  in  recognizing  an  acute  on  the  first  a,  /xeya^u/xou  is  indicated,  though  I  cannot 

verify  it.  It  is  a  rare  word  in  Ivric  verse,  occurring  only  once,  BacchyL  xiii  195. 

9  evrrXoKapiov  the  mention  of  brothers  makes  it  reasonably  sure  that  lole  is  referred  to.  eaTrAoKa/roc 

is  not  found  in  Pindar,  but  occurs  twice  in  Bacchylides  and  as  a  variant  in  a  quotation  of  Simonides, 

In  this  verse  iv-  might  be  expected;  it  was  not  written, 

9  seq.  Kaci\yv^ro)v  Bavovraw  their  names  in  2481  fr.  5  (h)  hi  29  seq.  (from  schoL  Soph.  Track.  266). 

11  dpTjitpdriov  dppC-y  dpeT  (paroc  hitherto  only  epic  and  dramatic, 

12  Though  the  letters  are  susceptible  of  more  than  one  other  interpretation,  it  is  reasonable  in 

the  context  to  see  in  them  "loXeiavy  lole,  the  daughter  of  Eurytus,  '  1 6Xav  at  Bacchylides  xvi  27, 

Fr.  2 

ip) 

].’[ 

rat^  Aa/xo[ 

pa)  ̂   atpovo  ̂   [ 

araya:atSo§[ 

5  (l)trpva)via[ 

yvvatK€cri[ 
in^AT^catca  ̂   [ 

.C..Ta.WC7T[  ]g[ 

^  ]aiyaprov  ̂   oAo[  jrraot  ̂   [ 

10  J  ̂  €pactTrXoKapi[  J ,  [  J .  oct€^ovX[ 

^  ]a)tcdriKaKove^aXoc€vp€ia[ 

^  ]v6LC€LVKV7raptCCOKOpLaV  ^  [ 

']AyavtV€7r[^  []vojc€yvvaiK[ 

^  ]avr€cciva)Typain)La^€VCK[ 

15  ]  ^  avdpcoTTOLcipbotpav  ̂   [ 

]  ^  ^  ovdoaiKapLKara<f>dtpI^ 

]  ^  TicvvyX€(f)apO)i9a  ̂   [ 

]  ^  apier€pay[  ̂  ^  ]tX'iq0  ̂   [ 

]jP2W.[ 

].ava.[ 

>[]..[ 

20 
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Fr.  2  (b)  2  After  t  the  lower  part  of  a  slightly  forward -sloping  stroke  Before  A  the  right-hand 
stroke  of  a  or  A  3  Between  a>  and  a  a  dot  on  the  line,  nearer  a  ^  [,  the  left-hand  apex  of  y  or 

V  4  Of  S  only  the  tip  of  the  right-hand  stroke  and  the  turn-up  of  the  right-hand  base-angle 

Of  S[  only  the  left-hand  base -angle  7  Of  c  only  the  right-hand  end  of  the  top  and  the  left-hand 
side  of  the  lower  part  .  [,  the  left-hand  base -angle  of  ̂   suggested,  or  possibly  ̂  ;  not  prima  facie  S 

8  Before  e  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left  After  c  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle, 

followed  by  the  upper  part  of  e  or  e  Between  a  and  w  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descending  from 

left  j , ,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line  9  Between  v  and  o  the  top  and 

lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  Of  A  only  the  lower  part  of  the  left-hand  and  a  speck 
from  about  the  middle  of  the  right-hand  stroke ;  x  ̂ i^^y  be  an  alternative  ,[?  traces  on  the  line 

on  a  single  fibre:  S  perhaps  acceptable  lu  ]^,  three  dots  on  a  curve  rising  from  left  to  right 

],[?  elements  of  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line  ],,  the  upper  part  of  an 

upright  12  .[?  an  upriglit  13  atK:[,  there  is  ink  not  accounted  for  between  a  and  t,  namely, 
the  top  of  an  upright  inserted  between  them,  and  l  itself  is  represented  only  by  a  couple  of  dots 

14  TV  represented  only  by  the  lower  parts  of  the  stalks  a  anomalous,  the  top  of  the  right-hand 

stroke  being  too  flat  aC  over  a  the  base  of  a  circle  resembling  a  ‘short’  15  ] , ,  the  middle  part 
of  an  upright  ,[>  upright  16  ],  the  tip  and  the  lower  part  of  a  tall  upright,  followed  by 

the  foot  of  e  or  c  17  ].^  the  top  of  an  upright  tc  have  been  retouched  3'?  upright  wfith 
traces  to  its  right  18  ].,  three  median  dots  together  on  a  single  fibre  a  no  longer  verifiable 

L  elements  of  an  upright  19  the  upper  end  of  a  slightly  forward-sloping  stroke  20  3? 

y  or  the  left-hand  part  of  tt 

Fr.  2  (b)  4  seq.  MpL^fl)irpva}Vid[Ba(-), 

7  vTjXrjc  as  at  Find.  Pyth.  xi  22,  vrjXrjc  atca  cf,  yotp^  6Xod  BacchyL  v  121. 
9  Among  other  possibilities  inaotBal  in  some  case  to  be  remembered ;  three  times  in  Pindar,  not 

elsewhere  in  lyric  verse. 

10  ipacLTfXoKay-  rare  in  lyric  verse :  Find.  Pylh.  iv  136  (Ibyc,  303  FMG),  not  elsewhere. 

possible,  not  verifiable, 
Aioc  re  jBovX[  is  a  possibility  suggested  by  the  existence  of  many  instances  of  this  type  of  phrase  : 

Find.  OL  vi  46,  Isthm.  iii/iv  37  Baipiovo^v  ̂ ovX-aiav^  -ate,  fr.  61,  4  ra  BecBv  ̂ ovXevixara  BacchvL  ix  90 

Becov  /3oaAa[,  xi  12  ̂ovXacct  Betbv  pLaKctpayv^  Stes.  fr.  32  i  8  ̂ovXatc  ABdvac’  IbyC.  fr,  I  (a)  4  Zrjvoc  .  ,  , 
^ovXatc.  But  it  cannot  be  verified  and  there  are  other  choices. 

11  seq.  There  is  room  for  a  letter  before  wtcBrj^ 

So  far  as  I  know,  no  form  of  oiop^at  is  found  in  lyric  verse,  but  I  see  no  acceptable  alternative  to 

cdtcBy  (cf.  Oil  iv  453,  xvi  475) ;  ‘fancied  .  .  .  would  fetch  up  (dvolceiv)  out  of  the  wide  sea'. 
12  KVTraptccoKOfioc  cited  in  schol.  //.  xiii  132  as  an  example  of  the  proparoxytone  accentuation  of 

compounds  of  -KOf-ipc  only  here,  Cf.  opimv  Kopvfjydc  .  .  ,  BevSpoKopiovc  Aristoph.  Nub.  279  seq.  o 

BevBpoKopLTic  ̂ EpvftavBoc  Rufin.  Anth.  Pal.  v  18,  5. 
12  seq.  Presumably  some  natural  feature  is  referred  to,  which  may  have  its  name  attached. 

I  cannot  elicit  either  from  the  letters  at  the  beginning  of  L  13,  in  wFich  (particularly  if  iv{a)  ‘where’  is 
to  be  recognized)  it  should  lie.  There  is  no  paroxytone  word  ending  -Ayr;,  -Ayr;c  except  KaXyri.  I  do 

not  know  whether  the  proper  name  XPXkt]  is  ever  spelt  AaAyi;  (as  KaXy-  and  XaAx-r/SojF  are  inter¬ 
changed).  In  any  case,  there  seems  to  be  no  room  for  more  than  one  letter  at  the  beginning  of  the 

line,  for  though  in  some  MSS.  the  left-hand  edge  of  the  column  moves  leftwards  as  the  column 

descends,  in  this,  to  judge  by  11.  2-8,  it  remains  vertical, 
16  I  suppose  Bodi  Kapl  Kara<j}BLix\jev~ ^  not  Boat^  aapl  k. 

17  yAe-,  not  ̂ Xe-y  regularly ^  in  Pindar,  jSAe-  in  Bacchylides  (five  times  including  the  compound 
lopX.)  and  apparently  in  Simonides  (but  only  in  a  quotation). 

^  A  single  letter  might  represent  an  elided  monosyllable,  e.g.  Se,  or  the  elided  last  syllable  of 
a  word  not  completed  in  the  previous  line,  e.g,  -8a,  or  a  divided  compound,  e.g.  v\7tco-.  I  mention 
this  last  possibility  on  account  of  the  mysterious  entry  in  Hesychius  imolLcBar  mrovoeiv.  If  this  is 

v7T-otC<^6ac,  it  might  have  an  aorist  vnattcBr)  (or  have  been  deduced  from  it). 

^  Out  of  nine  instances  yA-  in  six,  yA-  with  variant  pX-  in  two,  j3A-  only  in  compound  iXiKo^X-* 

Pyth.  iv  172. 
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19  Except  for  the  doubtfully  read  Pxame  in  IG  xii  3  suppl.  1416,  1450  (Xapiripwric)  and 
mpirepTriic^  with  vvhich  Emathiiis  is  credited^  no  Greek  word  contains  the  collocation  of  letters 

pir€piT>  Ihere  is  no  theoretical  objection  to  dpi-^  or  ipL-repTr^c^  the  second  the  more  probable^  since 
compounds  with  ept-  are  a  good  deal  commoner  than  those  with  dpi-,  but  neither  is  recorded* 

Fr.  3  I 

ill' 

|fIJ  J 

]SotocoA^o| 

Fr.  3  I  traces  on  the  line  (?  a  flat  stroke), follow' ed  by  the  foot  of  an  upright  and  the  start  of 
a  stroke  rising  to  riglit*  Perhaps  three  letters  represented  3  or  possibly  jLt.  Above  the  line, 
between  a  and  this  letter,  vyhat  looks  like  a  small  o  wdth  a  faint  stroke  rising  out  of  its  top  and  curving 
over  to  right 

Fr*  S  2  Pindar  has  AloSotoc  twice,  OedcSoroc  twice,  OeoSoroc  once,  Baccliylides  OeoSGroc  once. 
One  of  these  seems  to  me  the  only  recorded  compound  of  -Soroc  likely  to  have  preceded  oA^oc.  Cf. 
Find.  OL  ii  36  deoprmt  cvp  oABoji  (and  more  distantly  Neni,  viii  17,  ix  45). 

3  a]otStf£ap[  the  evidence,  as  far  as  it  goes,  shows  that  dolBtpoc  has  only  two  terminatioris ;  Find* 
OL  xiv  3,  Fr.  76. 
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2737*  Commentary  on  a  Play  of  Aristophanes 

Parts  of  three,  proba,bly  consecutive,  columns  of  a  viT6fivr]fia  on  a  play,  pretty 

certainly  of  Aristophanes,  but  of  which  I  have  found  no  clue  to  the  identification. 

Of  those  lemmata  of  which  enough  remains  for  the  metre  to  be  recognizable,  namely 

those  in  i  5  seqq.,  19  seq(q.),  27  seqq.,  ii  18,  ii  19  seqq,,  the  sec|uence  of  metres  is 

anapaestic,  dactylic,  trochaic,  dact\dic,  trochaic,  and  there  can  be  little  doubt  that 

Professor  Fraenkel  is  right  in  seeing  in  them  the  anapaests,  ode,  epirrhema,  antode, 

and  antepirrhema  of  the  parabasis  of  the  comedy. 

The  text  at  the  commentator's  disposal  appears  to  have  been  to  some  extent 
defective,  in  seqq.  The  amount  of  learning  displayed  is  about  the  average  of  the 

extant  scholia.  At  i  26  a  quotation  is  correctly  assigned  to  its  source,  as  it  seems  in 

contradiction  of  Aristarchus,  Euphronius,  and  an  authority  referred  to  mysterioiisty 

as  d  rriv  TrapairXoK^v.  In  ii  1.0  seqq.  a  statement  of  Eratosthenes,  if  I  have  rightly 

interpreted  it,  produces  a  newv  piece  of  evidence  about  the  assignment  of  choruses  for 

comedies  at  the  Lenaea.  There  is  mention  of  a  hitherto  unknown  play  of  Plato  and  the 

identification  of  a  quotation  of  the  first  words  of  Aleman's  first  poem. 
There  is  one  certain  error  in  the  text,  the  omission  of  an  essential  word,  in  i  27. 

I  do  not  see  how  to  avoid  the  positing  of  corruption  at  i  21  seq. 

The  intended  system  of  articulation  appears  to  be :  in  the  left-hand  margin 

a  diple  at  the  beginning,  a  paragraphus  at  the  end,  of  each  lemma,  internal^  a  blank 

space  before  and  after.  But  the  intention  has  not  been  carried  out  with  exactitude. 

For  instance,  there  is  no  blank  in  i  15 ;  the  diple  is  misplaced  at  ii  34  seq. ;  in  fr,  2 

there  are  consecutive  paragraphi  (IL  17-18,  20-21)  without  an  intervening  diple.  There 
are  besides  blanks  that  seem  to  be  without  particular  significance.  There  is  a  very 

slight  projection  of  the  lemma  into  the  left-hand  margin  in  some  places  in  fr,  i  ii  and 

fr.  2,  but  this,  too,  is  erratic,  as  may  be  seen  at  the  bottom  of  fr.  i  ii. 

The  text  is  written  in  a  decent  informal  hand  I  suppose  assignable  to  the  late 

second  centuryc  A  single  or  double  commadike  'filler'  is  used  to  keep  the  right-hand 
margin  of  the  column  even.  The  copyist  has  two  vs,  the  commoner  not  different  from 

his  k:  deprived  of  its  lower  arm,  and  a  r  made  by  doubling  back  from  the  right-hand 
end  of  the  cross-stroke  (note  i  25). 
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Coi.  1 LoL  ii 

iTOCTOVTi 

jrarom  J  _  Jor  [ 

]  ^  aa7roSiOTijUOV€doy[ 
JopoiapicTodapovc  ^  [ 

J^Aetc  €Si8a^07jcapT7)- 

Jfi7jvlZovcim7rajc^a[J 

]  ^TjevAei^l'uSpiacTTOvf] 
jp^arocauffccaTravTArji  ] 

j7raAaiovAovTpiopa[ 

JoJTOC  fl€TaT07r[  I 

J  ^  (j)€p€TaiToAQtTroy 

']TL)(ovTa)(avovvro 

]  ^  Ca(j)€cAoyOVTOV€^TjC^^ 

“\Tiymvca(j>ecavriVi 
]7tA7?/)W//.[.  Jo[  ]cT.[ 

],Xr]voyev[  ]t.[ 
UrjWjXoVTpLO  X  ].  [ 

\eyovctriP€c  aj" 
]pQ€lpYirm  €VmTT€VCL  KV 

jocvTTorrrephyajVTOLOpSe 

\TOfi€VaptCTap)(€tOv8o^ 

l^DVOTLrepTTavSpovecTi- 

'japxTjevdpovLocSegrteK 

Ja>F’£[  jiAocfieAcovoSeTT]- 

]apa7TAoKrjifOTt€Krcm‘aA 

‘jfxavGcecTiBeKrajveccopLri 

lovvfivojv  aAA€Xpr]iyopo- 

7 

popracZ  ̂   1  ^  ovey^bAvvat 

]«07T€[.>e.[.  .  J.  .[]€CTt7T[]t 

]v€l9  j  1  crat 

jcrojipi  jy  ]a>F|xa 

J,[  jwFCtCTOV 

]  ^  rmvBe 

"I'yvaiKOP 

yewavradegi 

I  ^  KaToSeArjpatKi 
]pia}C€vSo^o[ 

]i^axaKaiSiaTO€\ 

\pK(xrad\ 

.[  ]wa7-[ ^OpL€y[  ^  [ 

TToAtve^  JS^raSio 

yvcia  <fZ  ] ,  ^  ^  eparoc  ̂   e 

vr^CTrepLTrAarwvocoTt 

emcpLevi  ̂   jAotceStSovrac 

KajpLwtStacevSoKtpeiSt 

ayrovherrpcorovhiBa^ac 

TOVCpapSovyovcKaiyevoif 

p^evGcreraprocarrewcdTi 
miAiv€icrovcA7]vatKgvc 

/ 

]  x^pvcoKoiiadiAopioArre  aX 
]  Kpiavocrjapxp  ojcStKatov 

I  y 

]  evBeCJOCKOTWTTaXp^  ̂   pVt7€CTl 

rovT  ̂   J  pcveoycSiSa 

CKaAo[_  pToPoyAerao 

XeyeiVKl  jairaAaiecdaLrov 

.[  ] ««,[ \vrroTa)v^} 
\Aa)P  €VT\ 

\a)PTaim 

y
 

' 

parrovT  ̂   [ 

'mvpoAovc[ 

Sory^ar^l 

AeyoF/xaAf 

epicovTp  ̂   [ 

ppayfievrjvStaAeAvfil 

€trav€vayp.€vpv7raAi}i 

J  ^  ^  ^  vocecrmavTwcml 

U
i
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Col.  i 

Fr«  I 

CoL  ii 

jTOCTOUTi IrarovB  J  _  ,  \ov^ 

]^a  dm  Aiorijiov,  i(jX  oO  | 

7TpiOT\ov  ol  /iptcro<f}dvovc^  [ 

Amrla-Xetc  iSSayffricav,  rpv 

y  i 

Ip/rjV  ILovclv  orrojc 

\yq  ip  AeixjjvBpLai  ttov  f  | jf^aTGC  avdic  aTraprApl  J 

jmAaiop  XovTptov  a)  } 

JoiToc  /xera  to  7t[  ] 

1^  d^perat  to  Aoittov 
rod  c|t^ou.  ray’  dv  ovv  to 

]^ca^€C  Adyov  rod  i^rjc>^ 
rdjv  cpTiXCov  ca<j>ic  dv ’^XjlpOApp  ̂   ^  joj  jCT  ̂   I 

lAoUT^toJ 

A\€yovci  Ttv€c  a 

rrlpoelpprat  iv  \ 

TCUCt.  KV' 
Kv  |oc  1)770  Ttrepvymv  roiovBe 

]to  pAv  lApicrdpyeiQv  Bo- 
jvv  on  I  epTTavopov  ecriv 

7]\  OpXA>  J^^G(ppOVlOC  0€  OTt  eK r\d)v  ''I\a)poc  p^eAwv^  6  Si  rrjv 

TrJopaTrAoK'^v  drt  Ik  row  AX- 

K]p,dvoc.  €crt  S^  OK  rdjv  etc  ''Op 

pjoF  Spvojv.  dAA^  yopoF 

7  ,  . 

StlSoTTacF  J^OF  imAi^vai- 
\cK07T€\  €  J  _  J  _  1  |€CTl7r[  \t 

mtdx  ]  erai 

JcTOJFy  |^[  pwpa 

J  ^  [  JOJF€tCTOF 

I  ^  TOivSe 

A]rivaiK6v 

pep  eivai  rd  ueal \pa  TO  0€  ApvaiKj 
1  /  c  r 

jptwc  evootoi 

“aya  /cat 

TO  €l 

Ippayl  _ €opa)[ .  <^d\_ 

]f  Karadl 

Jayuarj TToAtv  €[  ISt]  Ta  ̂ to™ 

vvcca.  _  .J,at  ̂ EparocOd 
VTjc  7T€pl  TIAdrowoc  ort 

eo)c  pev  \  aA\poic  eoibov  rac 
KiopcotSiac  evSoKLpet  Bd 

avTov  Se  TTpdjTov  BtSdZac 

TGvc  ̂ Papdovyovc  Kai  yevo- 

pevoc  rirapTGc  aTiedicdp 

rraAiv  etc  rove  ApvatKovc, 

XpvcoKopa  StAopoXiie.  MX- 
Kpdvoc  Tj  dpyjj,  d)c  SiKatov 
evOiioc  K or arrciXm  ikw  icrl 

TOVT 
VC  veovc 

SiSa- 

CKaXo[  .  TO  pro  povX€raL> 

Xeyeiv'  KlarpTraXalecdm  rov- 

r[  ]^Toyc|  ̂  ^  ^  ^  loTTo  rd)V?^ 

iXiov  €vr^ 

kwraim  ̂   | 

]f  oAtyo[ 
jaaTTOFTO[ 

TOVpoXoV  c| Son  fparoj 

Xeyov  paX\ 

iplcov  rrj  ̂   [  ^e- 

Ppaypevpv  StaXeXvppvpv eira  vevaypivnp  TrdXdy 

Ajppoc  icri  rrdvTWc  co[ 
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a  hook  to  right  on  the  line Fr.  1  CoL  i  2  .[j  a  hook  to  right  on  the  line  3  ] the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touch¬ 

ing  the  top  of  a  7  ] ,,  perhaps  the  overhang  of  c  i'e  ] .?  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  nsmg  to 
right  13  ].?  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  curving  down  from  left  15  the  lower  part  of 

a  stroke  descending  below  the  line  16  ]  _ ,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  curling  irom  leit  and  rising 

to  rights  Ibllowed  by  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  and  a  dot  below  slightly  to  left,  on  the 

line  d',  a  forwarchslo ping  upright  17  a  trace  on  the  line  J .[?  a  forward-slopmg  stroke,  t 
or  the  second  upright  of  v  18  .[»  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  top  oi  the 

letters  28  ] . .  there  are  very  uncertain  traces  which  may  represent  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross¬ 
stroke  touching  the  top  of  o;  if  no  whole  letter  wanting  between  c  and  o  29  .[.  on  the  line 
a  hook  to  right  1, prima  facie  oc  acceptable^  but  the  place  is  stained  and  partly  stripped  []. 
a  letter  may  have  been  lost  in  the  gap  before  ccrt  Tr\  if  a  letter  lost,  o  likely  30  .  [ ̂  the  top 

of  an  upright  31  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  J.[,  well  below  the  line  the  lower  end  of 
a  stroke  curving  up  to  right  (or.  down  to  left) 

CoL  ii  2  1 .  ̂   the  upper  part  of  an  upright  with  the  right-hand  end  ol  a  stroke  curving  up  from  leit 
to  meet  it ;  above  apparently  a  circumflex.  Not  prima  facie  et ^  at  or  et ^  at  4  ]f^  less  probably^ 
6  ] .  j  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left  to  touch  the  top  of  the  upper  end  ol  an  upright  .  [  ^ 
a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  7  .  |  j  below  the  line  part  of  a  stroke  curving  up  to  right 

8  .  [^  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  9  ei ,  less  probably  c  10  ] .  ̂   a  short  horizontal 

stroke  on  the  line  13  Over  t  of  -uet  dot  21  ̂ .  [,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle^  followed 

at  an  interval  by  the  top  of  an  upright  24  Of  t|  only  the  left-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke 
]  ^  j  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  25  After  r  a  horizontal  stroke  level  Vvdth  the  top  of  the 

letters  26  Of  r  only  the  right-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  against  the  top  oi:  a  .  on  the  line 

a  short  convex  stroke  27  For  It  perhaps  v  yo  represented  only  by  a  cross-stroke  with  the  top 
of  a  circle  under  its  right-hand  end  28  .0  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  starting  below  the  line  and 
curving  up  to  rights  :foliowed  by  a  dot  on  the  line ;  if  one  letter,  rj  suggested^  but  r  ̂   [  seems  possible 

8  .  [^  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

stroke  on  the  li:ne  13  Over  t  of  -uet  a  dot 
at  an  interval  by  the  top  of  an  upright 

] , ,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

Before  v  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right,  after  p  a  hook  to  right  as  ol:  e 3:1  Of  f  only  the  part 

below  the  cross-stroke^  of  p  only  the  lower  part  of  the  shank^  of  o[  only  a  short  arc  from  the  upper  left- 
hand  s:!.de  33  an  upright  36  ].^  the  foot  of  an  upright  Of  01  only  the  bases 

Fr.  1  CoL  i  2  seq.  Supplements  which  might  be  proposed  as  suggested  by  airo  dtorfoov  are  8e[i;- 

rep  \op  (or  Se|  ̂ carloO  j  ov\ra^  or  But  comparison  with  those  of  IL  4--5  rules  out  6v  \ra  as  too 
short  and  dpxovWa  as  too  long. 

3  ov  .  .  .  eBtSdxBricav^  Wiiat  this  should  nieaii,  hn  whose  year  Aristophanes'  iirst  play,  the 
dmraXetc,  ¥/as  prodiicecr ,  is  made  plain  by  Excerpt,  tt,  koju.  11  ii  K  }ipLcro<l)dpric  .  .  .  iSlSade  .  .  .  Ttpdiroc 
irri  apyovroc  Aiorip^GV  Sid  KaXhicrparov, 

5  seqq,  Catalectic  anapaestic  tetrameters. 

in  the  context  BidXavFv \c7](p}  seems  appropriate.  ̂ They  seat  (set)  the  —  for  the  bath-man  to 
douche. , .  d  Then  8  seqq.  will  mean  :  with  the  dirty  water  which  he  has  drawn  oil  from  the  sediment ; 

say,  pvfiuarcjc  avOtc  dTTavrXpcac  ro  -Trakaiov  j  Xovrptoic  Blit  i.t  Xiu^ev  stood  at  the  beginning  of  1.  7?  p'^!^ 
is  insuliicieiiL  :for  the  beginning  of  L  8.  I  do  not  know  whether  cpriypa  is  found  (as  puppa  is,  e.g. 

schoL  Nic.  AL  96)  for  the  deposit  left  by  the  material  used  as  a  substitute  :for  soap. 
iv  XeLipvSplat  ttov  hliiring  a  droiighC,  but  I  do  not  see  the  effect  of  ttov  in  this  place. 
XovTptov  see  on  17  seqq.,  below. 

10  seqq.  I  suppose,  olt)  (f>iperai.  ̂ A:fter  —  the  remainder  of  the  verse  is  wanting  i:n  the  maim- 
SCript(s)d  Cf.  schol.  Elir.  Phoetl.  375  o  crlxoc  ovroc  eu  rictv  ov  (jiSpcrai^  SchoL  1  IL  xxiv  420  TOVTO  6e  TO 

ripicrixi^ov  ovSe  (f^iperai^ 

12  seqq.  Perhaps  to  |  vvv]  aca^fr.  The  sense  appears  to  be  :  Perhaps  the  obscurity  of  what  is  said 
in  the  following  could  have  been  obviated  by  ...  . 

15  •?re  \7r?Cppiap\€v  io[ 

.1:7  seqq.  XovrpLov  occurs  at  Aristopln  Knights  1401  with  a  scholium  to  Xovrpov^  ro  aTroXovpa  Kal 
pvirapoVf  d  icri  rd  ditdXovrpov.  Heiice  there  is  a  possibility  that  dy[oAoupa  or  dTdsXovTpov  iS  to  be 
recognized  in  I.  18,  but  dMviTrrpov  is  another  alternative. 

The  word  is  cited  also  from  Aristophanes'  lost  "'Hpcoec  (Pollux  vii  167,  x  78). 

‘Trpoelprjrat  iv  "IrrrrGvci  flias  already  been  noted  in  the  commentary  on  the  Knights',  Sirnilarly  at 

2737.  COMMENTARY  ON  A  PLAY  OF  ARISTOPHANES 

Peace  1014  Krxl  iv  rote  lAyapvcvciv  Hap.ev  re:fers  to  a  comment  on  Auharnians  894,  at  VJ^asps  1206 
etprjTCu  iT€pl  0avXXov  iv  rote  AiypipvevcLv  to  one  Oil  Acharniofis  214. 

Aristophanes;  (2)  that  this  play  was  subsequent  to  the  Knights  (his  fourth). i 
19  seqq.  3ol  seems  unavoidable,  but  I  can  see  no  normal  Greek  expression  for  what  must 

have  been  meant :  Aristarchus  takes  the  view  that  the  lemma  is  the  first  words  of  TerpanderT  poems. 

The  position  of  piv  seems  to  imply  that  rotovoe  (perhaps  followed  by  n  in  the  next  line)  is  part  of  the 
iemrna.  The  form  of  Evmpovioc  Se  implies  so:mething  of  the  form  A^plerapxoc  piv  SoKet  to  precede. 

Aristarchus  and  Eiiphronius  are  each  cited  more  than  two  dozen  times  in  the  extant  scholia  on 

Aristophanes,  Aristarchus  mainly  on  Frogs ̂   Eiiphronius  on  Wasps  and  Birds. 
Ion  of  Chios  referred  to  by  Aristophanes  in  Acharnians  (L  835,  on  which  the  comment  gives  a  list 

of  his  works),  and  quoted,  according  to  the  scholiast  {rovro  ‘"livvoc  icrtv  .  .  .),  at  Frogs  706. 
o  rriv  7Tapa7rkoKi]v  presumably  The  author  of  the  TIapaTrXoKp  ,  As  literary  terms  rraparrhoK^  and 

7rapanX€i<€LV  are  used  to  refer  to  the  insertion  of  portions  of  one  text  in  another,  often  what  we  should 

call  ''quotation 7  as,  for  example,  schol.  V  Birds  idAO  N  Se  rdjv  avrov  Kivrjelov  urapaTrAoKhv  egeiA 
liermog,  rr.  IS.  ii  4  (320  Seqq.W)  rdc  iraparrXoKdc  rmv  TTQirjpdrvjv  iv  Xoymiy  et  6k  Siacrdeeme  TrapairkiKOiro 
rd  TTotvpfiara^  sometimes  m  a  wider  sense  of  combining  two  texts,  as  in  Hyp.  vii  of  Aristoph.  Clouds  rd 

piv  yap  rrepAppprat,  rd  Si  TrapaTriirXeKrat,  of  the  alternative  versions  of  the  pkvy.  (Of  a  pervading 
characteristic  of  a  composition  Strabo  34.) 

For  the  ellipse  of  ypdiac  or  the  like  cf.  schol.  T  IL  xix  326  o  rpy  piKpdv  AXtaSa. 

icri  S’  iK  rwv  elc  ’"Opppov  vpvojv.  That  a  Tiymii  to  Homer"  was  ever  composed  (whether  by  Aleman 
or  another)  is  not  to  be  believed,  still  less  more  than  one.  What  is  meant  is  obviously  r^v  dc  ̂ Opgpov 
dvaSepopivcav  vpvaw.  The  words  kvkvoc  vrrd  rrrepvyojv  are  in  fact  found  at  hy.  1:1  oni.  xxi  I.  But  this 

does  not  prove  the  other  attributions  wrong  and  Professor  Fraenkel  regards  that  to  Ion  as  very  likely 
in  view  of  Frogs  706  (see  above),  in  the  same  metre. 

27  seqq.  Prima  facie  trochaic  tetrameters. 
dAA"  ixpyv  xopdv  SiSovrac  rov  iwl  Apvalmi  cKGrretv.  .  .  .  ̂But  in  assigning  a  choriis  to  a  competitor 

at  the  Lenaea,  they  had  to  consider  (or  'should  have  considered"). . . .  Who  is  'they"?  If  the  decipher¬ 
ment  is  correct,  it  must  be  the  successive  archoiis.  I  should  have  expected  SiSovra^  but  the  context 

may  have  contained  a  reason  for  the  plural. 
€771  Ayvaioji  in  place  of  an  adjective  as  Acharn.  1.  504  ovttI  Apvalwi  .  .  .  dyowy  Law  ap,  Dem. 

Meid.  10  rj  irrl  Apvataii  r-opM].  Or  the  adjective  imXgyaioc  itself  may  have  been  used,  cf.,  e.g.,  schoL 
Acharn.  202  (where  it  has  been  corrected  away),  I.G.  ifr  Add.  8346  ii  46. 

After  cKOTieiv  something  expressing  T:he  qualifications  of  the  applicant’  would  be  suitable,  but  el 
cannot  be  read. 

CoL  ii  I  seq.  In  spite  of  what  I  say  in  the  app.  crit.  it  is  tempting  to  guess  HqlEama. 

5  cvppax\ .  It  may  be  suspected  that  hereabouts  there  is  re:ference  to  the  fact  that  strangers  were 
not  present  at  the  Lenaea  in  any  number  (cf.  Acharn.  504  sec:|q.  aArol.  yap  icpev  oNl  Avpalmi  r  dydv  | 
KQvrroj  iivot  irdpeiciw  ovre  yap  (l>6poi  j  p^ovciv  ovd  4k  rojv  noXecov  ol  ivppaxoi  C.  ScholL),  or  8dteniatively 

that  they  were  present  at  the  city  Dionysia. 

7  The  angle  of  the  stroke  at  the  beginning  of  the  line  seems  irreconcilable  with  a  diple  as  made 

elsewhere-  I  supp<::rse,  therefore,  that  7Tp\rip/par[^~<^op€v~  is  part  of  the  comment,  not  of  a  lemma, 
though  Aristophanes  has  this  verb  at  Clouds  256. 

10  seq.  Presumably  in  his  work,  rrepl  rije  apyalac  KiapujiSiac,  in  not  less  than  twelve  books. 

1  This  is  not  unquestio.nable.  As  far  a.s  I  have  been  able  to  ascertain,  if  a  note  on  play  A  refers 
to  Ci  note  on  play  B,  as  a  rule  play  B  was  produced  before  play  A.  That  is,  as  a  rule  commentaries 
seem  to  follow  the  order  of  production.  But  notes  at  Birds  749,  1379  (produced  414  B.c.)  refer  to 

notes  on  Frogs  13,  etc.,  1437  (produced  405  b.c.),  and  a  note  at  Lysistrata  801  (produced  41 1  b.c.) 
refers  to  a  note  (lost)  on  Ecclesiazusae  303  (believed  to  have  been  produced  in  392  b.c.).  Similarly 
notes  at  Acharnians  381  and  961  re:fer  to  notes  on  Knights  137  and  95  (produced  in  the  following 

year).  Aristophanes’  iirst  and  second  places  were  AatraAetc  and  BaBvXAvwi.  His  third,  Acharnians, 
obviously  does  not  enter  into  the  question. 

2  At  Peace  775  I  take  the  scholiast  to  say  avry  Si  <7rapa>irAo«:y  eert,  Kal  eXaOe  This  is  a  quotation. 

It  was  not  recognized.’ 
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11  Ilkdnavoc  Twenty  “eight  (or  more)  names  of  comedies  attributed  to  him  are  known,  none 

named  'PafiSovxoi  either  of  Plato  or  another. 

12  d'AAotc  iSiSov  As  shown  by  the  contrasting  St"  avrov . . .  StSddac,  this  is  equivalent  to  %ot  pro- 

duced  for  him  by  ,  .  Jj  So  of  Aristophanes  Excerpt,  tt.  ii  ii  K  cStSa^e  Se  . . .  Std  KakMCTpdroVf 

rdc  pkv  yap  frokirtKac  tovtoji  Saclv  avrop  StSoFat,  rd  Se  KaP  EvpiiriSov  Kai  CmKparovc  ̂ iktaviBry^ 

13  ̂ vkoKifxct  Svas  placed’,  cf.  SchoL  Clouds  528  dpicr  vKOVcdrrjV  avri  rov  TjvBoKtar^cav.  ov  yap 
iviKt^cav^  i-rrCi  oedrepoc  eKplBrj. 

15  seq.  It  is  to  be  presumed  that  the  note  beginning  in  1.  10  has  some  relevance  to  the  preceding 

lemma.  I  cannot  guess  what  it  is.  Miat  seems  to  emerge  from  the  information  given  about  Plato  is 

that  of  the  five  comic  poets  allowed  to  compete  at  the  City  Dionysia  only  three  were  placed,  the 

unsuccessful  fourth  (and  fifth?)  w^ere  allowed  to  coinpete,  that  is,  I  suppose,  established  a  claim  to 

a  chorus,  at  the  ensuing  Lenaea  about  nine  months  later. 

18  New  fragment  of  Aleman.  Of  Apollo  ? 

19  seqq.  Trochaic  tetrameters. 

I  suppose  that  the  commentator  has  changed  the  statement  in  the  lemma  from  the  active  to  the 

passive  form  in  order  to  obviate  the  ambiguity  of  the  subject’s  being  in  the  same  case  as  the  object. 
Bkaiop  icTi  BiSacKakovc  KaraTrakateiv  rovrovc  rove  viovc  means  UKaiov  icri  KaraTrakaUcQai  rovrovc 

rove  [ydovcj  vno  rmv  ,  .  .  [StSac/cdJAtoF.  But  I  cannot  explain  the  absence  of  the  article  before  BSacKohA 

in  the  lemma  nor  guess  what  occupied  the  space  between  nkv  and  StSac/cdjAcoF  in  the  comment. 

30  TQvpokov  ‘(for)  a  penny’  ci.,  e.g.,  Knights  945  tolcl  rrokkotc  rovpokov^  ‘cheapo 
31  Eratosthenes  mentioned  again? 

32  seq.  iplmv  suggests  the  possibility  that  /xaA[  represents  pakkoc  or  some  case  of  it. 

33  seq.  pelppaypKrjp  The  explanation  StaXekvpLhvriv  ‘scattered’  shows  that  pparretp  in  its  use 
‘winnow’  (or  an  extension  of  this)  is  to  be  recognized.  The  compound  dva^e^fipaypiv'pp  may  have 

occurred,  cf.  Aristot.  Meteor.  368^29  rd  iv  role  AIkpolc  dvapparT6p,eva. 

I  find  no  w'^arrant  for  the  y  and  suppose  e  should  be  substituted. 

The  diple  should  have  been  inserted  one  line  higher. 

35  etra  vevayfiKv^  ‘Tvdktp  ̂ aiid  then  made  into  a  pile  again  <  In  this  verb,  though  y{^)  is  sometimes 
found  in  the  relevant  forms,  c  seems  preferred.  But  there  appears  to  be  confusion  in  the  periect 

forms  with  f€o>,  meaning  to  ‘lieaph  Cf.  Clouds  1203,  Eedestamsae  838,  840. 
CoL  ii  36““Fr«  2  (CoL  iii?)  i  seqq.  A  reference  to  the  mixture  of  wa,ter  and  wine  for  drinking. 

5  seqq.  <kd]Kovc,  ̂ d#foy[c,  rove  (l>dKo\vc.  A  note  on  lentil  porridge,  elsewhere  referred  to  as  by 

Aristophanes  (10  times),  but  <f^di<oi  as  here  at  Pherec.  Kopiawm  (tr.  67,  3  seq.).^ 

17  Ambiguous,  but  not  improbably  g  TpiKoptgiy'jdoc  or  the  derived  adjective,  as  at  Lysistr.  1031 
iflTTlSoC  TptKOpVclaC, 

20  ""EppLLiwTToc  in  some  form?  This  writer  of  comedies  is  not  infrequently  quoted  in  the  extant 
scholia. 

21  seq.  r^p  dpxlj}^  .  .  .  Atjjc^dAoi^. 

22  From  the  position  of  the  diple  it  is  to  be  inferred  that  23  seq.  are  a  leninia  from  the  comedy,  not 

a  quotation  from  Aeschylus.  To  be  sure,  they  might  be  both  at  once. 

I  Professor  Fraeiikel  adduces  in  this  connexion  the  entry  in  Suidas :  ApKaBac  pupLovpLePQi'  irrl  r&v 

€T€pQtc  ■TTOPOvvTitiP*  ol  ydp  ApKoAcc  pap^ifictiTaToi  EkXjfpayv  yevopevoi  ibuiL  pev  ovSeva  eviKTicaVy  orepoic  Sc 

cvppayQVprec  iroAAodc.  radry^t  8e  rrj-i  ‘trapoiplat  KeypTfrox  Tikdroiv  iv  UeicapSpcoi,  Sia  yap  to  rac  i<(x>p(x)i8ta€ 

avToc  TToimv  dkkote  Trapex^LP  Sea  ireFcav,  klpKaSac  uipetcOat  eSg  and  ingeniously  suggests  that  Eratosthenes 

derivmd  his  information  from  the  ‘rrapdBoxtc  of  the  llelcavdpoc. 
Fr.  2  (CoL  iii?)  I  can  trace  no  fibres  across  from  fr.  i  into  fr.  2,  but  there  are  some  grounds  for 

believing  that  they  broke  apart  at  a  ‘joint’.  There  appears  to  be  a  certain  congruity  in  the  contents 

of  fr.  I  ii  36  and  fr.  2,  1-4 
8  4,  a  dot  on  the  line  13  Jj,  perhaps  the  lower  end  of  the  loop  of  a 
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2738.  Commentary  on  an  Old  Comedy 

Tiie  following  scrap,  which  I  have  taken  to  refer  to  a  particular  part  of  a  particular 

dance,  resembles  the  general  rim  of  notes  on  Old  Comedy  closely  enough,  to  be  reason¬ 

ably  assigned  to  such  a  source,  though  I  suppose  this  is  not  the  only  possibility. 

As  coL  ii  is  almost  entirely  occupied  by  the  comment  on  a  single  lemma,  the  only 

evidence  that  survives  about  the  articulation  of  the  commentary  is  the  'colord  in 
col.  ii  15  and  the  SlttXt]  followed  by  a  line  cV  iK0€C€i  at  coL  iii  4  seep  There 
are  three  syntactical  divisions  marked  by  high  stops,  coL  ii,  1,7,12,  but  these  seem  to 

be  rather  capriciously  used.  There  is  none  between  Troetv  ckIti,  L  3. 

The  script  is  a  smallish  book-liand  of  a  type  assigned  to  the  early  second  centurvi 

CoL  i  CoL  ii 

TTVppix^tow^evSeai^Lvev  p| 

,L. . . .  IroixaXaKTjVKe  ti 

[  J .  "'pvaBijiwiToetvcKXri  yf 

[  J  /  /  .  [  .  ovvr  ̂   ^  hovaypoL  cel 

5  KOVTOcyr^fMar  ^caBryjac  m 

oStSr  KeX^evcevp.a  arii 

Aa/c[J<pc^  _  _  p-ecy^ajcovv 

V€ta\  I  €  lOercRripKe 
.  u_. ^  ̂   /r  jQ 

10  cOrjKmoKpa N ̂  ^raj’yopyo 

a  _ 

_aKOF^oSoi[Tl|a  J  \  ̂K€c9p 

CoL  iii  CoL  ii 

TTUppiyi^ajp,  iv  8e  Al^lv  EN 

7TdA[£Socl  TO  piaXaKr]v  kc- 

X]evevp  ri'iv  /Wpvdv  ttociv.  ckXti- 

p  \q)C  rroiovproic^j  tgv  dypoL 

Kov  TO  cy7]/xa  rrje  ̂ ^luypac 

and  the  beginnings  d  8tS[djcKaAoc  iKeXevcev  pea 
of  tV'O  more  separate  Xa.KOJc  avro  rroieiv.  Ac  gvp 

lines  below,  opposite  e  m  ^  r  /  r  r  -1  ^  ^ 
,  ^  ^  ..  O  Ylpi  tc  ITI  O  iffil  a  iFUf  c  TCOt  ip 

the  ends  ol  CoL  11  ^  ^  ^  7  -  -  j 

10  and  12  vecailfpgvwL  rjpKe- curj  Kcu  o  £\parr\  i  yoc  rmi 

^  paKov  ̂   oSoKa  ̂   [  J  rjpKecOr^ 

tF  ̂  javTgSr^XowT  J  j  ^ .  ayfia ' 
t[oJ  auTo  RqXovvr  ̂   [  ]  rrpdyixa^ 

OTCaTTOKkeiv  ̂   r  ̂   \ on  aTTOKXiv  \  K€(f>aXrjL 

_  A  J  delay)  cyrjfia  iroTl^  ̂ 

15 

A^  ̂ t[  j 

i 
_
 

1 

1 
— 
 -1 

1 
_
 

J 

d p A ~\fivvgy\ 

^  IM 

The  papj^ms  is  broken,  warped,  and  wrinkled,  and  in  places  rubbed  or  skinned.  It  is  often  pos¬ 
sible  to  be  fairly  sure  of  what  was  meant  and  even  of  what  was  written,  but  I  cannot  in  all  cases 
accommodate  the  supposed  letters  to  the  surviving  ink. 

Heading,  Above  CoL  ii  a  line  in  a  thick  cursive,  beginning  at  but  otherwise  too  broken  and  dis- 
contiriuoiis  to  decipher. 

CoL  i  Extreme  ends  of  about  a  dozen  discontinuous  lines. 

2738.  COMMENTARY  ON  AN  OLD  COMEDY 

CoL  ii  2  ̂ oA[  Of  o,  which  is  unusually  distant  from,  it,  only  the  upper  part :  of  A  only  faint  traces  of 

the  upper  part  of  the  right-hand  stroke  3  ] . .  [  faint  specks  on  either  side  of  a  short  upright ; 
neither  nor  Ajeucat  in  any  way  suggested  Of  r  only  the  extreme  lower  end  of  the  stalk 

4  jy  / .[  in  the  line  a  fiat  stroke,  followed  by  the  tops  of  two  slightly  forward -slopiiig  strokes  and  then 
confused  ink,  perhaps  a  corrected  or  cancelled  letter.  Superscribed  in.  the  same  hand  wdiat  could  be 

taken  for  a  small  to  and,  even  more  doubtfully,  c  9  Of  /x  only  the  right-hand  stroke  preceded  by 
hiint  dispersed  specks  ii  The  first  letter  represented  by  an  upright  with  a  small  projection  to 

left  at  its  top  .Between  v  and  o  what  looks  like  the  left-hand  stroke  of  i>  .fa  dot  just  above  mid- 
letter  12  .[  the  lower  part  of  an  upright,  apparently  slightly  convex  13  .[  a>  suggested, 

but  perhaps  o ,  possible  14  . . . [,  dispersed  specks,  followed  by  a  cross-stroke,  level  with  the  top 
of  the  letters,  having  part  of  an  upright  below  its  right-hand  end  the  top  of  a  tall  upright, 

followed  after  a  small,  gap  by  what  resembles  the  tips  of  a>  with  a  suspended  i  against  the  right-hand 
tip  15  After  A  (for  which  S  may  be  possible)  perhaps  elements  of  the  top  half  of  e  touching  the 

left-hand  end  of  the  loop  of  ̂   16  Of  y  only  elements  of  the  arms :  of  0  only  the  flattened  upper 
left-hand  side ;  what  I  have  rendered  v[  might  be  divided  between  two  letters,  e.g.  pa 

CoL  iii  4  Q[  perhaps  not  ruled  out 

CoL  ii  I  'rrvppL)(l^a}v  foancing  the  rrvpplxyX  which  is  gpottAioc  ,  .  .  opxpcic  (schoL  Aristopli.  Av,  1169). 
It  does  not  appear  to  be  different  from  the  dance  referred  to  in  Nub,  988  seep,  on  which  there  is  a  note 

(not  in  R,  V)  :  Tpiroy^vApc-  elooc  opxpcemc  rj  KaA^irat  A'OTrAtoc,  Sia  Sc  to  etc  Adpvav  ravrpv  rekeicBm 

Tpiroyiv^ta  KdAkr^raL, 
I  seqq.  I  suppose  the  meaning  to  be  ri.n  Eupolis,  Goats,  the  instruction  to  make  the  Athena 

suave  (is  a  corroboration  of,  example  of,  what  I  say) 3  Since  yakaK-yv  Troietp  does  not  seem  to  be 
different  from  pakaKwe  irotety,  presumably  rriv  Adiqpdv  is  a  short  way  of  expressing  to  cyy/ia  rije 

Adpvdc  and  the  reference  is  to  the  performance  of  a  figure  in  the  dance. 

For  cKkppdx  cf.  Athenaeus  667^  (with  a  reference  to  Plato,  Z€vc  tcatcoop-cvoc)  up  cfikvpdv  rrjv 

yetpa  yikkovra 

3  seqq,  I  cannot  verify  the  possibility  which  may  be  thought  of,  that  there  wms  a  correction  of 

~pov  to  ~po3c — in  fact,  I  do  not  see  how  -pov  could  be  reconciled  with  what  is  now  visible- — but  there 
does  not  appear  to  be  any  doubt  about  the  sense  required,  yap  might  also  have  been  expected,  but 
I  do  not  think  there  is  room  for  it  to  have  been  written. 

There  is  no  doubt  about  the  oblique  stroke  above  tto-.  It  is  the  solitary  accent  and  it  is  wuong. 
rov  dypoUov  .  ,  .  o  5t8ac/ca..Aoc :  from  the  fragments  of  the  Atyec  already  known  it  was  inferred  that 

a  theme  of  the  play  was  the  instruction  of  a  rustic  by  a  teacher  of  music  and  letters,  called  (according 
to  Quintilian,  Inst,  or,  i  10,  17)  Prodamiis.  See  IfupoL  frr.  2,  3,  ii,  13,  17,  303. 

8  seqq.  ‘Aristophanes  was  satisfied  with  Tpiroyiveia  by  itself  as  an  epithet.^  I  have  no  clear  idea 
wliat  this  tells  us ;  that  Aristophanes  expected  the  allusion  to  the  Athena-figure  in  the  dance  to  be 
plain?  If  Nub.  989  is  the  place  referred  to,  which  looks  likely,  dpieXrji  rrjc  Tpiroyevelpc  may  have  been 

understood  to  mean  ‘fails  to  perform  the  prescribed  evolution^  'doesnk  bother  about  the  danceL 

10  seqq.  Fopyo  ̂ paKop  ^oBoKa  p  This  word,  which  was  ̂ good  enough^  (no  doubt  as  an  allusion  to 
Athena)  ‘for  KratinusA  should  be  recoverable,  but  I  can  think  of  nothing  nearer  than  FopyoSpaKov- 

ToSoKa  (the  feminine  ending  as  in  EopyoAo^a  Aristopb.  Eq,  1181^  ropyo(j>6pa  Eur.  Ion  1478)  ‘grim- 

dragon-aW' ailing  (goddess)’,  and  this  was  certainly  not  written. 
TO  avro  STjXovvri  TTpayya  ‘the  same’  as  what?  I  should  have  supposed,  as  what  is  asserted  in 

IL  13  seqep  But  though  there  is  some  doubt  about  the  exact  form  of  this,  I  see  nothing  above  which 

could  be  thought  exactly  equivalent  to  it, 
oVi  ‘namely,  that  .  , 

drroKXtp-mv  IS  too  much  for  the  space,  -o/  gives  no  sense,  -oc.  or  -ov  is  left.  Which  is  chosen  depends 
on  the  exact  form  of  the  end  of  the  clause,  which  I  cannot  make  out.  I  suppose  the  general  sense  to 

be :  the  goddess-figure  (is  performed)  with  the  head  sloping,  i.e.  in  an  attitude  of  expectancy.  At  the 
beginning  of  L  14,  tliougli  I  cannot  verify  ro  rfic,  it  seems  unavoidable ;  at  the  end,  I  have  failed  to  elicit 

any  appropriate  form  of  Tro(i)€tp, 
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2739*  List  of  Plays  by  Cratinus 

The  bottom  of  a  column  containing  part  of  a  list  of  pla^/s  b'v  Cratinus  \¥ritten  in 
an  upright  hand  of,  I  suppose,  the  second  centur}^ 

On  the  back  is  part  of  an  isolated  line  (written  in  the  opposite  direction  by  a  hand 

that  will  not  be  much  later)  which  may  be  IL  ii  778  or  xvii  i. 

!  Aatal 
I  SrjXia8[ 

]  ttXovtoi 

j  V€fi€CiC\ 

]  Sparrertl 

j  povKoXo[ 

IT\vXalcy 

]  Ar]Xia3\€c 

]  UXovrol  L 
J  ATp€Clc[ 

]  ApOTTeTi]  Sec 1  BovkoXoI  i 

Since  the  order  of  the  titles  preserved  is  not  alphabetical  and  vvill  not  readily  be  presumed  to  be 

arbitrarjp,  the  question  arises  whether  it  is  chronological,  663  records  an  order  in  which  Cratinus’ 

AiovvcaXiM^hpoc  is  ‘8th’  and  since  it  is  there  implied  that  that  play  was  produced  in  430  B.c,  it  is 
thought  impossible  that  it  should  be  chronologically  8th.  We  do  not  know  that  our  list  (which  may 

or  may  not  have  had  a  marginal  numeration — too  little  is  left  of  the  leftdiand  margin  to  say)  re^ 
presents  the  same  order,  but  the  probability  is  that  there  was  not  more  than  one  accepted  order  and 
in  that  case  Atowcaki^av^poc  v/as  not  alphabetically  8th  either. 

The  necessary  conclusion,  that  the  accepted  order  vras  neither  alphabetical  nor  chronological,  is 
borne  out  by  similar  evidence  about  the  plays  of  other  dramatists,  see  Pearson,  Fragments  of  Sophocles 
I  xvi. 

3  Fragments  of  the  Ukovroi  in  a  papyrus  published  in  Mel.  Bidez  603  seqq.  and  PS  I  1212. 

4  The  date  of  Nipeac,  stated  in  schol.  Aristoph,  Aik  521  to  be  a  good  deal  later  than  414 
B.c.  but  containing  a  gibe  at  Pericles,  d.  429  b,c.  (fr,  in),  gets  no  light  from  its  position  in  this  list. 

2740*  SCHOLIA  ON  OLD  COMEDY 
40 

I  ̂  

2740*  Scholia  on  Old  Comedy  [See  Addendum,  p*  102] 

In  the  comedy  to  which  the  following  comments  apply  a  speaking  part  was  taken, 
as  appears  from  fr.  i,  13,  by  Phormion,  the  Athenian  admiral.  The  only  other  comedy, 

so  far  as  I  kno'w,  of  which  this  was  true  is  the  Ta^lapxot  of  Eupolis.  The  chorus  of  that 
play  must  be  presumed  to  have  consisted  of  these  officers  (although  there  were 
annually  no  more  than  ten),  who  are  mostly  described  as  corps  commanders  (xAristot. 
!40.  woX.  c,  61, 3,  Pollux  viii  94)  but  sometimes  held  naval  commands  (Xeii.  HelL  i  6,  29, 
ah).  The  chorus  of  the  play  here  annotated  would,  I  think,  be  guessed  on  the  strength 
of  fr.  2  ii  21  to  have  been  composed  of  sailors.  I  find  nothing  in  the  rest  of  what  is 
preserved  which  might  afford  a  clue  to  identification. 

The  layout  of  the  text  appears  to  have  been  theoretically :  lemma  projecting  1-2 
letters  to  left  and  separated  by  a  blank  from  the  following,  and,  if  it  starts  within 
a  line,  from  the  preceding,  comment ;  the  beginnings  of  both  lemma  and  comment 

signalized  by  a  paragraphus  under  the  first  letters  of  the  line  in  which  they  start. 
But  I  am  not  sure  how  accurately  in  respect  of  the  blanks  the  intention  has  been 
carried  out. 

The  text  is  written  in  narrow  columns,  in  lines  containing  c.  16  or  c.  19  letters  or 

their  equivalent,  in  a  medium-sized  upright  hand  which  might,  I  think,  be  dated  as 
early  as  the  end  of  the  first  century. 

0  4807 
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}  TTTCt}\ 

]xp".[ 

]  §c^ey[ 

5  ]§€ty€CT[ 

]_iTeptc[ 
]TOyT01JCOC^O/cAco[ 

]  ^  €tCriF€tC^0Op[ 

J^evrairaSaAAal 

lO  \q(I}QkX€ovc€c\ 

jfrrjpeajcSoKO)  [ 

^  ’jocapKeropXoym'i 
\rirovafi(l>oT€poi\ 

1  ^  oicOaprj^otrovv  ̂   [ 

15  ja  aprico4)gpp.ta^ 

^TTeKaXeiro  kok\ 

l^ot  cmrirov^pu^l 

Ikokkv  7]BvcTpi 

l^aiTlA  ̂   7]V€CT  ̂   I 

20  1  ^  p.Lc9ov[]  ̂ VtI 

kM 

1  TTTCol _S  u 

]xp^^.[ ]  SeAey[ 

]8€tV€CT[ 

] 

Itoutou  Co^okX€o[uc 

jfcic  vw  elc  ̂ iop[ 

IjievTai  Ta8aAAa[ 

jCo^^o/cAeouc  ec[ 
^\T7]peOJC  SoKW  [_ 

|ocapic€TOV  K6yb>\  dp- 

Irt  TOV  dfi(^OT€pOli  OU” 

]l€  olc0*  ̂ pf|  fiot  TOyVO[“ 

|x]a;  MpTjc  o  0opftia)[p  e- 
lireKaXecTO.  K6ic[icy 

J  ^  Oi  dpri  TGV  TTplv  [ 

]k6kKV.  T|SuCTp[ 

Jiai  iTX^7]p€crt\ 

]  ^  |iic0ov[  Javrl 

jTro<i[ 

Fr*  I  I  The  foot  of  an  upright  serifed  to  right,  follov/ed  by  the  base  of  a  circle  with  a  horizontal 

stroke  to  right;  perhaps  or  three  letters  represented  3  .[,  the  left-hand  side  of  e  or  less 

probably  c  7  Below  ]t  a  short  slightly  backward-sloping  stroke,  not  apparently  the  foot  of  the 

letter  8  Of  ]d  only  the  upper  right-hand  side  9  Of  ]/x  only  the  right-hand  stroke  Below 

€  there  is  a  trace  which,  if  not  casual  ink,  could  be  taken  for  the  right-hand  tip  of  a  paragraphus 

14  Of  1/r  only  the  right-hand  ends  of  the  upper  and  lower  arms  17  ] .  ?  the  extreme  right-hand  end 

of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  top  of  o  18  x\bove  and  to  left  of  first  h  the  end  of  a  cross-stroke 

rising  gently  to  right  19  Between  A  and  a  cusp  on  the  line,  above  the  left-hand  side  of  wiiich  the 
left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  with  a  dot  to  right  opposite  its  centre  20  ] . ,  perhaps  the  underside  01 

the  loop  and  the  tip  and  tail  of  the  right-hand  stroke  of  a  Of  ]a  only  the  end  of  the  tail  rising  to 

the  left-hand  upright  of  p 

Fr,  i  7  seqq.  No  paragraphus  is  now  visible  below  I.  7,  but  I  think  this  must  be  because  the  sur¬ 

face  is  damaged.  The  projection  (l/c^ectc)  implies  that  II.  7  8  and  part  at  least  of  9  must  be  lemma. 

This  lemma  might  begin  in  L  6  (so  that  the  articulation  of  rovrov  is  ambiguous)  and  may  (or,  if  a  para¬ 
graphus  is  rightly  descried  under  1.  9,  must)  end  in  L  9. 

8  From  vlv,  which  is  not  a  constituent  of  the  vocabulary  of  comedy,  it  appears  that  the  lemma 

itself  contains  a  quotation.  It  comes  presumably  from  the  Tereus  of  Sophocles. 

€k  49Qp\ap  looks  acceptable.  Preceded  by  rtpo\0dc? 

9  seqq.  ]{M€vraL  must  be  part  of  the  lemma.  I  can  arrive  at  no  explanation  of  its  meaning.  Whether 
raSaAAa,  however  articulated,  is  lemma  or  comment  I  am  uncertain,  but  the  comment,  wTiich  is 

marked  as  ending  in  L  ii  and  clearly  includes  1.  10,  might  have  extended  back  so  far.  I  suppose  its 

tenor  was  :  the  lemma  is  a  quotation  from  (reference  to,  parody  of)  Sophocles  Tereus.  For  a  quotation 

cited  in  a  form  like  ra  S*  aAAa  .  .  .  Co^okX^ovc  icrlv  Ik  Tiqpimc  cf.  sclioL  Aristoph.  Vesp,  1239  TrapaMk 
rd  TOV  Kparivov  eV  XetpSvafV^  KX^irayopac  dtSetv  ktX.^  lb,  1 074  d  crlxoc  EvpiitrlBov  4k  COeve^olac. 

There  is  no  blank  before  SoKa>  but  appears  to  be  one  after  it.  SoKm  as  part  of  the  comment  is  not 
favourable  to  the  hypothesis  just  offered. 

12  seq.  Before  ]o  there  appears  to  be  room  for  no  more  than  a  narrow  letter. 

The  words  which  can  be  elicited  from  these  letters  (e,g.  -ocap/ce,  -apKerov)  are  unlikely  in  them¬ 

selves  and  the  comment  does  not  seem  to  apply  to  them,  except  in  so  far  as  -ctof  and  -yia  could  be 
taken  for  duals. 

dpKeroc  is  found  ill  glossaries  as  an  interpretation  of  iKavoc.  If  it  should  be  recognized  here,  I  am 

presumably  wrong  in  marking  it  as  lemma. 

13  seqq.  The  Phormion  wdio,  the  comment  implies,  is  speaking  is  no  doubt  the  iktlienian  admiraL 
(Four  other  persons  of  this  name  alluded  to  in  Old  Comedy,  schoL  Aristoph.  Fax  347.)  References  to 

him  in  comedy  are  not  rare,  but  as  a  character  in  a  play  I  cannot  find  that  he  occurs  elsewhere  except 
in  the  Ta^iapxoi  of  Eupolis  (fr.  250). 

16  seq.  KOKKv  is  interpreted  as  dXlyov  (schoL  Aristoph.  Av,  50),  rd  eAaytcror  (Hesych.  in  v.),  ovBk 

KOKKV'  ovBk  ppaxv  (Bekk.  Anecd.  Gr.  105)  and  as  Attic  for  ra^u  (Et.  Mag,,  Siiid.  in  v.).  In  iAristophanes 

it  is  used  as  a  signal  to  start  an  action  (k-.,  Ran,  1384,  k-.,  ̂ a>Aot  rreSlovBe  Av.  507).  In  the  com¬ 

ment  here  I  should  guess  the  interpretation  given  was  'before  (you)  can  say  ''knife”  but  I  have 
no  convincing  completion  of  the  lemma,  little  as  is  missing. 

i8  seqq.  I  suppose  clOai  is  likely,  but  I  see  no  clue  to  the  completion  and  articulation  of  what 

precedes,  and  I  have  failed  to  make  anything  out  of  the  letters  which  follow,  which  I  think  must  be 

still  part  of  the  lemma. 
20  avT\  has  a  fair  chance  of  representing  dvrl  rod,  the  beginning  of  the  comment. 
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Stripped 

i  .P  J 

Stripped 

Fr.  2 

CoLi 
CoL  ii 

20 

1 . .  .  1 Seven  fragmentary  or  lost  verses 

]oc  €CTriKacr]S\ 
|oc  ccTr]KacT]8\ 

J . .  ivp9r]p,av\ 

J,*  |uvit]|iav[ 
10 

]acovKavyva}\ 1  lO Jacov  leal  yvio\^ 

]nXr]CLovav^ 

lirXf|Ci0v  an[ 

]  ^mL7rXr]ctov  d 

\oji  rrXvylov  ̂   j 

'WTOCVvOr^pLad |uTo  cwOriprp 

J  ̂  vrjrovSta^ vf|  TOV  AiaX| 

I  C 

iKatytcioycTrpl 1  r i  yo  J 

1  t 

1 
iKal  |xicco  y£  trpj 

I  yo.r Iv^foppiKovai  j  1 

rra 

w  ̂ oppiLayvai  \  j 

Tra  ̂   ^  pt|  (IF” |T€7rpC0T?lV€A| 

i  Ttrovcpy 
1t€  TTpcorrjv  cA] 

rl  rod  €p.\ 

\yXaKvy  etrov 
yapovKcrricrapigd 

yXvXaK'pv,  etrov 
yap  ouK  etriCTaixai  \7rapd 

IfjLOvSrjT  ̂   yojrrop 

\c  ai^TLTOvyoj 

|i]ca7rAcoco7r€p 

'ptareyyoJcAe 

\C€  (X)K 
€CP 

igvt  TGvrovp.vri 

\k  T^qkeKkei 

a> 

cXoj- 

a  O 
lO 

roTte  Cl]  Sa  S 1 4  cu  | 

yapovKe7ncTapLa}\ 
'rravcetpatvwvTjpA 

TTpmtpac  etcodactX o€KTrpcopacp.7]p 

€KT€¥€tCOVVTOVc\ 

Fr.  2  CoL  i  i  Before  p  presumably  7]  or  but  either  anomalous,  yt,  which  the  ink  most  suggests, 

precluded  2  ].,  c  or  c  Of  o  only  the  lower  part;  $  perhaps  possible  the  feet  of  con- 
verging  strokes :  possibly  k  7  ]  _ ,  a  dot  off  the  line^  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 

descending  below  the  line  9  ]  _ ,  a  stroke  on  the  line  coming  from  left  to  touch  a  slightly  convex 

upright,  perhaps  ]m,  followed  by  what  seem  to  be  elements  of  a  concave  bracket  ii  Of  only 

int  traces  of  the  cross-stroke  12  ] the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  top  of  oi 

20 

r 
2  K 

ptov€vei\  Kat 

CKOV  G WTlTOVTOad 

opc  J* 

||iov  Sf^T'  'trop¬ ic  dvrl  rod  yco- 

]rjc  drrXdjc  orrep 

|ot  dreyvajc  Ae- 

Jc  kym  Khaieiv 

jovi.  TovTov 

\  \  ̂  

I  -pAeKAet- 

HOC  AOJ770- 

Col 

bvrov 

TO  Tfclfj  paStLCx)  [v€LV 

yap  ovK  iTTicrap^ali.  ou 
i^aucci  paivwv  ouic 

trpdjipac;  clcodaci  A[€y€tF“ O  CK  TTpippaC^  p.7]  p[(UV€ 

€icT€veiC  oSv  Tov  cficcXF 

CKOV  dvrl  TOV  TO  ci  KcXoc 

Above  and  below  o  curly  strokes  to  which  I  cannot  attach  any  meaning  the  left-hand  side  of 
a  circle  14  1.  ?  the  right-hand  side  of  a  circle  For  a[  I  cannot  rule  out  v  15  Of  p[  only  the 

top  of  the  loop  and  the  extreme  lower  end  of  the  stalk  1.6  ,  [,  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 
with  a  hook  to  left  at  its  upper  end,  and  scattered  ink  above  and  to  right.  The  fibres  ma.y  be  in  dis¬ 
order  17  Of  A[  only  the  apex  18  ] , ,  suggested  by  a  trace  above  the  general  level  19  After 
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1  should 
guess  not  a 

but  no  letter  could  be  verified 
23  Between  €  and  a>  I  cannot  tell 

whether  y  or  r  is  intended  After  k  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  the  tip  of  a  stroke  descending 
to  right,  at  the  same  level  the  tip  of  another  stroke^  than  a  dot  on  the  line ;  Aat  seems  acceptable  but 
cannot  be  verified 

Col.  ii  I  ̂   a  dot  on  the  line  2  After  a  the  foot  of  an  upright  turning  to  right ;  e  some^ 
times  so  made  Before  p  a  tall  upright  with  traces  of  ink  across  its  top ;  r  not  particulariy  suggested 

Fr.  2  CoL  i  lliroiigh  loss^  along  wdth  the  left-hand  margin^  of  the  guidance  afforded  by  €K0ecLc 
of  the  lemma  and  by  the  paragraphi,  the  only  external  indication  of  the  distinction  between  lemma 

and  comment  is  no’w  the  blank  spaces  left  between  thenn  As  for  internal  evidence^  (i)  some  words  and 
phrases  are  many  times  more  likely  to  occur  in  comment  than  in  lemma^  (ii)  if  a  word  occurs  twice 
in  the  same  neighbourhood,  it  is  likely  that  its  first  occurrence  is  in  the  lemma,  its  second  in  the 
cornmerit.  But  these  clues  are  not  enough  to  enable  ail  ambiguities  to  be  resolved. 

Fr,  2  CoL  i  8  seq.  There  is  a  blank  before  ecrriKacr^S'i  and  apparently  before  ivvdrjpLavl.  If  these  are 
both  beginnings  of  lemmas,  as  the  second  certainly  is.  a  short  comment  must  be  supposed  lost 
betwepi  them.  But  perhaps  it  is  likelier  that  the  first  is  comment  and  that  the  preceding  lemma  is 
what  is  represented  by  ]oc, 

9  ivvdj]fiav[  to  ttAtjcIov  appear  to  be  the  subject  of  comment  in  11.  ri^-iq.  dp\iTl  rod  is  perhaps 
to  be  recognized  in  11.  ii  seq.,  but  there  is  no  more  space  between  -op  and  ar[  than betweenj  e.g.j  -01/ and 
KaL  in  the  previous  line. 

14  seqq.  I  cannot  determine  how  far  the  lemma  beginning  vy  extends.  The  first  obvious  blank 
up  to  avrl  rov  in  L  20  is  between  ̂   and  o  of  <f>opfxia}Vf  L  i6.  Perhaps  this  should  be  regarded  as  mis¬ 
placed  by  one  letter,  so  that  the  comment  starts  wdth  <Popfila}y{-).  It  may  end  with  L  i8. 
after  which  there  appears  to  be  a  blankj  though  damage  makes  it  hard  to  be  certain.  At  any  rate  it 
has  ended  by  i.  19^,  which  is  recognizable  on  internal  evidence  as  lemma,  running  as  far  as  the  blank 
followed  by  what  is  obviously  the  beginning  of  comment  in  L  20. 

14  seq.  Quite  likely  vr>  top  dA|Ad.  as  often  in  Aristophanes^  e.g.  Pint.  202 ;  v.  Blaydes's  collec¬ tions. 

15  I  have  articulated  as  I  think  most  likely,  but  other  articulations  are  easily  thought  of. 
17  seq.  7rp(x>T7]v  , . .  SvkciKyp  presumably  go  together.  They  may  have  already  occurred  in  11,  15  seq. 
Lor  the  number  of  night-watches  see  MacanT  note  on  lidt.  ix  51. 
18  V  ery  likely  I  ought  to  indicate  elrov  as  lemma  as  well  as  19  seq. 
20  seqq.  Although  I  cannot  see  any  particular  guidance  from  blanks,  I  am  inclined  to  think  that 

the  following  interpretation  will  not  be  far  from  the  truth :  dvrl  rod  x<^\pP  ankwc  oTrep  |  klrriml 
dre^pwc  Xelyovcty. 

For  arrAmc.  which  is  found  twice  in  Aristophanes  as  against  drexvd>c  more  than  a  dozen  times,  cf., 
e.g.,  SchoL  Plut.  109  (arexv&c  avrl  rov  drrXdjc)',  for  (ot)  PLrriKol  Xiyovci  SchoL  Pax  II,  Pint,  72. 

24  seqq.  For  the  form  cfi,  e.g.,  schoL  Aristoph.  V esp.  592  pwypoveveL  Se  avrov  Kal  iJXdrojv  A  Uetcdv- 
Bpmi.  Pelecleiaes  mentioned  one  Androcles  as  a  pakkavrooropoc  (ir.  1=^  ex  scliol.  Aristoph.  Vesp.  1187), 

perhaps  in  his  'HdoSm.  A  pakkavrcoropoc  is  presumably  not  the  same  as  a  XcxiTToSvrrjc^  though  they are  classed  together  in  Aristoph.  Ran.  772.  The  only  name  of  a  kmirQBvrrjc  I  can  supply  is  Orestes, 
Av.  712,  1490,  Ach.  1167, 

Br,  2^  CoL  ii  3  seqq.  Some  phrase  like  KiOapi^^iv  ydp  qvk  irrlcrarai  {irrlcraixm')  Aristoph.  Vesp.  959, (989),  cKaTTreiv  ydp  ovk  imcrap.ai  Av,  1432,  and  explained,  as  by  the  scholia  there,  by  reference  to  tiie 
saving  Trelrjt  vetv  ydp  qvk  eVArauat  ApostoL  Cent,  xiv  l6a. 

6  seqq.  'Stop  splashing  us,  you  in  the  bow^s.’ 
ov  wavcei;  as  an  imperative,  cl,  e.g.,  Aristoph.  Lysist.  383, 

o  €K  wpmipac  as  a  vocative,  cf.,  e.g.,  irpoXB'*  OJC  to  ̂ pocdev  okiyop.  rt  KavnAopoc  AcJtUfn.  242.  d  rratc aKokovOeL  Bevpo  Ran.  521. 

9  I  suppose  ovK  eKTevetc  .  .  .  ; 

10  seq.  cKeXtcmc  otherwise  only  at  Eccles.  1167. 
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There  would  have  been  no  difficulty  in  identif37ing  the  subject  of  the  following 

remains  of  a  commentary,  even  if  its  title  were  not  partialty  preserved  on  the  back  of 

the  roll  in  which  it  is  written,  since  there  recur  there-  four  ancient  quotations  to  which 
the  name  of  Eupolis  is  attached,  two  of  them  further  specifying  the  play,  Mapmdc 
(Frr.  I  A  ii  9;  4,  13;  5  i  II,  13;  5  ii  7). 

A  commentary,  even  when  well  preserved,  is  not  apt  to  afford  much  information 

about  the  structure  of  the  composition  to  which  it  relates,  and  this  is  not  well  pre- 

served.  As  far  as  I  see  all  that  is  to  be  learned  from  it  is  a  few  more  fragments  of  the 

text  of  the  MapiKdc  and  perhaps  that  the  chorus  was  divided  in  a  way  similar  to  that  of 

the  Lysistrata,  It  may  be  observed  that  the  name  MapiKdc  does  not  occur.  When 

Hyperbolus  is  referred  to,  it  is  by  his  proper  name  (Frr.  i  b  iii  5,  i  c  ii  7,  12), 

Like  many  commentaries  this  is  witten  in  fairly  wide  columns.  The  last  line  of 

a  note  may  end  within  the  column  but  only  one  full-length  line  survives  complete  as 

wit  ten,  Fr.  I  B  ii  9  of  36  letters.  Others  can  be  counted  with  reasonable  closeness, 

Frr.  I  A  ii  9,  i  c  ii  6  of  33,  Frr.  i  a  i  17,  r  b  ii  8  of  33  counting  the  Tllerfi  i  b  ii  12  of  36, 

I  B  ii  20  of  38  not  counting  one  which  projects  into  the  left-hand  margin.  But  the 

figures  by  themselves  are  deceptive,  as  the  copyist  uses  blank  spaces  and  enlarged 

letters  (as  well  as  Tilers')  to  justify  his  lines  (e.g.  Fr.  i  a  i  i,  20,  Fr.  4,  6). 
The  lemmas  are  indicated  by  a  Mple  ohelismene  above  the  line  in  which  they  begin 

and  a  slight  projection  of  the  first  letter  into  the  left-hand  margin.  They  are  usually 

separated  by  a  blank  space  from  the  comment.  In  one  or  two  places  a  paragraphus 

appears  to  indicate  a  subdivision  within  the  comment. 
The  waiting,  which  varies  in  size  from  place  to  place,  is  of  a  common  type, 

datable  in  the  second  half  of  the  second  or  first  half  of  the  third  century.  A  different 

hand  has  made  a  few  corrections.  Whether  the  sparse  marginal  additions  are  due  to 

either  of  these  pens  or  even  whether  they  are  all  from  one,  I  cannot  tell.  The  title, 

which  is  waitten  rather  cursiveiy  in  a  watery  ink  across  the  top  of  Fr.  ia,  I  sup¬ 

pose  to  have  been  added  subsequently  in  the  third  or  even  the  fourth  century. 
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Fr,  I  A 
Col,  i  (a) 

(5) 
CoL  ii 

riKoral^ 

]axaav7{ 
^  r 

]ytKac€yLKoy  f 

Irarlj^  ̂ aorj 
jKacepLKa 

r 
i 
{ i_ 

l^ai 

levravP  €cp 

Kairmce  ̂   f 

]veppov[ JccoFocraora 

rovc7T€pcac\_ 

] . tra.[ 

TTapehe^avfi 

JixacTTaA^ 
]  ^  pLarav7roTpoiT^i\\t€t yapavroLc  €7rt[ 

]y7TOTpO'jra[ ]€tpop8tart0€acip L ]  ̂rjTmvyapm[ 

].  epxop-e[ 
iKaraXafxpavovcip 

J  ovSevKevoVi 

].[].aWTOVT[Jo ]  evpecrovrmiC 

lyvvrrgXiv 
J/caTa7r[  Jpetcflatcuf 

]  roicayoBoKri ]K€POVTpV7rrff 

vTrgXXovxpo[_  ̂   ]oF/catTo 

J  ̂  S€ftta/<:€[ ].'ri-.[.]70-t^7[_]vv\[rjSefi[  ]^[ 

Jfpa/i/xaroStSf  ̂   IcKaXcuv^  [ 

] .  T^Jj  *'^]8e/x[  ̂  ^  ]a<f>opaa7ri  ̂  ^  ^ 

JAcov  7ToXvvxpovova<j}€ic6€  7 

Ici/yoymAA^e^aAet^ereToyroS’ 7 

]f  eCTp*A€atF€Tac8€ATOUC‘7 

]f[  jovovr<jO(f}9€y^€Tai€  [ 

]  ^  TOTcS?]^€t^OF^%  ̂   Oixm  ̂   [ 

I  ^  TOLC€CX<^‘TGlC€Vrj\ 
']KriKaLrotc€cx<^Tl 

]  [  ̂ ]  [  ]  [^ 
].reS[  ]orrpo[  ].Kr[ 

}rrpoc(f{]vT4_  ]pvS[ 

]p-&ck[  ]wi'[  ]  [ 

]€TOV,  'i.[.]..07T0[  ]7]p.a[ 

jaTTOTQvrgvoXocgxopocXeyet  ^  f 

’jcpreajcKmvvvroTeojcai^rX 
r 

jacatAcy€tS€^[ 

i~
 

^  ^  pLTfJi7]p-ara[ 
Seppareovr/i 
rmvTr€pir€p.\ 

TOtyapaF0pai[ 
/<oAA'^T€o[ 

€T€pOch€\ 

KaKOJ  ̂   I 

> - 

aAAev[  ].[ 

ca}p,€vavrr]  ̂   [ 

7Totrjca)p.€v  J 
IreXevTal 

|StSoFT€CT  J 

]pmvM{}X 

J  KatOeocl 
]  TTpoc<l)epol 

oiar^ecd^  al u 
roTOiovro  { 
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40 

Ni 

]ouc  ̂  [ 

kcd  \ joTraa/rotcKi 

]rarj8'p.e[ 

hv.l 

] 

Sevrepoi^ 

avav9pa}7Toi 

riroKaKov  ovk\ 

rovroXeyei  p\ 

a[  IpovcXX povrococaprC^ aXXiXrap-epfil 

TTaparrivnapi 

BripLOC  aVT7]fL€  ̂   [ 

Fr.  1  A  CoL  i  The  left“hand  upper  part  of  (a)  is  rubbed  in  places,  so  that  the  ink  has  nearly  or 
quite  disappeared  and  the  verification  of  proposed  readings  will  often  not  be  possible. 

On  the  back  of  this  part^  in  a  medium*-sized  cursive,  is  €V7ro[  |jLiaptKa[ 

The  interval  between  (a)  and  (b)  is  fixed  both  by  the  vertical  fibres  and  by  the  internal  evidence  in 

L  12 I  ] . ,  traces  compatible  wdtli  /x,  if  one  letter  2  ] , ,  the  lower  parts  of  two  uprights ;  perhaps  tt 

but  possibly  two  letters  Between  a  and  7,  level,  wdth  the  top  of  the  letters,  a  small  crutch  (e.g.  the 

central  part  of  the  top  of  r),  followed  after  a  stripped  place  by  a  faint  dot  3  Before  ap  what 

now  looks  like  y  preceded  by  a  short  horizontal  stroke  having  at  its  left-hand  end  the  tip  of  an  upright. 
This  combination  leaves  an  unfilled  space  after  r,  I  am  inclined  to  think  it  is  better  to  posit  rap  and 

interpret  the  tip  of  the  upright  as  representing  the  right-hand  stroke  of  'p  (or  the  i  of  a  diphthong) 
.  [,  a  dot  off  the  line  Of  N  only  the  end  of  the  lower  branch  4  ]  _  , ,  the  remaining  ink  could 
be  combined  as  mv,  but  these  letters  would  be  larger  than  expected  and  the  v  anomalous,  I  can  make 

no  plausible  combination  to  give  three  (or  four)  ordinary  letters  ,[?  heavy  dot,  level  wdth  the 

top  of  the  letters  5  ] , ,  traces  compatible  with  v  or  *>  6  ] ,  _  _ ,  scattered  traces,  of  which 
the  first  might  represent  co  and  the  last  pair  ol  .  [,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  J , , 

the  right-hand  end  of  a  horizontal  stroke  coming  from  left  and  touching  the  left-hamd  stroke  of  jy.; 
perhaps  e  likeliest  Between  e  and  a  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  belov/  the  line  7  ]  ^ , 

the  upper  part  of  an  upright  wdth  a  trace  to  right  of  its  top  8  Jet,  only  a  trace  of  the  turn-up  of 
e  and  the  foot  oft  9  ] , ,  on  the  underlayer,  a  trace  level  wdth  the  top  of  the  letters  and  below  it 
a  dot  on  the  line  10  ]  _  [,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright,  followed  by  the  upper  part  of  an  upright 

Of  a[  only  the  extreme  left-hand  end  of  the  loop  ] .  [,  the  top  of  a  circle  with  a  projection  at  its 
left-hand  end  the  tops  of  two  strokes,  the  first  very  faint,  compatible  wdth  but  possibly 

separate  letters  Of  t[  only  the  left-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke.  Above  the  following  letter  or 
letters  (below  vc  in  the  preceding  line)  two  parallel  horizontal  strokes  1 1  After  ]o  perhaps  v,  but 

A  followed  by  an  upright  may  be  preferable  Before  Qtt  a  dot  off  the  line,  after  rr  the  foot  of  an  upright, 

follow^ed  at  an  interval  by  a  trace  off  the  line  Of  $[  only  the  left-hand  angle  Of  ]r]  only  the  right- 

hand  part  13  Of  pA  only  the  lowmr  left-hand  arc  of  0  and  the  upper  end  of  the  ieft-hand  stroke  of  A 

.  [,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  ] , ,  the  right-hand  stroke  of  a  or  A  p?  upright, 

followed  by  a  dot  off  the  line ;  perhaps  two  letters  14  ] .?  the  foot  of  a  slightly  forward -sloping 

stroke  .  [,  an  upright  descending  w' ell  below  the  line,  the  tail  turning  out  to  left  Of  ]y  only  the 
lower  parts  of  the  upright,  which  appear  to  have  been  reinforced  in  the  same  way  as  those  of  ja  next  but 

one  following  lu  has  a  short  upright  through  its  left-hand  branch  Of  Ifi  only  the  top  of  the  upright 
15  A?  a  dot  below  the  line  21  ] two  dots,  one  above  the  other,  the  upper  just  above  the  top  of  the 

letters  Between  €  and  0  only  room  for  one  letter,  represented  by  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the 
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letters  J ,  a  heavy  dot  with  a  stroke  to  right,  level  with  the  top  letters ;  not  pnma  tacie  "  / 

22  the  top  of  a  stroke  above  the  general  level  25  ],,  an  upright  Of  o[  only  the  upper  lett- 

hand  arc  ] . ,  a  trace  to  left  of  the  ieftdiaiid  apex  of  y  Of  r  only  the  lower  part  of  the  stalk,  but  re¬ 

commended  by  the  spacing  26 1 . ,  a  dot  about  mid-letter  Of  Jo  only  a  short  piece  of  the  right*ha.nd 

arc  28  Above  v  traces  Between  v  and  t  only  a  couple  of  faint  dots  level  with  the  top  oi  the  letters 

After  t  the  lower  part  of  an  upright,  followed  by  traces  compatible  witli  the  diagonal  and  upper  part 

of  the  right-hand  upright  of  v  |  J, two  vertically  related  dots,  perhaps  representing  the  foot  oi  an two  vertically  relatea  dots,  perhaps  representing  tne  toot  oi  an 

upright,  followed  by  a  broad  v  or  by  a  (or  X)  i  29  ,  [,  an  upright  ̂   32  .  [,  the  lower  part  of 

an  upright  33  Jk  a  corrected  letter?  Now  resembles  k  but  not  the  k  ot  this  hand  J .  a  convex 

upright  with  foot  hooked  to  right ;  perhaps  v,  though  there  is  now  no  sign  ot  the  diagona 

damaged ;  ̂  may  be  possible.  It  is  followed  by  a  convex  upright  .  i ,  the  upper  part  ot  a  siigiitiy 

forward  -  sloping  stroke 

Fr*  I  A  CoL  ii  3  ]  the  right-hand  part  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  y  4  the  lower  left-hand  arc 

of  a  circle  9  seq.  EupoL  fr.  354  13  J . ,  a  dot  slightly  above  the  general,  level  14  ,  [, 

the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  r  15  j . ,  a  dot  slightly  above  the  general  level  21  .  [, 

an  upright  22  1  j’,  the  lower  end  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line  23  J  ,  an  upright 
24  a  short  forward -sloping  stroke  above  the  general  level  25  J a  dot  on  tiie  line  26  y, 

the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle  27  J the  upper  part  ot  an  upright  with  a  trace  to  ie.ft, 

perliaps  of  a  preceding  letter  31  .[,  an  upright  33  .[,  three  dots,  on  separate  fibres,  in 

a  more  or  less  vertical  line  ] .,  the  top  of  an  upright,  slightly  above  the  general  level  Alter  t  ap¬ 

parently  S,  but  perhaps  a,  then  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  with  a  trace  to  right  ol  its  top,  followed 

by  the  loot  of  an  ii|:.)right  with  a  trace  to  riglit  of  its  top,  next  S,  or  possii:>ly  a,  .followed  by  wiiat  may 

be  the  lower  left-hand  central  part  oi  w  37  ,  ( ,  perhaps  the  lower  part  of  the  loop  of  a  or  of  the 

back  of  e  41  ,1?  oil  a  detached  fragment,  perhaps  not  correctly  replaced,  a  dot  on  tire  line  fol¬ 

lowed  by  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descending  in  a  flat  curve  to  right 

Fr.  i  A  CoL  i  The  entry  on  the  back  is  presumably  to  be  supplemented  EuttoNooc  |  MapiKm  I 
I  vTriof-^vrjfxa). 

2  seep  When  words  or  phrases  recur  in  the  same  neighbourhood  there  is  a  presiimpition  that  the 

first  occurrence  is  from  the  lemma,  the  repetition  from  the  com.nient.  Cf.  IL  7  seq.,  13 20  seq., 

22seq.,25seq,,coL  23  seq<,  iB  ii4  seqq.,  7  seq.,  12  seq.,  i6/-wi8,  20/--^23  seqq.,  i  C  iiSseq. 

Here  RtKac  EUa,  and  the  rest  of  L  2  to  the  left,  will  be  a  leinma.  Possibly  an  iambic  tetrameter, 

l,e.,  -viKdc.  .  .  . 

7  Lemma ;  iambic  tetrameter  ? 

v7Torpo7Td^€L  tlic  origiiially  written  -lEv  is  an  uiiattested  for.ni.  -a^-  is  supported  by  non-literary 

evidence  of  the  third  century  BX.,  by  some  MSS.  (e.g.  of  Phrynich.  .PAL,  Phot.  Lex.,  Pollux)  and,  if  the 

metre  is  rightly  identified,  conclusively  by  this  quotation.  -taC  appears  to  be  oflered  by  the  tradition 

of  Hippocrates  and  of  Philo,  but  I  have  not  pursued  it  further. 

The  verse  may  have  run  something  like  iR  |-]/xac  'rrdXCy  ]^ixa9"  virorporralei. 

8  seq.  vnoTporrEjaG^v  is  generally  intransitive,  usually  of  the  illness,  Teciir’,  sometimes  of  the 

sufferer,  TelapseL  In  this  place  hiarAiaciv^  and  perhaps  eiraJpepyAreyot  (or  -a^,  sc.  vocot)  Kara- 

Xmipdpovcty^  seem  to  imply  a  transitive  vnorporraAova.,  If  this  is  not  delusive,  iR  must  be  removed 

from  the  suggested  supple.ment.  (For  eVavepy-  cf.  Pollux  iii  107  GwavfMe  to  vGcrjfia^  t5?reTpoTT(q)ace  to pGC'nfiaX) 

11  ricBevriKvua  or  some  case  of  it.  (The  compound  Styjed-  cannot  be  ruled  out.) 
12  Perhaps  <f>rjciL]. 

KaTarr[oG€ic$aL  cv[jilpiqc€\rai^  ~c0at, 

13  seq.  The  context  indicates  in  the  lemma ;  for  ttqXvv  rrokXov  xpovov  cL  Aristoph.  822 

TToAAoy  Se  TToXvv  f£€  xpNov  Kai  vvv  iXeX'pOrjc  L/Kpvtfadtuiv^  Rub.  (In  reference  to  which  Suidas  has  ttoAAou 

dvrl  rod  Travv)^  Ran.  1046,  al.  Eupolis  liimself  has  another  example  of  this  use  of  iroAAotJ  in  the  Bdirrm 
(ft.  74)- 

TOP]  seems  the  most  likely  interpretation  of  the  ink,  and  then  rdftS*  can  hardly  be  avoided. 

d<l>€Lc06  indicated  by  ttoXvp  xp^pov  d<ietc0e,  L  17.  The  reconstructed  lemma  is  then  com¬ 

patible  with  an  iambic  tetrameter. 
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^djirroXipp  would  be  expected,  as  an  explanation  of  ttoXvp  ttgAAov,  and  to  be  preceded  by  dvrl  rod, 
but  1  can  by  no  means  reconcile  the  mk  alter  n — diprl  is  acceptable — with  r  and  oA  would  be  rather 

crushed. 
p4Seqq.^Ni7  oe  ̂ [erajpfopd  |  dTro  rmv  yJpa/i/xaroStSjaJc/cdAcov  .[  |  J.rt]]  ̂   dl  iAerpdopd  dWd  rdilp 

ypa[  a\i.iaroSidacKd\Xa)p :  7)  iiera4>opd  drrd  ...  a  regular  formula  in  commentaries,  e.g.  scholL  Aristooh. 
Av.  450,  462,  al,  Find.  01  i  14,  Soph.  OJL  17. 

.1  can  make  no  guess  at  the  ‘metaphor  from  schoolmasters’  seen  by  the  commentator  in  itoXvv 
Xpopop  dcheicOe,  wliet.ner  this  last  word  is  middle  or  passive.  The  next  lemma  contains  words  that 

sc.m.)oiniasters  no  doubi  used,  but  as  the  text  stands,  the  statement  about  metaphor  does  not  refer 
to  them. 

18  seq.  dAA*  perhaps  implies  ftq]  cv  yovp. 

aAet^eti/  is  to  wash  out  ink,  Xcalv^iv  to  remove  writing  on  wax.  [LSJ  in  v.  has  no  instance  of  this 
use  Ol  's.nioo the’,  j 

I  see  no  explanation  oi:  the  plural  in  the  one  case,  the  singular  in  the  other.  The  first  seems  to  get 
some  support  iro:m  the  second  from  cv  yodp.  There  seems  to  be  no  possibility  of  escaping  the 

inconsistency  by  a  different  articulation.  -
  . 20  se(.p  Inere  is  presumably  some  relation  bet\¥een  fhQO/pr at  and  but  only  one  letter 

(y  f )  can  oe  inserted  between  6  and  o,  and  1  see  no  explanation  of  the  difference  of  person. 
seq.  Iiiei. e  is  a  reasonable  likelihood  that  a  repetition  ot  ‘7Tpoc(f)4povrec  or  7TpQC(f>op6p  re  or  some¬ 

thing  of  the  sort  is  to  be  recognized. 

27  p  or  vjpeic  and  K{aL\p6v\  or  Aot]p6p\? 
29  TO  JaTTo  TOUTOU  OF  tlic  like.  This  seems  to  imply  that  the  two  heterogeneous  halves  of  the 

chonis  (v.  not.  Fr,  i  b  ii  18  seqq.)  had  different  parts9n  what  preceded.  Cf.  Aristoph.  Lysistr.  1042 
aXXa  KOiP7]L-  (old  men  and  women)  gvcraXcvrcc  rod  ficXovc  Gp^oS/xe^a, 

30  jco  rcwc  a  succession  also  found  at  Eupolis  fr.  117  (irom  an  anonymous  play,  but  assigned  to  the 

Kai  vvv,  dll  tins  passage 8  ro  rdojc  dvrl  [rod  Ttporepov,  wpo  rod,  rivoc,  simin.,  cL  scholL  Aristoph. 
Jhesmoph,  449,  Nub.  66,  schoL  Plat,  llipparch.  229  .0,  et  al. 

32  y  ptraic  is  suggested  by  Professor  Fraenkel,  who  compares  Aristoph.  Av,  445  a^aa  viKav  rote 
KpLraic,  Ainpnis  cv  /aAc^acot,  rote  co<j>otc  Kpiratc  aTracLV. 

33  T}  (3e)  fielraipopd} 
CoL  ii  8  seqq.  Ei'^djp  ydp  ap. 

ovdev  KCPov  [TpvTTTja  d^etpy  ev  rate  oiieiaic  av  |  cvpec.  At  Aristoph.  iLccles.  624  rpvmjfia  kcvov  occurs 

sens.  ohsc.  In  L  13  oyBefiU  Kcyv  niay  have  accompanied  a  reference  to  the  more  or  less  synonymous 
rpvyr]  or  rpvurj :  cf.  Et,  Alag,  726,  53. 

15  seqq.  A  httle,  but  very  little,  light  is  shed  on  this  entry  by  Hesych.  in  KoXXea  (out  of  the  cor¬ 
rect  order  ;  ?  koXXolg):  iTepir^^^.ara  Sepadrow,  dp  edv  eperai  p  «:oAAa  (followed  by  the  jumble  rod  pooc, 
KoXXa  rod  806c  to  vcvrtaiop  Bepfia  ov  to  KoXXdv), 

17  rmv  TTcptrepLl  POfiEe^v- 

35  Tt  TO  KaKQp;  *what  the  devil?’  as  at  Aristoph.  Pax  322,  Av,  1213,  ThesmopL  610,  fr.  607. 
38  Since  dvrCsuggests  the  possibility  of  dvrl  rod,  attention  may  be  directed  to  the  articulation  -pov 

TO  Ac,  Ac  being  a  matter  for  explanation  at  Av,  91  Ac  dvSpeiGc  et,  where  the  schoL  has  (da  ttoAv,  eV 

CLpoiveiai  Sc  ro  Ac, 

39  seqq.  Trapd  rrjp  rrap\otfil<^  seems  probable,  as  commonly  in  the  Aristophanes  scholia  (e.g.  Av, 
sop  Pax  1078,  Lys,  68).  I  can  supply  no  proverb  concerning  ears,  but  the  presence  of  S^jgoc  makes  it 
worth  while  to  cal!  attention  to  the  quotation  from  the  HdXetc  of  Eupolis  (fr.  213),  in  which  there 

appears  to^be  a  reference  to  a  qiiasi-proverbial  expression,  ‘having  wax  in  the  ears’  (i.e.  thick-headed), in  conne:xion  with  one  Demiis,  son  of  Pyriiampes,  well  known  as  a  handsome  young  man  from 
:mentions  in  Aristophanes  and  Plato. 

Professor  Fraenkel  makes  what  I  suppose  is  a  more  likely  suggestion,  that  MflBa  should  be  recog¬ 
nized,  comparing  Aristoph.  Pint.  287  and  the  scholiast  therel 
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lO 

20 

25 

Fr.  I  B 

Col  i  (CoL  ii)  Col  ii  (Col  iii; 

Kvhojvrah^  QVKV\ 

1  rojvcmapvov^e^ 

]  XevBepoiyevmiA^ 

j  efa  ̂  ^  /catiTpa>t^[ 

poFTi^FyAa^TTa[ 
'h&.yeiv  rcpmipay 

KmraLcotKtaica[ 

racoiKcac  emraji 

W 

1 
J 

].[ 

IwXeyerai 

metdave 

j  ̂  vavriTtpm 

J  ^  ate-TTpocro 

]  ̂afouAeycrat* 

]€ipr]K[  \ceK€tvov 

I  ^  ratcotKgvvTMvy 

J  ovroc€Tnrix)voiKohop/iqixarci)vmjror€d€iK€v 

l^€ptScOTtaA/Cjtt€COF[ 

€vy€VTicricovroc\_ 

~^\Ttpodvp€7Tii}<f>€^\ [Aia  j| 

]a)V‘ 

€&(joc€(j>oiix}vppiiaT[_  JtcTiyftaraiv  'ua  ̂   [ 

pTiypjj/raXeyevr^^  ̂   ^W^Trep^tcmci  optparovvrec 

yapK07TTOvci^vXa€CTiv[  ^jTTapafxeyavSpoJiy rOTOLOVTOV  [  ] 

rOVTO€KS(Uit^€LKatKVKacl  ]  ^  POVTlKOVgi^ 

emrmiTTep^rrrcoL-  jti€pe[  \rovcroKl 

vavTtKoi^rpX€icSap  olk^ evoTOJV 

irXovcimvXeyeiXppoll  v\£ 

KaiyapatywaiKl  ^  'jcocaipy KarayeXowrm  [ 

(fteXovvrarl  \ 
veopccKol 

]8oyAo| 
]p»^[ 

'^{tieavtgic^vvcocl 

\  JjKaiSovXotctyi  ] 

\ctcm^ 

!c 

It  seems  to  me  very  probable  that  what  I  have  designated  i  B  contains  the  remains  of  the  columns 

immediately  following^vhat  is  contained  in  i  A.  I  cannot  follow  the  fibres  with  any^  confidence 

across  the  presumed  gap«  but  I  believe  there  is  enough  agreement  to  jiistiiy  the  location  of  i  B  i 

20  seq.  opposite  i  A  ii  18  seq. 

There  was  a  'joint'  about  the  middle  of  col.  iij  clearly  visible  in  L  9  and  just  visible  in  L  13. 
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Fr.  I  B CoL  iii  (CoL  iv) 

Kaioip.€V7r€vrjT€\ 

oiScirAouctomoSecI KOlVa)COrL€VTOlc\_ 

ovrocrtKeKV(f>ac  ̂   [ 

5  ^  Q^oAov  XeyeiroigiiiyopLl 

>0 

XaKeSaifi-oviovcfiev  ̂   [ 
rac  ‘  a7To#<o£noiiT[  ̂   JyAc  ̂   [ 

aTToXojyapavrovc  *00  ̂   [ 

^  vrrpocxojpovvrac'TT 

I  o  8v€LVTarTeTair[  J  _  [  L 
]-ToeF.[],ouc. . .[ 

TTapayetvecdaSeS'l 

owe^T7fxac.[  ]a.[ 

v?]Sta8€Sot[ 

y€fJ.€rovr€\ fietvrrpl 

SeTreXBo  ̂   [ 

Kii}CtV KXeajviraTXl 

7raif>Xa^€i¥[ 

1 K 

20 

ojcrre 

■pyevrl 

30
 

O 

fej  KWC  €VtKaE\ otxopoLoravl 

7. 

aAAoTpiotc7r[ 
TTOV  crparpi 

eXofiev  ct[ 
\ecrpaTrjy7][ l|-acaAAa[ 

J  ̂  TaAAa[ 

]'yX 
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Fr,  1  B  CoL  i  20  Lh  though  close  to  the  column  on  its  right  and  far  from  that  on  its  left,  must 

presumably  refer  to  the  latter.  The  same  reniark  is  presumably  true  of  the  F  between  CoL  ii  IL  9  seq,^ 
above,  although  in  this  case  it  would  have  been  possible  to  suppose  that  Alcmeori  was  to  be  tiie  sub¬ 

ject  ol:  hnquiryy  ii  the  4'^  relevant  to  this  line  had  not  survived  close  to  Fr,  i  b  iii  10  22  ] . ,  per- 
liaps  the  upper  part  of  e  with  an  elongated  cross-stroke  23  ]  the  tops  of  two  strokes,  perhaps 
representing  a  small  v.  Il:  a  note,  pieculiariy  placed  in  relation  to  the  high  stop 

Coi.  li  4  Between  a  and  k  a  trace  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  followed  by  a  dot  about  mid- 

letter  J.,  a  trace  at  the  bottom,  of  the  first  upright  of  v;  perhaps  a  5  Of  vt  only  the  lower  ends 
of  the  diagonal  and  second  upright,  and  the  extreme  ends  of  the  foot  of  the  stalk  and  right-hand  part 

of  the  cross-stroke  J , ,  t.iie  lower  part  of  an  upright  6  t  an.ornaious  ^ the  st:a.rt  of  a  stroke 
rising  to  right  Jd?  dot  on  the  line  the  middle  part  of  a  slightly  convex  upright  7  Of 
Ki  only  the  middle  part  8  J . ,  the  lower  end  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line  10  Above 

B  something  written,  which  looks  like  a  small  y;  not  casual  ink  1:2  Of  rf  only  elements  of  the 

lower  end  of  the  stalk  ,[?  'the  top  and  the  lower  end  of  an  ii|:)right  descending  below  the  line 
16  ] , ,  the  upper  end  of  an  upright  21  ] .  [,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  22  ]  ̂  f,  the 

same  01  jctc  only  the  tops  25  Jc  is  noticeably  further  to  right  than  any  of  the  preceding  line- 
ends  28  the  top  ol  an  upright.  This  is  below  the  last  letter  of  1.  25,  that  is,  exceptiona.liy  far 
to  right 

Cob  iii  4  d,  a  loop  on  the  line,  open  to  right  5  In  the  margin  a  horizontal  stroke  not  quite 
level  with  the  top  ol:  the  letters  and  having  traces  above  and  below  its  right“ha:rid  end  6  d? 
a  dot  below  the  line  7  q_,  a  convex  stroke  8  g  ,  a  slightly  :forward-sloping  sinuous  upright 
9  Before  v  apparently  p,  but  the  fibres  are  disordered  Of  y  only  the  :h:rst  upright  and  the  :foot  of  the 
second  :  after  this  only  dispersed  traces  of  the  feet  of  letters  on  a  frayed -out  strip  10  After  rf  .  ] 
traces  of  the  feet  or  letters  on  a  .trayed-out  strip  Before  v  apparently  the  top  right-hand  arc  o.f 
a  small  circle  i:i  All  up  to  the  stop  has  vanished  with  the  over-layer  j  d  a  dot  about  mid- 
letter,  followed  after  a  gap  by  a  fainter  and  slightly  lower  dot  <  .  d ?  We  lower  part  of  an  upright, 
followed  by  traces  on  a  single  hbre  of  the  tops  of  two  or  three  letters;  the  last  niav  combine  with 
a  clearly  preserved  upright  to  form  p  13  d?  a  horizontal  st:roke  a  little  below  the  level  of  the 

top  of  the  letters  a  J  ,  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  14  Of  8taB  only  the  tops  15  seq. 

In  the  left-hand  margi:ri  a  monogram  like  an  elongated  p  with  a  thick  v  across  its  tail  17  J', 
a  slightly  forward-sloping  upright  26  Of  t[  only  the  left-hand  part  of  the  cross-stroke  29  ]  ̂, 
the  up|)er  part  of  an  upright  30  ] , ,  the  extreme  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the 

top  of  tne  letters  3:1  Of  y  only  the  angle,  but  ir  less  likely  j',  a  short  crosS“St:roke  level  wdth the  top  of  the  letters 

Fr.  1  B  CoL  il  I  seqq,  Kv8(2vra  KvSdoj  is  not  recorded.  The  comment  presumably  says,  dt  is  a  word 

used  of'— 'what/  lb  go  by  iWvdepoi  of  slaves  who  deny  that  they  have  been  slaves, 
say,  em  SouAja>j^  .  .  .  ridv  d/TrapvGviiev[iiiv  8ovXa}v  yeyovivai.  But  this  may  not  be  the  onlv  possible  re¬ 
construction,  and  It  does  not  enable  a  precise  interpretation  of  Kvodv  to  be  arrived  at. 

4  seqq.  leave  can  be  accepted,  but  is  not  verifiable.  It  might  be  intransitive. 

The  article  of  HesychlliS,  •rrpmipacavrec"  Kporrjcapr^c.  ri  Se  iieraijiopd  drro  tcop  v^ojV  Kal  rpe  eipectac, 
maices  reasonable  the  assuKiptioii  of  an  other wdse  unattested  irptopdto.  j  .LS  ]  deduce  ■rrpojpdL.a).  I  do 
not  see  on  what  grounds. j  An  iniperative  irpdupa  gets  some  support  i:ri  this  place  fro.rii  the  imperative 
l^aye  preceding  and  wdiat  look  like  imperatives  -afe,  -alov  :foiiowing. 

1  ne  meaning  would  appear  to  be  :niore  or  less  similar  to  that  o:i  podiaZe.  which  may  be  recogniz^ 

able  5.  This  is  exfilained  as  low  hard",  e.g.  by  Hesych.  in  poBidG^v,  .Idiot,  in  po^tor,  Eiistatli. 
154*^?  wdth  reiereiice  to  Aristoph.  hq.  546.  (If  .it  occurs  in  EiipoL  fr,  324,  it  is  in  a  different  use.) 

But  dvriTTpcppov  seems  to  imply  the  presence  somewhere  of  rrpajipa  rather  than  TTpditpa.  dvrlrTpajpop 
TTiv  ykZ>TTav  metaplio.ricaiIy,  Tongue  ready  :for  action  against  the  enemy'? 

If  po^jta^c  rrpQc  to  XZyeLv,  I  suppose  ̂ |:).ress  on  to  sa\d  is  likelier  than  ‘press  on  is  put  with  reference 
to  saying',  exemijlifying  a  frequent  use  of  irpoc  in  the  .A.ristopha:ries  scholia, 

1  suppose  it  is  likely  that  J.a4€  and  ].a^ou  are  endings  of  the  same  verb.  The  alternative  hypo- 
tnesis  that  j,aLov  is  tne  ending  ot  a  noun,  rrpwtpa  yap  irrl  (or  avrl)  ~^alov  Aeyerat,  is  excluded  by  the 

absence  of  any  noun  in  -aloe  (or  -a'CyA  which  could  be  considered  :rernote]y  probable.  But  if  npcoipa 
yap  dvrl  rov  podtd^ov  is  assumed — and  it  seems  to  scruare,  at  least  partially,  with  wliat  is  assumed  at 
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the  beginning — it  seems  necessary,  in  spite  of  the  methodological  objection  involved,  to  emend  to 

podiaG^  since  a  middle  of  pofltdCctv  is  neither  attested  nor  expected. 

7  seqq.  etp'^/ejoroje  e-iceivov  rdc  oLKiac  irri  r<x}\v  ep  apjratc  olKovvrmv  odroc  i-nl  rwv  olKoSopy]p.dTmi^  avro 

riOeLK^v,  An  example  of  the  first,  olKiai  for  ‘families’,  in  Eupolis  himself  at  fr,  117,  5  (probably  Ariaoi), 
..But  what  is  meant  by  e/ccAou?  The  clause  ovroc — riO^iKcv  by  itself  would,  I  think,  certainly  be  taken  as 

'our  author  uses  the  word  olKiai  in  the  sense  of  buildiiigsL  but  no  contrasted  person  is  apparent,  of 
whom  eKelvou  would  be  a  suliicient  specification.  The  only  alternative  I  see  is  to  understand  c/ceAoc 

and  ovroc  as  characters  in  the  play,  the  second  of  whom  takes  wrongly  the  sense  of  a  word  used  by  the 

first.  But  1.  can  adduce  no  parallel  for  ndivau  meaning  ‘take  as'  as  opposed  to  ‘employ  asL  In  com¬ 

mentator’s  language  that  would  normally  be  (v-ttoRoclp  or  aKoveLv. 
10  seq.  The  correction  presumably  denotes  e7ra>^eA(et). 

From  the  comment  that  this  Alcmeon  was  evyev-pc  nc  I  suppose  it  may  be  inferred  that  he  was 
not  a  legendary  hero,  whether  the  son  of  Arnphiaraus  or  the  son  of  Siilus.  \Adiich,  if  any,  of  the  other 
recorded  bearers  of  the  nanie  he  was,  and  what,  if  anything,  he  had  to  do  with  npodupa,  I  cannot 

guess,  rhe  line  looks  as  li  it  may  have  resembled  Anstoph.  Rtib,  648  ri  SI  a  ilxpcXZjcovc  ol  AoBaol  rrpoc 
Takhir  a  ; 

Lor  the  foiMn  of  the  :n.ote  cf,  schoL  ./Vristoph.  Av.  79^  AuTpcfj^rjc^  ovroc  nokvTrpdypcov^ 

12  seqip  I  suppose  pr]<y}Mrwv  is  intended,  ptjy/xara  and  crlyfiara  are  dihbrent  kinds  of  wound, 

lacerations'  (.ilesych.  in  pviytia’  .  .  .  Kara  prjKoc  rpavparoc  ovAp)  and  diunctiires'  (cf.  schoL  A.ristopii, 
V  espp  1.296  CTtL6[i€Voc  dvrl  rov  Kcvrovpicvoc), 

Trapld  rd  |  fAypara  kcyei  r{d)  017(6)  [to \tc  irocl.  I  can  Oiler  no  parallel  to  r  ;for  rd  (though  it  is  found 
in  use  for  other  cases  of  the  article)  nor  to  v  (which  simply  repeats  the  corrected  vTrep)  for  vwo, 

13  seq.  I  cannot  determine  the  bearing  of  this  apparently  inconsequent  remark.  I  find  nothing  of 
the  sort  in  the  Alenander  that  has  survived. 

16  seqq.  rovA  Kal  KVKd<Z)c  [rojr  vavrtKov  a[ :  the  final  a  is  awkward,  but  though  it  is 

damaged  1  can  see  no  other  letter  as  likely,  and  IN  -  c  is  not  irreconcilable  with  an  iambic  tetra¬ 
meter,  which  the  noun  wanting  after  rov  vavriKov  would  be  apt  to  produce. 

Toy  vavTLKov  a[ :  ‘the  shipping  accounts’  ?  rove  roAovc  and  vavn.Kol  suggest  that  some  matter  of 

bottomry  is  in  question,  (rlo  vavriKov,  The  fleet’,  was  not  written.) 
crrl  ran  Treurmm  ficpeh :  fin  the  fifth  act’?  I  should  have  expected,  in  this  sense,  Kara  to  p-lpoc, 

cf.  2257  fr.  i,  8,  but  M..  Aur,  Med,  xi  i  has  cttI  travroc  pZpovc  and  the  da.tive  would  not  be  essentially 
different.  On  the  other  hand,  SavclNMat  irri  with  a  dative  of  the  rate  of  interest  or  the  security  is 

regular  usage. 

18  seqq.  yyetc  T  iip’  qik\  ky‘  o  rd>v  rrXovcloiv  Aeyet  yopoc.  rpaetc  ktX,  evidently  a  leiiliiia,  and  since 
it  does  not  start  at  the  beginning  of  the  line,  perhaps  the  continuation  of  the  preceding  lemma  which 

does  so.  .Professor  Fraenkel  suggests  oik\  aA  dinpNvt  comparing  Aristopli.  Vesp,  255,  Av,  1636. 

The  chorus  seems  to  have  consisted  of  a  mixture  of  rrivqrcc  and  rrXovcioi  (v.  col.  iii  i  seq.),  so  that 

yopoc  here  apparently  might  have  been  ̂ ynyopiov^  cf.  coL  iii  5,  fr.  5  i  12.  Aristophanes’  Lysisirata 
similarly  has  a  non-homogeneoiis  chorus,  partly  men,  partE  women. 

20  seqq.  Lemma  iambic  tetrameters :  ,  ,  ,  r  ^ 
Kat  yap  ai  ywatKy  |c 

ocat  u[  ev  av  j  veaviate  i  |  KaraycXdjvraL^ 

deal  SI  j  J  Meat  SoilAotcty  j  wleXovvrat 

evvetvat  is  iieutral,  but  here  no  doubt  to  be  taken  in  malam  partem.  This  may  also  hold  of  dxpeXovvrai^ 

though  I  find  no  examiile  of  such  a  use,  on  comparison  with  cTnKovpla  as  employed  by  Aristophanes 

at  Lysistr,  no.  SovXolciv  may  then  be  governed  by  fayEct.  It  need  hardly  be  said  that  it  cannot  stand 

for  vrro  (rrapd^  rrpoc^  SI  111:111.)  SouAcoy. 
CoL  iii  2  rd)t  BccIttotvi  cf.  Fr.  i  c  7. 

4  seq.  ovroc,  ri  KeKvIac ;  Aristophanes  has  ouroc,  rl  KvrrreLc;  Eq,  1354,  Tkesmoph,  930,  but  I  do  not 

think  that  a  difference  in  the  persistence  of  the  position  is  implied.  At  Lysisir,  1003  and  Nub,  191  the 

perfect  is  used. At  the  end  perhaps  rrpoc  rov  AfiTepjl/SoAoy  Xeya-  TO  y/rtyoyc-i  OF. 

6  Aa kcB at fiov love  per q,  pe:rhaps  as  tar  as  -Jjrac,  1.  q,  lemma. 

7  aTTo  KOLvoi?,  as  a  technical  expression,  ‘applying  to  both  (or  all)  of  two  (or  more)  words  or  clauses’, 
c.i.s  e.i£,«  sciiOi.  I. iicoc.  vj.1i  s8. 
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9  seq.  c7Ti]|  Tarrerai?  ‘is  used  of  two  tilings',  ‘has  two  uses',  cf.,  e.g.,  Ap.  Dysc.  tt.  dvr.  84.  7, schol.  Plat.  Phaedo  60  E. 

12  seq.  AaKe8ai[xovl]ovc? 
14  I  suppose  VT)  Ata  SeSot/(r[  is  likely  to  be  from  the  play,  though  it  is  not  apparently  part  of  the 

lemma. 

19  seq.  I  should  guess  something  like  Kkimv  na<j)Xayd)V  Aeyerat  'rrapd  to  {dird  p,<£ra^op5.c 
rod  TtafjiXdl^iv) ;  cf.  schok  Aristoph.  Eq.  919,  Eustath.  360,  28,  ah 

Kal  iv  rwi  MapiKai  (as  well  as  the  revised  Ac^eAat)  TrporereXevTriKe  KXimv  schoL  Aristoph.  Nuh.  552. 

22  can,  prima  facie,  be  nothing  but  (XS-q,  which  must  refer  to  the  text  on  its  right.  In  that  case, 
it  would  be  expected  to  be  written  opposite  1.  21,  not  between  IL  22  and  23.  But  I  do  not  think  that 

a  commentary  would  be  expected  to  have  a  reference  of  this  kind  in  the  margin  at  all.  If  a  technical 
division  of  the  comedy  was  to  be  alluded  to,  it  should  be  in  the  commentary  itself.  Moreover,  if  Fr. 

I  c  ii  is  the  continuation  of  this  column,  there  is  no  sign  that  it  is  in  fact  an  wdrj,  I  can  offer  no  solu¬ 
tion  of  this  problem. 

26  eXopLev  is  surprising  and  I  cannot  account  for  it. 

Fr.  I  c 

Col.  i  (i  B  Col.  ii)  (Col.  iii)  Col.  ii  (i  B  Col.  iii)  (Col.  iv) 

5 

].[ ]fjiot€crcv  ̂   ̂   [ 

]c(Ji€raTi0€c6  ̂   [ 

^epSgvc€V€Kacvvvv€ycoya  [ 

a 

]  €LC€KKXrjciv  ewcov  otcum  [ 

]vv 

]  raipLOicvTocvveSpiovcKeva^e  7rppcr[ 
SecTTorrjvovTTeppoXoc  [ 

].- 

7]fir]V€yojcecK€ipofjiaiyap€y  [ 

].ac  P 
r}iJir]veywc€oi{jopiac  a^tovvra\  ]  [  ] 

10 
SavTjcdaSeSepievoc  evroj^vXpjL  *  ̂  [ 

] ra)vyva>ptfxa>vrcvaKaX[ 

]pirojvav 

eavTovXeyeiTovvTTeppoXovKel 

].cyvu)^r]v 
t  Xv<jL>X€cxoic  oyopocTTpocrl 

] *i  7TpocTo9earpov'€vp.€VTaj€[ 

I  am  fairly  confident,  though  I  cannot  establish  the  fact  by  means  of  either  the  horizontal  or  the 
vertical  fibres,  that  these  are  the  lower  parts  of  the  columns  of  which  the  upper  parts  are  Fr.  i  B 

Col.  ii  (Col.  iii),  Col.  iii  (Col.  iv).  If  so,  the  piece  can  be  located  fairly  closely  on  the  basis  of  the  fol¬ 
lowing  considerations.  The  number  of  lines  in  the  column  deducible  from  Fr.  i  A  is  41,  If  there  was 

the  same  number  in  this  case,  the  first  four  lines  of  the  lower  piece  must  be  right-hand  parts  of  the 
last  four  lines  of  the  upper.  There  cannot  have  been  fewer  than  41 ;  it  is  not  very  likely  that  there 
were  more  than  one  or  two  more. 
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Fr.  1  c  Col.  i  8  ] ,,  a  dot  on  the  line  9  ] .?  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  13  ] 
elements  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line 

CoL  ii  I  The  end  of  an  upright  below  the  line  2  ,  .[,  parts  of  a  triangular  letter,  followed  by 

a  trace  on  a  single  fibre  3  To  left  of  ]c  traces  of  about  six  letters  on  frayed-out  and  twisted 
fibres  Of  only  the  top  and  bottom  ;  after  this  perhaps  at  but  only  traces  on  a  single  fibre 

4  .  . .[,  traces  on  a  single  fibre  5  .[,  the  lower  end  of  an  upright  below  the  line  6  Of  t[ 
only  the  left-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  9  Of  a[  only  the  bottom  left-hand  angle  ] . .  [?  the 
overhang  of  c  suggested,  followed  by  a  short  horizontal  stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  ] .[, 

the  upper  end  ot  a  stroke  descending  to  right ;  periiaps  represents  a  triangular  letter  10  Of  wt 

only  the  tips  .[,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  13  seq.  Against  the  beginning  of  the 
first  of  these  lines  is  a  large  of  the  second  letters  which  might  be  interpreted  in  more  than  one  way; 

appears  to  be  likeliest 

Fr.  1  c  4  /cFpSouc  iveKa^  unless  an  error  for  eAe/ca  (as,  e.g.,  Aristoph.  Thesnwph.  360),  part  of  the 
comment. 

4  seqq.  cv  eya>  yap  _[  |  etc  iKKXy]CLav‘  prima  facie  words  of  the  play. etc  eKKXqciav  regularly  without  article,  e.g.  Aristoph.  Ach.  28,  Ecdes,  270,  289,  352,  490,  Eq.  936. 

etoc  ov  01  cvva  L  -t'Jjrat  p,ot,  cv  to  cvvcSptov  CKeva^e.  TTpoc  T[ot/  j  SecTTOTT^p  o  ̂ Yrrep^oXoc.  cv — CKCva^c 
presumably  gives  the  sense  of  the  sentence  cut  off  by  the  parenthesis. 

‘Vou  get  the  meeting  together'  cf.  Plat.  Protag,  317  d  ̂ovXecOc  ovv  .  ,  .  cwc^ptov  KaracKcvdcaypicv ; 
8  seqrp  I  do  not  see  how  to  avoid  the  conclusion  that  otpofiac  is  offered  as  an  interpretation  of 

cKcifiofiai.  But  it  must  be  remarked  that  cxeipofiat  ‘inspect'  finds  a  rather  rough-and-ready  equivalent 

in  dijjopLat  and  that  the  position  of  yap  as  sixth  word  is  even  more  extraordinary  than  in  Aristoph.  Lys, 
489  Sta  rdpyvpLov  rroXcfioviiep  yap  ; 

yap  d  .  [  Since  eV  ivXon  may  be  suggested  I  am  bound  to  say  that  the  remains  of  the  last  letter, 

minimal  though  they  are,  do  not  look  to  me  compatible  with  the  base  of  which  they  would  have  to 
be  taken  to  represent. 

9  .  ,  3’  av  T^c^a  deSepLcvoc  eV  Tojt  ̂ vXcvi  SijcaLy  ScSccOai.  iv  {twl)  ̂ vXaa  V.  Blaydes’s  collections  app. 
crit.  ad  Aristoph.  Eq.  367. 

II  seq.  rdjv  yvcopificov  nvd  jfCaA[  j  iavrov  Aeyct? 

13  Auo)  Xicyac :  TTXdrayv  <f>rjcl  Xiycrai  o-irorav  eVt  rd  epya  e^ifpyovTO  (Plat.  com.  fr.  223)-  ‘We  must  get 
to  work'  ‘The  chorus  addresses  the  audience'? 

If  ̂1  cot  is  rightly  read,  Zai/(Aoc)  is  presumably  indicated,  but  I  do  not  know  what  it  would  signify. 

14  TTpoc  TO  Oiarpov  cf.  Aristoph.  Ach.  629  OV7TOJ  TTapi^q  TTpoc  to  Oiarpov  Ac8a>x^  .  .  Pax  735  avrov 

C77"7tvct  TTpoc  TO  OcaTpov  TTapa^dc  .  .  .,  Eq.  508  Ae^ovTac  iirq  TTpoc  to  Oiarpov  Trapa^rjvai. 

It  may  be  worth  while  to  remark  that  at  this  point  the  commentary  may  have  reached  the  para- 

basis  ;  both  the  lemma  Xvoo  Accyac  and,  if  it  is  a  lemma,  Trpdc  to  Oiarpov  are  compatible  with  the  ana¬ 

paests  to  be  expected  and  are  suitable  in  content. 

C  4807 
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Fr.  4 

]  ^  jiaraXeyo}  ̂   [ 

J  [  jpvcvuSm^epa  ̂   [ 
]  S[  ]0JVK__^l 

5  ]  oikX  >a.[]‘"F.[ 
J  <f>€iVTacoL  K  J  ]atrayi 

]  xpvctaraapyvpl  ^  JaTaKatT[ 

J  L  ̂   TOicf  [  I  ^  A  ̂  lovrqja  ̂   | 

J  [  Y €K7T0V7]p(DVrW  ^  oBoJ  ̂   [ 

10  ]  I  |ac7Tactace77tc/C€0ac0aiS€[ 

1  [  ~\€tr]irapoXov  ap.(j}OT€poiyapl 
^erepocavrwvperrjXXaxevl 

lyovpyojy^avSpLVTjTovSi-OKXeal 
~]X€a7TpOc9€ic8tOKX€a€lpTjK€  ^  [ 

V 

1 5  ja)iMra)KaXa}capNa^oja[ 

LlRiAJypMKpovex^i^  roS[ 

Xa 

N'TraXyrjK€Xpif]Tmrci)\ 

Fr*  4  I  Faint  and  dispersed  traces ;  ]atoiSwi4  appears  acceptable,  but  only  the  last  two  letters  can 

be  said  to  be  likelier  than  any  other  interpretation  of  the  ink  2  ] .  *  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross- 
stroke  as  of  y  .p  the  edge  of  an  upright?  3  J ?  dot  below  the  tail  of  a  (which  is  itself 

anomalous)  4  Below  and  to  left  of  o  a  trace  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  Between  k  and 

the  surface  is  nearly  destroyed  :  rr^  seems  possible  5  .  [ .  a  dot  on  the  line  After  a  the  lower 

part  of  an  upright  J".  a  dot  on  the  line  6  k  is  abnormally  large  and  has  a  blank  space  on either  side the  top  of  an  upright 8  ] .  5  prima  facie  the  underside  of  the  loop  and  the  lower 

part  of  the  right-hand  stroke  of  a ;  no  letter  would  be  lost  betweeii  this  and  k  Bety/een  A  and  i 

perhaps  the  tip  of  am  upright  Of  only  the  base  of  the  right-hand  part  ,  p  the  lower  parts  of  two 

uprights ;  perhaps  two  letters  represented  9  Of  r  only  the  extreme  left-hand  end  of  the  crosS” u  a>  traces  cornpt: 

I  a  EudoI.  fr. stroke  and  the  bottom  of  the  stalk  After  d>  traces  compatible  with  the  top  and  bottom  of  the  first 

upright  of  A,  y  or  r  or  possibly  tt  13  Eupol.  fr.  433  Between  y  and  co  what  looks  like 
a  small  apostrophe  :  apparently  without  significance  14  .  [b  a  trace  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 
and  another  below  and  to  right  15  c  made  out  of  y  16  ]  .[>  a  trace  level  with  the  top  of  the 

letters  k  by  alteration  ?  It  has  on  it  a  number  of  apparently  meaningless  strokes  toS[  by  a  dif¬ 
ferent  hand  ? 

Fr.  4  There  is  ink  opposite  the  beginnings  of  11.  4  seq.  which  presumably  belongs  to  the  preceding 
column. 

5  yvhapK]a>v . [  may  be  possible. 
7  ra]  xpvda  7 a  apyvpwLmrra.  ‘gold  ornaments^  silver  plateh  Perhaps  cL  EupoL  fr.  155  (IfoAa^ec) 

apTTatovciv  Sk  rpc  olKiac  to  ypyciov^  Tapyvpta  Tropdetrat, 

8  I  suppose,  (prjcw  The  dramatist  says  herey  but  [oWv  Ipciv  is  another  possibility. 

Since  some  ingenious  person  may  think  of  Tco<t>  C^cAJAAtoy  Ta><t>  ApdcTOKparet  or  rmi  KoYwv 

Ty>a.(.)[  I  niay  as  well  say  that  I  think  neither  can  have  been  written. 
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9  seq.  Presumably  rmi  voBmi  in  reference  to  Pericles'  son  by  Aspasia.  Cf.  EupoL  fr.  98  al. 
10  seq.  I  should  expect  the  sense  to  be  ‘  inLCKitlmcBat  Bet  irdrepoF  Savdinirop  Aejyet  ̂   IldpaAov. 

dpcSoTcpot-  yap  yvnciou  .  .  .  Cf.  Plut.  PeticL  24.  8.  Blit  the  first  is  too  long  in  this  form. 

12  erepoc  alrdiv  perpXkax^v.  (I  should  have  expected  fierrjkXdx^iv ;  perhaps  some  siicli  alternative 

as  p€T7|AAavd^[at  Xiverm  should  be  preferred.)  In  fact  both  of  Pericles'  sons  by  his  first  wife  died  within 
a  few  days  in  the  plague  430/29  BX.  For  though  Plut.  PeruL  36,  6  has  dTre0av€  yap  d  Savdciriroc  ip  rmt 

Xoitx&i  vocricac.  in  CoftSoL  ApolL  p.  I18  E  W'e  find  HepticXxia  u€  .  .  .  7Tv66p€Pov  dpioripovc  avrov  rove  vtovc 
p^TpXXaxevm  rov  ̂ lov^  IJdpaXov  re  Kal  SdvBmTtov  .... 

13  Lemma,  olpvovpy&i  y’  dvBpi^  *a  maker  of  wicker-work'  (baskets,  hurdles^  etc.). 
vX  rovAioKAia,  At  Axistopli.  Acharn.  774  this  oath  is  put  in  the  mouth  of  a  Megarian  and  explained 

by  the  scholiast  by  reference  to  a  Megarian  hero  also  mentioned  by  Theocritus  (xii  27  seqq.  See 

Gow's  note  on  L  29).  It  does  not  look  as  if  such  an  explanation  would  be  relevant  here.  I  suspect  that 

all  thiit  was  said  was  that  the  very  common  vj)  rov  Ala  was  converted  by  the  ‘addition’  of  ̂ Aea  into 
AioKAea.  But  rrpocBPic  is  not  a  very  precise  way  of  describing  the  change  and  I  see  no  point  in  it,  unless 

indeed  wicker-work  was  a  Afegarian  sj)eciality. 

15  Lemma?  ,  .  .  rwt  /caAcDt. 
capKoioiv  seems  to  have  given  trouble.  I  suppose  it  is  part  of  the  exposition,  not  of  the  lemma : 

the  poet  speaks  hnockinglyk  Cf.  schol.  Aristoph.  Arc  1009  iv  capKaepwe  IpciP  (more  comrnoniy  iv 
elpmvdai,  e.g.  ibid.  91,  I35,  798). 

17  vTTaXXaym  at  rcut  .  .  .  'by  a  transference  the  poet  has  used  the  word  x  in  place  of  the word  vX 

{a)  CoL  i 

Fr,  5 

CoL  ii 

7rpocToSt8o^[ 

Koptvdiow  a  I 

"\pa)Ipp€vopXa 

#  ®  «  «  L  *  » 
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Fr.  5  CoL  i  i  On  the  line  a  loop  open  upwards  2  if  one  letter,  v,  but  perhaps  a  or  A  fob 

lowed  by  the  foot  of  an  upright  3  Of  t  only  the  foot,  followed  by  a  dot  and  a  horizontal  stroke 

on  the  line  4  1  ^ ,  an  upright ;  f  suggested  8  After  a  the  lower  parts  of  two  uprights  desceiidiiig 

below  the  line  ii  EupoL  fr.  181,  5  12  ].,  two  dots  slightly  below  the  level  of  the  top  of  the 

letters  to  might  be  taken  for  yd  13  EupoL  fr.  181,  7  ']p  apparently  corrected  or  remade 
15  ]_  ,  ,[j  Cie  tops  of  letters,  the  first  represented  by  a  horizontal  stroke,  the  second  by  the  top  of  an 

upright  (t?),  the  third  by  a  loop  (o  or  p?),  the  fourth  by  a  dot  ]. . .?  the  tops  of  letters,  the  first 

suggesting  c,  the  second  S  or  A,  the  third  0  or  p  J,  two  dots,  one  above  the  other,  the  lower  off 

the  line 
CoL  ii  I  .[ ,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  2  Between  f  and  a  the  edge  of  an  upright 

4

 

 

The  first  k  has  apparently  been  converted  into  but  the  resulting  letter  is  anomalous.  The  para- 

graphiis  below  it  is  by  a  different  pen  from  the  rest  7  EupoL  fr.  200  8  4?  ̂  dot  on  the  line 
10  The  mark  above  6  perhaps  meant  for  a  paragraphus.  Possibly  by  the  same  hand  as  that  below 

L  4  II  a  loop  on  the  line  open  to  right:  a,  or  possibly  S,  suggested  (I))  ]_(,  the  top  of 

a  thick  upright,  followed  by  the  top  left-hand  part  of  a  circle  14  p  anomalous;  the  remains 

perhaps  wrongly  combined  Before  r  the  top  of  a  small  circle,  after  r  a  trace  attached  to  its  cross- 

Fr,  5  CoL  I  II,  13  seq.  llie  ends  of  the  verses  S  pjvrjXtKec  and  vp^etc  ydp^  w  Ipepo^Xapetc^ 

which  form  part  of  Piutarcirs  quotation  from  the  MapcKdc  intended  to  illustrate  his  account  of  Nicias* 
character  (Afo.  4).  But  1  see  notliing  in  the  preceding  which  looks  as  if  it  could  have  any  relevance  to 

the  other  part  of  Plutarch’s  quotation. 12  seq.  Possibly  ro  ppixopiov, 

CoL  11  3  seq.  dcnc  rrpodoclac  and  KXrjd7]coixai  (or  8iaAXr]6pcopm  f)  both  appear  to  be  parts  of  a 

lemma.  Professor  Fraenkel  suggests  riSpcpov  I  KXrfiria^u-ai^  which  looks  attractive. 

The  point  of  Pluta: 

s  quo  I 

tation  (CoL  i  ii  seqq.)  is  a  frivolous  accusation  against  Nicias  of 
treachery,  but  more  than  half  a  column  separates  the  two  mentions  of  treachery  in  this  commentary. 

5  dyopdmv  presumably  part  of  a  quotation  from  an  ei)ic  poem.  The  form  occurs  once  in  the  Iliad 

(ii  275),  once  in  the  Odyssey  (iv  818),  not  in  Hesiod.  {Aipyopdmv^  fof  atheists’,  is  a  tiieoretical  possibility, 
but  why  should  this  have  had  an  epic  form?) 

6  Only  three  verbs  are  recorded  beginning  wdth  rrooTny,  None  have  any  recognizable  relevance 

to  rrporeXovci  in  any  acceptation.  Nor  can  I  suggest  any,  if  the  articulation  rrpo  rtp-  is  chosen. 
7  The  diple  obelisniene  implies  that  this  line  is  a  lemma.  No  other  lemma,  as  far  as  I  can  tell, 

begins,  as  this  must,  in  the  line  before  the  diple.  Another  anomaly  is  that  the  so  far  from  projecting 

slightly  to  left,  starts  (on  the  same  alignment  as  the  following  lines)  indented  slightly  to  right. 

7  seqq.  On  the  basis  oi  Hesycli.  avroKa^BaXa^  avrocxiBia  Troiypara  evreX-i]  it  IS  a  reasonable 
guess  that  dovciv  may  represent  ypdpGvap.  Some  light  is  thrown  on  the  comment  by  the  L\mophron 

scholia  {Alex,  745)  . . .  q  Xilic  eTi  rOv  dXipiTOiV  etpprai,  rd  yap  (be  ervye  pypadevra  dXevpa  oArOKaBBaXa 

(cL  Et.  Mag,  173,  53),  but  not  enough  to  enable  me  to  offer  a  plausible  suggestion  about  ra  irriKaBa-, 
though  I  suppose  some  form  or  derivative  of  f<adap6c  lurks  there,  efoep  elOdact  Ka^rretF  at  dXerpiSec 

iTiight  apply  to  lumps  in  badly  made  dough,  but  I  suspect  that  this  clause  has  been  appended  for  the 
sake  of  the  etyniology,  not  for  its  factual  truth,  especially  since  dAcrptSec  might  be  expected  to  grind 

corn,  not  to  make  dough, 
9  seqq.  The  strict  sense  oi  iMarvlcp^ara  is  ra  iK^aXXopeva  ore  KaBaipma,  rdc  larvae  Hesycil.  Ill 

a  slightly  extended  use  it  is  applied  to  crumbs  that  fall  from  the  table  as  at  Athen.  270  d  and,  nieta- 
phoricaliy,  at  Philostr.  u.  Apollon,  i  19,  Here  I  should  suppose  that  it  was  applied  contemptuously, 

'sweepings’,  to  the  products,  whatever  they  were,  already  qualified  as  'botched’  (avroKapBaXov  ...  to 
eiKrj  Kal  tic  avroyc  Kai  avrovpyop  yeyovoc  SChoL  Alex,  745?  Mag,  173?  5^)“  [BollilX  X  166  lias  eKparvO 

epara  Se  at  cavloec  al  dvaipovpevm  iic  r'pc  (f)drv7]c  <bc  Kadaipec&ai  rd  Trepirra.  If  this  1$  true,  it  has  no 
obvious  applicability  here.] 

I

I

 

 

ppva~,  which  is  Uiiavoidable--no  known  Greek  word  begins  ppvB- — suggests  nothing  else  as 

likely  
as  Ipvaypa  

or  some  
cognate,  

but  
the  connotcTiori  

of  these  
is  not  

'empty  
noise’  

but  
'overbearing 

behaviourL 
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Fr.  6 

Col.  i  Col.  ii 

*  •  » 

]  [ ]occ  [ 

]6c8c  [ 

_]  [_ 
]  ^  ocrco  [ 

S  >[ 
]p-  cap  [ 

[ 
]  [ ]rajy  [ 

■°  ]  '  [ 

jStTTTTOC  [ 

]v  /x€ytt[ 
]  [ 

]€pav[ 

Fr.6  4],,pe  rhaps  the  right-hand  part  of  the  loop  and  the  bottom  of  the  stalk  of  p  5  j. 
the  upper  part  of  an  upright,  followed  by  what  may  be  meant  for  o,  theiUgli  angular  and  flattened 

6  r  made  out  of  y,  apparently  by  the  original  hand  12  Above  v  the  original  hand  wrote  a>;  the 

same  or  another  thickened  the  side -strokes  of  this  and  placed  a  diagonal  between  them,  projecting 

below  the  foot  of  the  right-hand  one.  The  result  resembles  a  roughly  made  r,  but  I  do  not  see  what 

purpose  this  would  have  had 

Fr.  6  6  cap,  as  at  fr.  4,  15,  made  out  of  yap  and  perhaps,  as  there,  a  form  or  derivative  of  capKa^w, 
11  Possibly  /locctJStTTTToc,  like  Menander,  who  is  referred  to  at  Fr.  i  b  ii  14,  a  writer  of  the  New 

Comedy. 
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-U 

vl 

--  I 

Fr.  7 

Col.  i CoL  ii «  * 

]  [ 

]^')7yyct>rta[ D.[ 
] 

cu[ 

]  ^  vrrapa 
4]iwot[ 

]  ^  rjpKecrat' 

7Tp0[ 

w.n..D 
.[.].[ 

>Vo[  > 

4>1 

]vp 

T0[ 

]. 

D..[ 

Fr.  7  Col.  ill,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  ] . .  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  below  the 

line,  followed  by  a  dot  on  the  line  3  ] . ,  an  upright  After  t]  apparently  v,  but  possibly  y  Of 

y  only  the  foot  of  the  stalk  (to  right  of  which  a  faint  dot  not  accounted  for)  and  the  right-hand  end  of 
the  cross-stroke  4  k  or  x  Before  c  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  6  ].,  an  upright;  p 

perhaps  suggested  , ,,  a  dot  below  the  line,  followed  by  a  dot  on  the  line  7  ] . ,?  the  top  of  an 

upright,  followed  by  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  with  traces  to  right  c-f  its  top  Of  7/  only  the 
looped  top  of  the  right-hand  upright  8  .  [,  below  the  line  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right ; 

might  be  taken  for  an  ‘acute’  on  o,  L  9  ] . . ,  above  the  tops  of  the  letters  the  top  of  a  stroke  rising 
from  left,  followed  by  the  top  of  a  small  circle  9  Between  t  and  v  a  rubbed  8  or  possibly  a; 

not  c  II  ] .  ?  two  dots,  possibly  the  ends  of  the  branches  of  v,  but  the  second  may  be  a  stop 

CoL  ii  4  ]  Cj  a  dot,  apparently  below  the  line  5  Below  this  line  a  diple  obelisinme  might  be 
expected,  but  though  there  is  damage  I  do  not  think  a  diple  could  have  disappeared  without  trace 

8  ,  [,  the  foot  of  an  upright  below  the  line  ] ,  [,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  9  C?  ̂  cjI"  ̂  
II  Tops  of  letters  (perhaps  even  three,  if  t  was  the  first)  which  I  cannot  articulate 

Fr.  8 

#  *  • 
].9.  [ 
].a)VTa[  .  ]xMp.[ 

]  etv  •Traparoapxt' .  [ 

jKotctv, ,  ̂   [ 

5 

»  •  * 

Fr,  8  I  ] .,  the  lower  end  of  an  upright  below  the  line  ,  [,  a  headless  upright  descending  below 

the  line  2  ].,  k  or  y,  but  a  cross-stroke  through  the  lower  branch  not  accounted  for  ,[,  the 

-'i 



Fr*  10  I  ].  the  foot  of  an  upright;  the  lower  part  of  a  circle  with  a  projection  from  the  top 

right-hand  end,  perhaps  0;  the  foot  of  an  upright  3  the  foot  of  an  upright  4  Above 
a  an  interlinear  dot 
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Fr.  II 

1  toA  r 
OV 

\c  o 

Ft.  1 1  I  ]  _  j  a  dot  off  the  line,  followed  by  the  turn-up  of  a  stroke  on  the  line  ,  [,  perhaps  the 

upper  part  of  e,  but  on  a  twisted  projection  2  . the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  with  two 
dots  above,  followed  by  a  dot  on  the  line  3]  _  two  uprights  with  foot  hooked  to  right,  fol¬ 
lowed  by  4  or  t;  Of  cp[  only  the  left-hand  stroke  4  , a  dot  about  mid-letter,  followed  by 
a  trace  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  5  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 

Fr.  12 

“nr 

\€\ 

1 . 

'jarriyoc  oi;[ 

].Qe.yTC0i,[ 

M  ]  [ 

]pA7}«:o.[ 

jey  aTTpQcl 

[  JSaFt^co[ 

‘]pr7]KOT[ 

coy  o! 

Fr.  12  I  seq.  Riiobed  I  ].?  the  toot  of  an  upright  2  Hooks  open  to  right  on  the  line 
3  ] . *  an  upright  tj  anomalously  large  . [,  the  apex  of  a  triangular  letter?  4  Of  ]a  only  the  end 
01  the  tail  5  J ,  the  base  of  a  small  circle  After  c  the  apex  of  S  rather  than  of  a  suggested 
7  apparently  r  or  y,  but  either  anomalous  9  Tb  perhaps  r,  but  possibly  the  lower  end  of 
a  stroke  descending  from  left  and  the  lower  part  of  a  slightly  forward -sloping  upright  12  The 
coL  ends  in  this  or  the  next  line 
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2742.  Commentary  on  an  Old  Comedy 

The  following  fragments,  to  judge  by  the  only  one  large  enough  to  warrant  an 

opinion,  come  from  a  commentary  on  Old  Comedy.  It  displays  some  learning,  but 

there  are  apparent  in  the  text  a  number  of  faults,  some  minor  (11.  ii,  19,  23),  one  at 

least  major  (11. 12  seq,),  and  perhaps  others  (11.  20,  21,  22),  about  v/hich  I  am  uncertain. 

As  to  the  play  commented  on,  I  offer  the  guess  that  it  was  the  Cepij>toi  of  Cratinus. 

Perseus  and  Polydectes  are  mentioned  in  a  lemma,  and  though  I  have  said  that  I  do 

not  see  how  Perseus  can  be  taken  in  that  place  as  a  person  in  the  action  except  after 

emendation,  it  is  obvious  that  the  first  nineteen  lines  imply  the  participation  of 

a  character  who  spent  a  greater  or  shorter  time  suspended  in  the  air,  as  Perseus  does  in 

the  Cepifjyioi  (Cratin.  fr.  207,  i).  A  slight  corroboration  of  Cratinus'  authorship  is 

afforded  by  Hephaestion's  singling  him  out  as  handling  paroemiacs  as  they  are 
handled  in  U.  19  seqq.  It  should  perhaps  be  added  that,  except  for  the  Aavwp  of 

Sannyrio,  no  Old  Comedy  but  the  Cept^tot  has  a  title  from  which  a  play  relating  to  the 

story  of  Perseus  can  be  deduced. 

The  articulation  of  the  commentary  which  it  must  be  supposed  was  intended  has 

not  been  very  accurately  executed.  The  diple  obeli smene  stands  correctly  under  U.  19 

and  27  in  each  of  which  a  lemma  starts ;  it  has  no  meaning  under  1.  26.  A  blank  space 

is  left  before  the  beginning  of  a  lemma  in  1,  30,  but  not  in  11. 19  and  27  ;  after  the  end  of 

a  lemma  in  11.  28  and  32,  but  not  in  1.  22.  There  are  other  blanks,  of  which  that  in  L  13 

may  have  been  left  to  accommodate  a  correction,  but  that  in  1,  26  has  no  purpose.  The 

end  of  each  of  the  three  quotations  is  marked  with  a  liigh  stop,  11.  ii,  16,  19. 

The  Muiter  of  this  manuscript  is  the  same  as  that  of  2306  (Alcaeus  commentary) 

and  2368  (Bacchylides  commentary). 

2742.  COMMENTARY  ON  AN  OLD  COMEDY 

Fr.  I 

75 

]..[ ]eipi7c[ 

]r[.].paSo7Ta.[ ]AeyovSoaT6o[ 
]fiaKpav€^r]c[ 

]  ^  €vovcavco[  ]eAe  [ 

]v7TpocSe ofieyojv  [ 

^arrtcaraX[  ̂   PrcoLaTroTrjc  [ 

]  KpaSrjcrjSrjyapicxacyi  ^  [ 

]  opLrjyavoTTOiocfJLOJcraytCTa  [ 

]  KadeXerco  *  evpovtccatc  [ 

]  Siovucococ6vpcoccLvavX7]raL  [ 

jSeJ-yl 

~\repwvpioxd[^  PiavrjKajKpe  [ 

]piapievoca)C7T€pLCxac€7nKpa[ 

]  Sric'apicro(l)avrjcyr]pVTaS7]t[ 

]  '7T€piay€iV€Xp'e}vrovfJiYjxa[ 

]  vo7roLovojcraxtcrarrjvKp[ 

]  SLr]v‘ovra}Sr]rov7ToXvS€K[ 

]  paXX€LcroiccKa>fi[iactv€i€  ^  [ 

]  7T€pC€VCKaiTOVTTo8oceXK€ic[ 
]  Kacrrjcxm€pacivaKpL7]CT  P 

]  7roSoceXK€tOtOV€Vpv9piCO  ^  [ 

]  TtdetcrovTToSacocavetavTcl 

]  Kpvc€<j>riKairovpv6pLOvCXK  ^  [ 

jet  rjVTTepaipvx^oocTTpoc  [ 

]rovrroSayv(joc€ipLevroiKa  [ 

]  raTcov7Tr€pv<jop  evaperje  [ 

]KararwvcK€Xo}vpi€Xpf^TOJv  [ aAAayopetmjc  [ 

]  ^  TravucTarocatetTrAT^E  [ 

]  ^  VOV  €7T€lS7]€tC  [ 

\€Tacpio^voJ\c€(j)otroJv  [ 
]p7pcoco0e.[  ].[ ].[M 

jeipijcf 

T[.].paSo7ra.[  e- Aeyoc  S’  ovTa>[ piaKpav  rjc  [ 

fjiivovc  dca>[  JeAe- 

]v  TTpocSec  ̂   [  J  ̂  opbivcov, 

Crp\drric  AraX[dv\ra)C*  drro  rrje 

KpaSr/c*  'pSrj  yap  teyde  ytV[o/xat* 

o  jaT^yavoTrotoc  pd  d)c  rdytera 

KaOeXeroj.  (/cat)  iv  0o(t)vcccaic' 
Aioinfcoc  oc  Ovpcoictv  avXr]Tal 

Sel^A  Ka)[^  . .]  eceyo/xat  St’  e- 

ripiov  p^oxS[r}p\ieiv  'pKCo  Kpe- 

pidpievoc  ojcTrep  Icydc  iul  Kpd- 

Sr]c,  Nipicropdvrjc  iT^pfraSTyt* 

7T€pidy€iv  ̂ XPW  '^dv  l-orjxoi- 

voTTOtov  ojc  rdytera  rrjv  Kpd~ 

S{t}?JC.  OUTW  8f)  TOV  noXu8€K[Tr|V 
pdXXeic  TOic  CKwpjjiaciveie  [ 

riepceuc  Kai  tou  'n'o8oc  eXKCic 

Kai  TTjc  urrepac,  tv'  d-Kp'  trjic.  to[£> 
77080c  eA/cet(c)  OLOV  evpvOpiOJC 

Tt0etc  TOV  TToSa,  ojcavel  dvrt- 

Kpvc  epnrj'  Kai  rod  pvdpiov  eA/ce[tc, 

et0’  iiijc  7]  vrripa  //n/ypcoc  TTpoc 

TOV  TToSa.  yvwcci  jxevTOi  Ka¬ ra  Tcijv  TTrepytov  ivapirjc 

Kara  rdov  CKeXdn'  pi^xpi  rcov 

7r]T€[p]vdjv.  dXXd  xopeurfjc 

]  Travucraroc  alel  TrXfjv 

],vov  irreiS'^  etc 

jeTac  poAtc  ipoirojv 

]injpwco0e.[  ].[ 

]({)vq[ 

35 



NEW  CLASSICAL  FRAGMENTS 

Fr.  1  3  To  left  of  t[,  slightly  higher  than  the  cross -stroke,  a  sign  hke  a  shallow  ̂ short^  with  a  tail 
at  its  right-hand  end  ] , ,  on  the  line  a  hook  to  right  .  [,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending 

below  the  line ;  p  acceptable  4  ey  er  could  be  read  7  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 

above  which  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  ] , ,  flat  on  the  line  the  end  of  a  stroke 

from  left  10  Ink  not  accounted  for  to  right  of  last  a  13  Of  ]e  only  the  lower  curve  20 

off  the  line  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  below  which  a  short  horizontal  stroke  hooked  under  at 

its  left-hand  end  31  ].,  the  edge  of  a  low  upright  tt  the  natural  decipherment  is  tr  and  per¬ 
haps  I  should  not  have  rejected  it  32  ] .,  a  very  short  median  upright,  followed  by  a  dot  on  the 

line  34  a  dot  at  the  end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  e 

Fr.  1  4  seqq.  I  have  indicated  what  I  suppose  to  be  the  likeliest  articulations,  but  there  are  other 

obvious  possibilities  in  each  line. 

It  may  be  inferred  from  the  quotations  in  IL  8-19  that  above  L  8  there  was  a  lemma  containing 
a  mention  of  the  KpdSrj.  I  cannot  recognize  elements  of  it  in  the  remains,  but  11.  5  seqq.  may  be 

plausibly  interpreted  as  part  of  a  description  of  the  use  of  a  sort  of  crane. 

11.  5  Seq.  E.g,  dpro)-,  alcopov-pLGvovc^ 

8
 
 There  are  references  to  a  play  of  Strattis  variously  named  dlrdAavroc  (schok  Aristoph.  Ran. 

146,  Suid.  in  cKwp  delvojv)^  AraXavri]  (Athen.  302  d,  399  d,  vii.  hoc.  p.  256  W.),  and  even  AraXdvrai 

(Suid.  in  dt^po(j>6poi).  Though  this  
is  a  far  from  fault-free  manuscript,  its  confirmation  

of  ̂ TaXavroc 
I  should  say  confers  finality  on  the  argument  that  the  error  of  AraXdvrr)  for  AraXavroc  is  many  times 

more  likely  than  the  converse.  Nio^oc  and  are  similarly  confused  in  references  to  Aristophanes* 
play  Apapara  y  Nlo^oc. 

8  seq.  dno  rijc  KpddTjc,  Pollux  iv  128  o  S*  icrlv  ev  rpayoHSiaL  KaXovciv  eV  /ca>7ta>tStat 

KpdSrjv,  BrjXov  S*  ort  cvK-rjc  ecrt  ptpyjctc.  Kpdd7]v  yap  rpi'  cvKijv  KaXovciv  AttikoI.  Cf.  [Pint.]  irapotp.  11  16 

KpaSiijc  payeiCTjc'  KpdSr]  vvv  ovy  o  cvkivoc  KXdSoc  dAA'  rj  dyKvplc.  affd  ot  VTTOKptrai  cv  rate  rpayLKaic 
CKrjvaic  c^aprwvrai,  Simm.  Hesych.  in  Kpddt). 

9  I  have  hung  till  Pm  shrivelled. 
10  d  prjxavoTToioc  the  operator,  Aristoph.  Pax  17,  Daedalus  (fr.  188). 

12  Aidwcoc  oc  OvpcoLci  the  first  words  of  the  Hypsipyle  of  Euripides,  schok  Aristoph.  Ran.  12x1. 

12  seqq.  As  a  god  Dionysus  might  say  iJkoj  Kpepdpevoc  ktX.^  but  I  cannot  guess  at  the  construc¬ 
tion  or  relevance  of  the  intervening  words. 

In  regard  to  the  letters  at  the  beginning  of  1.  13  it  had  occurred  to  me  that  the  copyist’s  exemplar 
may  have  been  damaged  so  that  I- A  was  all  that  he  could  make  out  of  KA.  At  aU  events  /ca/cotc,  or 
KaKvoc  preceded  by  some  other  dative,  hcyopai  is  an  acceptable  phrase  in  the  context. 

19  seqq.  Paroemiacs,  used  consecutively  as  here  by  Cratinus ;  Heph.  Ench.  viii  6  Kparlvoc  iv 

^OSucceuct  cvv€xd>c  avrd)i  (sc.  ran  TrapoipiaKihi)  typTicaro. 
I  can  contribute  little  to  the  understanding  of  the  lemma  or  the  comment. 

rov  UoXvdcKT'pv  ̂ dXXctc  .  .  .  Ucpccvc  can,  I  suppose,  mean  nothing  but  ‘you  are  a  Perseus  pelting 
Polydectes  .  .  that  is  to  say,  a  character  in  the  play  is  compared  to  Perseus,  who  is  therefore  not 

a  character  in  the  play.  But  the  legendary  Perseus  did  not  throw  anything  at  Polydectes.  If  the 

correct  reading  was  Ucpccvy  then  Perseus  (and  with  him  Polydectes)  would  be  a  character  in  the  play, 

no  doubt  the  air-borne  character  whose  presence  is  implied  in  the  passages  adduced  above.  But  I  can 
make  nothing  of  the  word  at  the  end  of  1.  20. 

rov  TToSoc  cXkcic  primarily  means  nothing  but  ‘you  drag  by  the  foot*.  But  the  continuation  /cal 
rrjc  vTTcpac  transforms  ttoSoc  into  a  rope.  I  can  find  no  evidence  that  rov  ttoSoc  /cat  rijc  vrripac  cXkcic 

could  be  said  for  ‘you  haul  on  the  sheet  and  the  brace*. 

The  commentator *s  contribution  (or  contributions,  for  I  do  not  see  how  ‘you  place  the  ttovc 

cvpvOpcoc  is  plainly  equivalent  to  ‘you  drag  by  the  pv0p6c),  may  import  a  third  stratum  of  witticism 

based  on  the  relation  of  ‘rhythm*  to  ‘(metrical)  foot*.  I  do  not  see  how  he  extracts  this  from  the  text. 
(From  the  scholia  on  Od.  v  260  it  appears  that  ancient  commentators  were  not  agreed  about  the 

ropes  to  which  the  names  77ofc  and  viripa  apply.) 

LvaKpLTjc  if  there  is  no  error,  I  can  articulate  only  as  I  have,  but  I  can  come  to  no  conclusion  about 

the  meaning.  ‘In  order  to  let  go  ends,’  aKpa  occurs  as  a  noun  referring  to  part  of  a  ship  in  Ale.  34,  but 
apart  from  any  other  consideration  a  noun  in  this  kind  of  writing  requires  the  article. 

27  seqq.  ‘Down  over  (your)  heels*  means  ‘down  over  (your)  shanks  as  far  as  (your)  heels*,  or. 

'
 
 

■  jj 
 

I II 
1^
; 
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since  ‘you*  are  performing  the  action  (e.g.  of  spilling),  for  ‘(your)’  some  other  person  may  be  due  to  be 
substituted. 

(1  may  remark,  though  I  do  not  think  it  can  be  relevant,  that  'rrcpvp  was  the  name  of  part  of  the 
mast  of  a  ship,  Eratosthenes  iv  rwi  Apxf^rcKroviKOji  ap.  schol.  Ap.  Rhod.  Arg07t.  i  566.) 

31  seq.  Presumably  to  be  divided  ,  .  .  aid  |  rrXrfv.  .  .  . 

Fr.  2 ]ra)y[ 

]X7]voca  [ 

]  €rrjva)c  [ 

]vvex€c  [ 

s  ydd 

]TO/ig[ 

Fr.  2  The  cross- fibres  appear  to  fix  this  scrap  on  a  level  with  Fr.  i,  28-33,  F  I  am  not  mistaken  in 
locating  it  to  right,  it  belongs  presumably  to  the  next  column, 

I  yy  the  top  of  the  left-hand  side  3  ] .?  a  speck  on  the  line.  The  letters  are  rubbed ;  for  rp 
1  am  not  sure  that  yci  might  not  be  read,  though  e  is  not  now  easy  to  accept 

Fr.  3 

']  .[ 

]  »'?[ 

]  Ao[ 

]  Pa[ ]  a7 
]  4[ 

]  0'r[ 

]  «y[ 

]  cr^[ 
]  ‘c[ 
]  v.[ ]  V.[ 

]  d 

]  Ao[ Fr.  3  I  In  greyer  ink  and  at  less  than  the  normal  distance  from  the  next  line  a  fiat  stroke  on  the 
line  and  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  curving  down  from  left  through  its  right-hand  end.  There  is  also 



Fr.  4 

J  raSev  ̂  e  Trap  ̂   [ 

J  oriorrorefieXXl 

J  a^€cdaiap€)((x)i 

Fr*  4  I  Of  V  only  the  left-hand  branch.  Between  it  and  €  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending 
well  beIo\¥  the  line  .  [.  perhaps  a,  but  the  fibres  are  displaced  2  e  is  quite  unlike  the  normal  c 

and  cannot  be  said  to  be  deciphered  4  ,  perhaps  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right 
^  horizontal  stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

2743*  StRATTIS,  Arpivopi^a  (AND  OTHER  PLAYS?) 

The  attribution  to  Strattis  of  the  following  fragments  is  dependent  on  the  identifi^ 

cation  of  fr,  i,  7  with  a  quotation  from  his  Apppopi^a  (Strattis  fr.  23),  but  as  the  quota" 

tion  is  a  proverb,  the  identification  is  less  than  certain,  since  proverbs  are  apt  to  be 

repeated  in  more  than  one  place.  I  have  recognized  no  other  line  from  this  or  any 

other  plaj^  of  Strattis.  Even  if  the  identification  is  correct  nothing  is  revealed  about 

the  meaning  of  the  title  and  next  to  nothing  about  the  contents  of  the  play*  I  have 

not  had  much  success  in  combining  the  fragments,  and  the  variations  in  the  writing 

may  show  that  they  were  in  fact  spread  over  a  wide  area,  though  the  difference 

between  adjacent  columns  in  fr.  8  is  a  warning  that  this  argument  cannot  be  pressed* 

The  only  piece  sufficient^  continuous  and  metrically  uniform  to  offer  reasonable 

prospects  of  interpretation  is  fr.  8  ii  i-io  and  my  failure  to  make  much  of  this  does  not 

encourage  me  to  make  more  than  strictty  limited  contributions  on  less  well-preserved 

pieces  of  mixed  metrical  constitution  such  as  fr.  i,  fr.  8  i,  fr.  iic 

An  error  at  fr.  i,  15  has  been  corrected.  Another  at  fr.  8  ii  2  is  uncorrected,  and,  if 

the  last  word  of  fr.  8  i  13  is  erroneous,  that  too  is  uncorrected. 

The  hand,  which  varies  noticeabty  in  size  between  the  extremes  frr.  22-23 

frr.  24-27,  is  an  upright,  rounded  bookdiand  of  a  common  type  to  be  dated  in  the 
second  century.  In  some  pieces  the  uprights  have  separately  added  serifs  at  the  foot,  in 

others  the  serifs  are  replaced  by  a  hook  or  may  be  omitted. 

2743*  STRATTIS,  AHMNOMEAA Fr*  I 

]^aF)]yat[ 
]v€aKaA[ 

5  1  ^  payoviKl ]  ^  ococrtce  ^  [ 

\apacracK(i)ioPl JprototcSecur  ̂   [ 

J  ̂  LKecovreco)  ^  [ 
J  o  'lyKajp-OPGiKi 

J  ^  p€VcaSa}ci 

iKOJcrrovSr^c 

]pac€iKaiyapca[ 

]  ^  mvecrtSo  ̂   [ 

15  ]fdxvcTpaxr]X[ 

]BX€if^atdvv[ ]ptcac7T)%rjyi 

]yavSpax.[ 

Fr,  15].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  top  of  p  6  L,  a  speck  on  the 

line  with  a  hook  to  its  right  on  the  line ;  perhaps  A  .  [,  the  left-hand  ends  of  strokes  compatible 

with  h  and  perhaps  ̂   7  Strattis  fr,  23  vS  j  ,  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke,  as  of  r 
9  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  with  a  curve  from  left  ].?  the  right-hand  arc  of 

a  circle  12  g,  a  dot  below  the  line  14  a  trace  of  a  cross-stroke,  as  of  y  ,[,  the  left- 
hand  ends  of  rising  and  falling  strokes:  perhaps  A  or  y  18  ].,  prima  facie  o,  but  acceptable 

.  [,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Fr.  1  7  SchoL  Plat.  Lys.  205  E  AeT  erm  Si  (XTT o  r'Oow  ov  ...  cpu  pcpjll  — 
rriSaLc  Xioc  rrapacrac  Kwiov  ovk  idi  Aiy^iv.  The  name  of  the  play  is  given  as  /UfivofiiSow  in  SiiicL 

Crpdrrtc,  as  A-piivojiiSa  in  A  then,  327  e  and  473  c,  and  in  Harpocrat.  airAac,  and  this  is  generally  taken 

as  correct. 

The  line  is  prima  facie  an  iambic  trimeter.  I  do  not  see  how  L  10  can  have  been  an  iambic  tri¬ 

meter,  assuming  a  loss  on  its  left  of  an  amount  equivalent  to  x^ocTra,  (In  L  8  roloicSe  is  available,  as, 

e.g.,  AristOph.  Pax  12^8  idv  roiavracl  Krki) 

Fr,  2 

koVV€OLK[ 

'jTpOifyvverrel 

Fr,  2  2  Of  ]t  onlv  the  extreme  right-hand  end  of  the  cross*-stroke 
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Col  i 

Fr.3 

coL  11 

10 

ai 

0)1 

Oi 

«=  L. 

cF 

♦  L a| 

r 

.L 

I  ̂  

20 

2s 

]  ,  ai€p 

30 

1  iCtF  ̂  I 

^ .  n .  *  L 

SeocyapovKel 
OemveKrjTi  ̂   | 

iT\riyacQKaK\ 
€Ot/Caft€FT  ̂   [ 

ovyapMkucT roXvfiarat  ̂   f 

Kairomro 

vvvMfiaTTO))!^ 

icavricoivrN €<x)cavavr€x  ^  [ 

ayadovyagl^ 

un{ 

7TO}C cvya 

Fr*  3  Col,  i  ].,  an  upright  with  a  trace  on  the  left-hand  side  of  its  foot;  v}  The  letters,  though 
perhaps  written  by  the  same  hand  as  the  rest^  are  much  smaller  and  may  be  a  marginal  entry 

2743.  STRATTIS,  AHMNOMEAA 

o. 

CoL  ii  9  ,  o  or  c  12  „  y  the  top  ieit-hand  arc  of  a  circle  14  ,  [7  on  a  single  fibre  a  cross* 
stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  15  ̂   W  oti  the  line  the  bottom  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

followed  by  a  cusp  ̂   J .  [  a  dot  on  the  line  , , .  b  two  headless  uprights  rather  near  one  another,  fol¬ 
lowed  by  a^aot  on  the  line ;  I  should  guess  lyy  17  niarg.  after  k  a  zigzag  stroke  upright 
with  a  projection  to  left  at  top;  ir  not  particularly  suggested  19  ,[,  lower  end  of  a  stroke 
rising  to  right ;  perhaps  the  underside  of  the  loop  of  a  21  an  upright  with  a  projection  to  left 
at  top  22  What  I  have  rendered  ir  might  be  a  badly  turned  out  but  the  preceding  t  can  hardly 
^  25  ,  [,  the  edge  of  an  upright  26  Below  the  first  letter  barely  visible  traces,  presumably of  a  paragraphus  or  diple  cum  paragrapho 

Fr.  3  At  each  indention  the  beginnings  of  the  lines  start  to  slope  outwards  anew,  so  that  the  left- hand  edge  of  the  column  is  a  zigzag. 

^  ii  17  Ihe  marginal  entry,  of  which  I  do  not  know-  the  meaning,  looks  as  if  it  related  to  the  coranin 
on  its  right. 

6€ojv  €Kr)Tt  Attic  texts  in  general  present  iKari.  6ewv  I/cart  e.g.  Aristoph.  Lvsist,  ao6,  on  which 
cT  Blaydes's  collection. 20  keXvcLrikriKC. 

24  ic  dvT  icoiv  the  same  expression  Plat,  Leg,  vi  774  C, 

Fr.  4 

Fr.  5 

1  r J.  .PL 

]ayo[ 

Ti 

]7tA€£u[ 

]€tC€[ 

Fr.  4  I  ] ,  ^ ,  the  base  of  e  or  c,  followed  by  the 

foot  of  an  upright  3  ] . ,  the  lo\Yer  right-hand 
arc  of  a  circle  against  v 

Fr,  5  I  ] ̂  ^  a  serif,  followed  by  a  short  arc 
of  the  base  of  a  circle  and  a  speck  on  the  line ;  I 
am  uncertain  how  many  letters 

Fr.  6 

Fr.  7 

^yov 

TO 

Fr,  6  I  ]^,  perhaps  the  right-hand  upright 

of  7]  2  ,[,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descend- 

ing  to  right 

].eTa.[ 

Fr,  7  I  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 

touching  a  .[?  the  middle  part  of  an  upright 
or  convex  stroke  with  suggestions  of  a  stroke  to 

right  at  its  upper  end  2  the  end  of  a 
turn-up  on  the  line  .[,  the  start  of  A  or  ft? 

0  4807 
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Fr.  8 

FRAGMENTS 

(a)  CoL  i 

IppCi^awel  J 

]  ^  apStKrjV  f  ] 

]  ^  ')(owap7]V(f)poy^pcLV 
J^atFj  Iranracivepapyr] 

'jXoKaKaLTToXy^rfjyavS  ecv 

]o/X€FO?jS€F€^^OFTaiT€pafc  S 

\vyapaTrX.ovvTL7r€(l>VK€BpoT0Lc 

\r€koVll^€VOlCL¥€pyOLC 

lovp^epovovKtcacLvovSopoJciv 

\8€7ToXlvBX.€7TOVCi 

]  ^  aceyeLvoXovoep-TiSevopdoJc  i  o 

IXiaveivmvopMVTiOevrat 

^aji€POLOTGVciTavrace^tovpT€c 

']€tK7]yoXrjVfi€Xa\  ̂   Jav 

’jv7]yiayav7]K€p 

}kMya)ToA^^  A^pa  [  ]  15 

\vXa)LK€  A,  [  ] 

J  ^  peyeimirpo  ^  1  ] 
]0C€X(tiV  [  ] 

Kaipfrjvapo.4>vXkova7TOpviTOVTT ,  ^  S.  X.M, 

cv8ovvStaxv€7TLTaLC7TT4yaic, 
.  i  ]i  ^  ^ cefM'OvSiaKvcocaXevcjovTpLS  ^efioiBa  ̂   [ 

fiaKpocyapayavTreptrropi-frjcp.  ^  ^  ocpy  ̂   \ 

XapLTrixjvaSerovKopaKocdeaJTTi^  J. « 

TtcovKapopwvTrapariXatrfVKaKOLCLV  ^  [ 

rraSmvTeparaifie  ^  arvfXiravmvreTr  ^  ^  [ 

TroXeLcSepapvcrevaxovcixprjfMa  ^  a[ 

i 
fMcdovcajveXe^arorroXXcppprjcecpl 

CijcrotKoSofxetyTTapaKatmiSow  ^  [ 

TroXv<J}PVpL€7TXoVT€KaLCvS'p\ 
BeviKocKopoiC.  7  letters] ^  ^ r ^ [ 

gXiypp  ̂   ^ [  |e^€tcac[ 

]»'eX^p[ 

],yrjcai[ 

]r
 

erai 
6  t* 
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Fr.  8  (a)  CoL  i  2  the  cross-stroke  and  the  lower  end  of  the  stalk  of  y  or  r  3  ].?  a  trace 
slightly  higher  than  the  tops  01  the  letters  9  Jo  written  on  d  currente  caLamo  n  ap¬ 
parently  the  right-hand  side  of  a  small  loop  at  mid-letter;  not  p  ^3  ]. .?  the  lower  part  of  an 
iiprightj  followed  at  an  interval  by  an  upright  with  a  serifed  foot^  prima  facie  t  14  Above  k 

a  stroke  like  a  shgiitly  arched  '’acute’  17  a  dot  on  the  line  18  j .  the  ends  of  strokes  from 
leitj  the  upper  nearly  tiat  and  toiichirig  p  opposite  the  loop,  the  lower  rising  from  the  line  and  touching 

p  at  mid-letter  ,[?  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  22 
verihable  24  Only  traces  of  the  extreme  tops  of  letters 

an  upright ;  whether  tt  or  r  noi 
2s;  1  .  an  upright,  above  whicf \cinuiuic  ^4  uniy  iiaces  oi  uie  exifeme  lops  oj,  J,e tiers  25  j,,  an  upright,  above  which 

a  sign  like  halt  a  large  hdrcuniilexL  wdiich  I  think  is  used  for  an  apostrophe ;  cf.  fr.  24, 6  28 1 ,,  the 

right-hand  end  ot  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  top  of  e  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

30  J , ,  the  edge  oi  the  lo'wer  part  of  an  upright  31  J ,  ,  a  slightly  backward  sloping  upright 
CoL  ii  I'he  right-hand  side  of  iL  1--8  is  rubbed,  so  that  some  letters  have  almost,  some  have  com¬ 

pletely  vanished. I  After  TT  perhaps  the  right-hand  stroke  of  a,  followed  by  a  stroke  on  the  line  like  the  base  of  S 
and  this  by  the  leit-haiid  side  of  a  circle  After  c  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  r  with  the 
lower  lert-hand  arc  of  a  circle  below,  then  scattered  specks  and  a  blank  space  up  to  f[  2  After 

c  perhaps  a  shadowy  1.  and  the  left-hand  parts  of  tt,  followed  by  a  short  stroke  with  a  thickened  right- 
liand  end  on  tl 

ne  line 

3  ,  i ,  perhaps  the  upper  left-hand  part  of  A  likeliest 

4  Between  and 
o  remains  compatible  with  the  right-iiand  arm  ot  v  and  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  E  the 

left-hand  side  oi  a  circle  5  After  rt\  blank  tor  about  two  letters,  then  the  upper  left-hand  part  of 
a  circle,  followed  by  short  arcs  from  the  top  and  bottom  of  a  circle  and  the  upper  part  of  an  upright 

having  faint  traces  on  left  and  below  to  right  6  h,  a  dot  at  mid-letter  ’  7  Between  e  and  a a  speck,  nearer  a,  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  :  the  spacing  suggests  r  Of  e  only  the  top,  o  pos¬ 

sible,  ot  V  the  cross-stroke  and  the  top  of  the  left-hand,  the  top  and  bottom  of  the  right-hand  upright 
After  y  perhaps  a  acceptable,  tollowed  by  elenierits  of  an  upright  with  specks  to  left  and  right  8  Of 

Q  only  the  top  oi:  the  loop,  of  r>  only  the  top  of  the  left-hand,  the  top  and  bottom  of  the  right-hand 
upright  Between  a  and  a  perhaps  the  right-hand  side  and  the  right-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke 
bt  9  IQ  .[,  the  upper  left-hand  quarter  of  e  suggested  but  Q  perhaps  possible  12  ]_,  the 
extreme  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke,  as  oi  y,  followed  by  the  extreme  top  of  a  stroke  descending 
toyight^  d,  perhaps  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  13  J,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright 
af[,  a  might  be  8  or  A,  but  there  is  now  no  sign  of  a  cross-stroke  in  c  18  a0[  or  Ae[  20  The 
levels  ot  (c),  (c)  relatively  to  (a)  and  to  one  another  are  fixed  by  the  cross-fibres,  I  cannot  follow  the 
vertical  fibres  with  enough  coiihdence  to  fix  their  intervals/ but  I  believe  that  (c)  stands  under 
the  rignt-hand  side  of  (a),  and  that  {b)  stands  more  or  less  under  ovr  in  (a)  ii  ii  20  (b)  1. the  ink 
now  looks  like  p,  but  I  think  ihis  must  be  an  illusion  due  to  the  loss  of  a  cross-fibre  and  that  two,  or 
even  three,  letters  may  be  represented  (e,g.  fo)  .[ ,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  21  J, 
the  top  left-hand  arc 

Oi  a  circle 
(c)  Above  the  cancelled  c  what  looks  like  an  angular  to  v  and  y 

are  run  together;  y  could  be  interpreted  as,  e,g.,  tr  and  perhaps  in  other  ways  22  (b)  ].,  what 
now  looks  like  y  but  may  be  part  of  tt  (or  even  r?)  j ,  a  speck  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 
(r)  F ,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  and  a  speck  below  on  the  line  .  [,  the  left-hand  arc  of 
a  circle  24  (r)  j . ,  an  upright  with  foot  hooked  to  right  and  having  traces  to  right  of  its  top 

Fr,  8  CoL  i  3  lxa>v  dp' m  (bpovrjciv  to  judge  by  the  apparent  length  of  the  line  perhaps  an  iambic 
tetrameter. 

€xow  tF  although  analogous  periphrases  are  not  uncommon  in  both  verse  and  prose,  the  only 
parallel  I  can  adduce  from  comedy — but  it  iiuiy  itself  represent  tragic  diction^is  Aristoph.  Thesm.  77 
€lr  icr  €Ti  ̂ chv  etr"  arroXoiX'  Evpi7rt8r)c  {Ran,  37,  Eccles,  1094  are  of  a  different  nature). 

4  <baiv\  cjrat. 5  Perhaps^ ?roAu7r]Ao^ca  cf.  Aristoph.  Thesm,  463  ttqXvttXokov  yoy/ia,  where  the  lengthening  of  v  has 
aroused  suspicion,  Cratinus  is  credited  with  alpLvXoTrXoKoc, 

6  I  suppose  ovSev  eyorra  Trepa  is  likely  to  be  meant.  The  spelling  Trepm  is  not  uncommon,  and,  to 
judge^by  the  fact  that  t  is  sometimes  a  subsequent  addition,  e,g,  at  1176  fr.  39  iii  16,  depends  on  some 
doctrine. 

7  d-rrXovp  rc. 
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13  iilovvrec  appears  to  be  iinmetrical  and,  as  far  as  I  can  telp  'derusting'  has  no  particular 
relevance.  It  is  easy  to  elicit  metre  with  a  miiiiinum  of  change,  but  1  can  suggest  nothing  that 

obvio'usly  suits  the  context. 
14  cL  Menand.  Epitrep.  560  seq.  fLcAayxoAdv  several  times  in  Aristophanes ; 

explained  as  iialvecdai.  v.  Aristoph.  Phd.  903  c,  scholL  and  Menand,  Lc.  558  seq. 
16  Tov  iaFjopa. 

17  I  caniiot  verif)/  Kekevei.  In  fact  except  for  a  trace  on  the  inside  of  the  curve,  which  may  well 

be  a  result  of  the  damage  wliich  the  surface  has  suffered,  I  should  o|jt  for  k-o. 

Fr,  8  CoL  ii  The  first  ten  verses  must  be  presumed  to  be  o  ~~  o-  w  --  c;  v,/  --  c;p,  thougli  tliis 

fact  is  obscured  by  the  loss  of  all  endings — but  that  of  L  4  may  be  restored  with  fair  certainty — , 

a  deceptive  spelling — in  I.  i  airopvirov  for  aTroppvTtov — ,  and  a  corruption — in  L  2  Siayv  in  place  of  an 

anapaest.  As  in  the  eioSoc  of  Aristophanes^  Wasps  there  is  a  cut  after  the  eighth,  or  the  ninth,  or  the 
tenth  syllable, 

1  As  this  verse  contains  a  complete  sentence  and  (on  the  above  presumption)  has  not  entirely 

lost  more  than  two  syllables,  it  should  be  possible  to  decipher  the  remains  between  tt  and  v\j  if  one  had 

a  clue  to  the  meaning.  I  have  found  none. 

Kal  fjLTjv  apa  is  iiot  a  collocation  of  words  that  I  have  found  elsewhere.  I  arn  fairly  confident  that 

it  is  not  in  Aristophanes. 

SvXkov  aTTo  puTTou,  wlietiier  so  articulated  or  diro^pypvTTov  from  a  verb  found  only  in  Hesych, 

1[dinvovrat  drropvTrovrai.  irlvoc  yap  6  piirroc^  suggests  no  line  of  interpreti'ition  to  me,  dhe  next  letters 
could  be  read,  thougli  with  no  certainty,  rraSoc,  and  since  the  only  recorded  Greek  noun  beginning  iraB- 

is  TrdSoCf  a  sort  of  cherry-tree,  I  mention  this  possibility  on  the  offchance  that  the  concurrent  mention 
of  leaf  and  tree  has  some  significance. 

The  theoretical  possibility  dp"  d<livXXov  seems  hardly  worth  notice. 
2  fdiaxvf  Besides  the  obvious  metrical  defect  there  is  to  be  taken  into  account  the  possibility  of 

error  in  8ta,  which  stands  almost  exactly  above  Sta  in  L  3,  A.  second  person  singular  present  indicative 

(or  possibly  a  participle)  is  expected. 

TtriiphatcL  I  suppose  Strutting'  or  the  like  would  be  suitable  in  the  context  but  I  can  find  no 

evidence  that  walking  An  the  heels'  was  ever  used  to  describe  sw^aggering. 
3  ceptvov  adverbial,  cf.,  e.g.,  dBpov  palvovca  Eiir.  Med>  1164,  but  the  plural  seems  to  be  preferred : 

cauAa,  Anacr.  fr.  168,  Simon,  Amorg.  fr.  18,  Horn,  h,  Herm.  28,  Kopmvd  Anacr.  fr.  151,  dBpd  Eur.  Tro.  821. 

SiaKvcocaXevmv  new;  simikiiy  Aristoph.  Vesp.  1173  cavXoTrpajKnSM^  explained  by  the  sclioL 

caXevciv  rov  irpoiKTov,  See  Blaydes's  collections  on  Vesp.  1169* 
After  ryA  apparently  a  high  stop.  Elision  seems  to  be  shown  by  the  sign  found  at  fr.  8  i  25, 

fr.  24,  6. 

4  pivQoc  and,  I  suppose,  47o[peii%  or  yyopcaran  The  imcompoiinded  aorist  and  perfect  are  said 
not  to  occur  in  A.ttic. 

5  AdpLrrojvo...  No  doubt  the  ;^pyc^oAo7oc  who  was  the  butt  of  Cratinus  (frr.  57-58,  117),  Aristophanes 
{Av.  521,  988),  and,  according  to  Atlienaeus  (344  e),  of  Callias  and  Lysippus. 

5  seq.  TIC  ovK  dv  opdiv  rrapariXairQ  .  .  'who  wolild  not  tear  his  hair  to  see*™'  I  suppose,  somebody 
acting  in  some  way.  But  I  cannot  choose  among  the  ambiguities  of  L  5  an  interpretation  which  looks 

prima  facie  probable. 

I  have  considered  the  possibility  of  the  active  TrapariXai.  but  (i)  I  do  not  know  of  any  evidence 

that  -at  for  “€te  is  found  in  Attic  writers,  (2)  r  would  become  supererogatory  and  rov  would  have  to 

be  read  for  ~r  ip.  The  e  is  in  a  damaged  place,  but  o  cannot  be  read  unless  ink  has  run  along  a  fibre 

to  produce  the  appearance  of  a  cross -stroke. 

7  iralSojy  r  'iparcxL  Aristophanes  accuses  Lampon  of  deceitfulness,  Cratinus  and  the  other  two  of 
gluttony. 

fierd  TVf.nrdva)V  probable. 

8  seq.  ‘Cities  bitterly  lament  the  moneys  which  .  . ,  lie  has  collected  in  payments  for  his  plentiful 
speeches^ 

10  ‘So  he  can  afford  to  build  .  ,  C,  ScA  oL  ttdpa, 
iralBitiv  iypdw  or  the  like. 

®  • 
1  r 
JfCO  J 

]cajc[ 
1  r 
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|yToS€[ 
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lo^o^l 

]XPo[ 

\vp€TT€VP  [ 

-  T  r 
5 

5  ]  ^  oBaipow[ 

Fr*  9  I  Of  only  the  ends  of  the  cross¬ 
stroke  and  the  turn-up  the  foot  of  an  up¬ 

right  2  ] . ,  prima  facie  the  right-hand  side  of 
0,  but  the  end  of  the  cross-stroke  may  be  illusory 

5  ] . ,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touch- 

Fr*  1,0  L.  I  is  larger  than  the  rest 

5  ]  ^ ,  the  edge  of  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 

Fr*  10  4  TTppirreiv  the  end  of  the  line. 

ing  the  top  of  co  J,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a 
circle 

Fr.  II 

^  aprjfLOJvrpvTTpo  ^  [ 

^  c€va))(ov)(apaS\ 

~\€VTava}C€ya)ipmTrjpJ 

~\ovvcovTOvrpayovTOVT[ 

]tOVCCKa}Xr]K€C€LXv7TOv[ 

]9otv(jJC€yap8iKmova}TTp€i 

]yXaLCKaX€i  :7rp€7T0vracaj[ 

]  ^  yKVKXa)4>€pa}vor7]v  ^  [ 'jctyprjraSeTTavTapie  ̂   [ \vKatpa)  [ 

pi7rpa}cov€cr€pi[ 

]8evpil 

Fr*  11  I  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke,  as  of  y  y  or  the  left-hand  parts  of  w 

2  1  ^ ,  a  short  arc  from  the  upper  right-hand  side  of  a  circle  3  Of  jEx[  only  the  base ;  I  do  not  know 
that  A  followed  by  a  circular  letter  could  be  ruled  out  8  ] . ,  traces  suggesting  the  top  of  a  circle 

.  [,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  9  .  [,  an  apex,  as  of  S  or  A 

Fr*  11  More  than  one  metre  appears  to  be  represented  in  !L  1-9.  Dialogue  indicated  in  L 
3  pAivrdv,  Sc  iySiiiat^  rpfLicpop? 

4  AC\6vvcov, 

6

 

 

BoivS  or  some  other  form  of  BoivdcBai  more  probable  than  a  compound  ’Boivoc. 

II  TTpScov  cf.  Hesych,  in  rrpdcov^  SOvjCOV,  TTpwcov^  SBrjCOV, 
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Fn  12 

]77et.[ 

]pyof[ 

Grayl 

5  ]yy^A[ 
].n[ 

Fr.  12  I  a  speck  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  After  a  the  foot  of  a  stroke  hooked  to 

right,  three  traces  on  and  near  the  line^  the  left-hand  end  of  a  horizontal  stroke  on  the  line  2  ,[ 

a  small  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  6  ] the  top  of  a  circle Fr.  13 

♦  ♦  » 

].[ 
]oyoce.[ 

]<jOcSok[ 

5  ].aK[ 
>Tax.[ 

l.OJTO  [ 

].0^[ ]oXov7rp[ 

lo  ]€y€tce7ra^[ 

]0UT.[ 

] . [ 

*  *  * 

Fr.  13  I  The  foot  of  an  upright  well  below  the  line  2  We  edge  of  an  upright  4  p 

has  a  cross-stroke  within  its  upper  curve  which  makes  it  look  like  but  not  quite  the  e  of  this  hand, 
and  the  ink  of  the  cross-stroke  is  fainter  than  the  rest  5  ].?  perhaps  ]^y  acceptable,  but  y  is 
dwarfish,  and  this  would  be  true  of  ]r,  the  only  alternative  I  see  6  .  [,  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of 

a  circle ;  oj  likelier  than  o  7  ] , ,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  top  of  o)  8  ]  _ , 

a  short  arc  from  the  left-hand  side  of  the  base  of  a  circle  and  the  right-hand  part  of  a  cross-stroke 
touching  the  top  of  o  10  ,[?  a  slightly  concave  upright  ii  After  c  apparently  no  choice  but 

Aa,  though  A  is  anomalous  and  a  scarcely  retains  any  sign  of  the  upper  side  of  its  loop  12  seq.  seem 

to  be  rather  crushed  12  opposite  sides  of  o  or  w?  13  Tops  of  letters :  of  the  second  the 

top  of  a  circle ;  of  the  third  the  tip  of  an  upright  hooked  to  left  followed  by  a  stroke  rising  to  right,  k 

suggested ;  of  the  fourth  the  apex  of  a  triangle 

2743.  STRATTIS,  AHMNOMEAA 

Fr.  14 

87 

-i 

■1 

u 
0 

-i 

A 

_  I 

]p7Taca[ 

]vi.xov[ 

].^  [ 

^KViCOJL 

[ 

]u€CT7]t 

[ 

].[  ]-. 

[ 

]. 

[ 

].D..[ 

Fr.  14  I  ]  ^ ,  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  .  [,  the  top  of  an  upright  with  a  trace  to  right ; 

K  apparently  possible  4  ] . ,  the  upper  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  7  1,  a  sinuous  str
oke 

descending  from  left ;  the  surface  between  this  and  t  destroyed  8  ]  the  top  and  foot  of  an  up¬ 

right?  Dots  near  the  right-hand  edge  of  the  fragment  perhaps  not  parts  of  letters  9  ]. 

a  stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  rising  to  right  in  a  shallow  convex  curve,  followed  at  the  same 

level  by  a  short  thin  stroke  rising  to  right 

Fr.  14  3  Proper  nouns  in  -tyoe  are  plentiful  (v.  Blaydes  on  Aristoph.  At:h,  954)  but  those  in  -F^xoc 

are  only  a  small  proportion  of  them.  Aristophanes  has  three,  of  which  I  suppose  is  the 

likeliest  to  recur  in  comedy.  0pvvLxoc  itself  has  in  Aristophanes  reference  to  four  different  persons 
(schoL  Ran.  13;  A^j.  749). 

6  &]v€CTr}i  Phrynichus  the  tragedian  does  not  appear  to  have  written  any  play  in  which  Thyestes 

could  have  been  a  character. 

Fr.  15 

* 

ywe..[ 

]Ton0[ ].[ 

Fr.  15  Beginnings  of  lines. 

I  Of  ]o4  only  the  lower  parts ;  0  might  be  an  alternative  for  o,  but  I  do  not  think  p  or  v  for  t 

Of  a[  only  the  lower  part  of  the  loop  ] .  [,  a  stroke  rising  to  right  from  the  line  2  8  or  A, 

followed  by  the  upper  left-hand  comer  of  e  or  0  4  A  short  arc  from  the  top  of  a  circle 
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Ft.  i6 

*-  *  m >CT..[ 

jepoyyaprr^ 

la^aSrjTT^  ̂ /C€[ 

]^vxofi..X.[ 

5  ].oi'e.[.]A/c.[ ]pc  [ 

Fr.  i6  I  .  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle^  followed  by  two  dots  on  the  line  on  a  single  fibre;  €^[ 
or  o .[  likely^  but  I  cannot  say  that  co[  is  impossible  2  _ [.  the  base  of  a  circle  with  a  tail  at  its 

right-hand  eiid^  followed  by  a  short  stroke  at  mid-letter  descending  from  left;  ou  and  perhaps 
appear  to  be  acceptable  3  close  to  the  edge^  v  not  ruled  out  Of  S  only  the  apex  and  lower 
end  of  right-hand  stroke,  A  not  ruled  out  After  tt  what  looks  like  p  but  may  be  a  cancelled  t ;  this  is 
followed  by  a  short  arc  from  the  lower  left-hand  side  of  a  circle  and  an  upright  4  After  ̂   what 
now  looks  like  the  foot  of  a  concave  stroke,  but  perhaps  displaced  Before  A  the  right-hand  stroke 
of  a  or  A,  after  A  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  5  ]  the  top  of  a  circle  the  left-hand 

arc  of  a  circle  ̂   [,  an  upright  6  ]p  unusually  narrow,  but  not,  I  think,  ] .  t  *  7  ] . ,  perhaps the  apex  of  a,  though  the  upper  part  of  the  right-hand  stroke  is  anomalously  upright  . .  [,  the  apex 
of  a  triangle,  followed  by  the  top  of  a  circle Fr.  17 

aS€yaj7Tapa6r]cm 

» .y^fjcKaXotBwpimc 

]^OlCl€pOtClP 

^epivonpocmirop 

]  ^  IKaKOlCtP 

]..i? hc€.[] 

Fr.  17  I  ]_.  the  low^er  end  of  a  stroke  curving  down  from  left  2  ]_,  apparently  c  followed 
by  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  bending  over  to  right  at  the  top,  but  I  am  doubtful  whether  this  is  the 
correct  conibination.  Xy  might  just  possibly  be  an  alternative  4  ].,  the  end  of  a  stroke  from 
left  touching  6  (of  which  the  cross-stroke  is  barely  represented)  about  the  middle  5  ],,  the 
right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  0  a  little  below  the  top traces  compatible  with 

2743.  STRATTIS,  AHMNOMEAA 

the  extreme  ends  of  the  cross-stroke  and  the  turn-up  ot  €  8  ], ,[,  remains  suggesting  the  apex 

of  a  triangular  letter,  followed  by  the  upper  parts  of  two  uprights"  ]_  apex  of  a  triangular letter,  foUowed  at  an  interval  by  another,  and  this  by  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  bending  over  to 
left  and  having  a  speck  to  right  nearly  level  with  its  top,  e.g.  v  9  ], .?  three  successive  uprights 
hooked  to  right  at  the  foot  Of  n  only  elements  of  the  upper  part  10  the  lower  part  of 
a  stroke  hooked  to  right 

Ft.  17  6  c\ixvo7tp6cta7tQv  not  recorded  till  Eustathius,  but  the  verb  at  Aristoph.  Nuh.  363. 

Fr.  18 
Tt  Ti\ 

liv'iqde  ̂   r 

]  ^  actnc[ 
Jpc^tan[ 

]€OPTlP] 

1  nSe  I 

®  *  *  ioc 
]iVTrp[ 

M 

]«e[ ]a»'8[ 

Fr,  18  I  J_[,  on  the  line  a  horizontal  stroke  touching  the  foot  of  an  upright  2  Between  i 
and  «  an  apparently  undamaged  space  blank  except  for  a  horizontal  stroke  attached  to  the  top  of  the 

left-hand  upright  of  y  ̂   3  .  t  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  4  ] , ,  two  traces  compatible 
with  the  right-hand  side  of  the  loop  of  ̂   7  ] . .  ?  on  the  line  a  dot,  a  short  fiat  stroke,  the  base  of 
a  circle  .  [,  the  thickened  top  of  an  upright,  perhaps  the  left-hand  stroke  of  oi  ii  Of  ]a  only 
the  extreme  end  of  the  tail 

Fr.  19 

P) 

]8‘S.[ 

1.^9  .[ 

]_npojTefi[ 

]r]vaySp_[ 
]€/5COTa|].[ 

]7rAetCTaTai;[ 

pivBlJafJ 
].wvo[Jk[ 
J«.L 

Fr.  19  The  cross-iibres  fix  the  level  of  {0)  relatively  to  (a)  and  I  do  not  think  there  is  any  doubt 
that  (b)  stood  to  right  of  (a).  There  is  no  external  evidence  about  their  interval 
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I  a,  the  left-hand  half  of  a  circle  J, . the  top  of  a  slightly  forward-sloping  or  convex  stroke, 

followed  by  the  apex  of  a  triangle  and  an  upright  with  foot  hooked  to  right;  ]mt  se
ems  accepttiole 

2  1 . ,  an  upright  with  foot  hooked  to  right  .  [,  at  an  interval  a  dot  level  with 
 the  top  01  tne  ̂ ntters ; 

if  tiie  fragments  touched,  this  dot  would  be  in  the  position  of  the  tip  of  the  left-hand  u
pngiit  out 

I  do  not  think  the  signs  in  L  i  can  be  combined  in  a  way  to  suit  this  location  ̂   y  &  t 

the  top  of  the  letters,  followed  at  an  iiitervai  by  a  short  arc  from  the  top  left-han
d  side  01  a  ciiCiu  di. 

about  the  same  level  5  j  ,7  short  piece  near  the  line  of  a  stroke  descending  from  a  j ,  ? 

the  right-hand  part  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  top  of  a>  and  a  speck  below  it^on  the  line 
 7  -  01 

If  perhaps  0  i  headless;  r  might  be  possible  .[,  the  lower  left-hand  arc  01  a  circle 

Fr.  20  I  After  c  the  left-hand  parts  of  €  or  0  , .  the  foot  of  an  upright  with  a  horizontal  trace, 

off  the  line,  to  left,  followed  by  the  left-hand  base  angle  of  S  or  {  2  After  v  a  speck  levei  with  the 

top  of  the  letters,  followed  by  an  upright  with  foot  hooked  to  right;  if  t;,  what  I  ha
ve  ta^en  loi 

a  damaged  o  might  be  c  6  The  left-hand  side  of  o  is  anomalously  thickened 

Fr,  21 

]8e8pacl 

]y^eSetF.[ 

jKpay7]val 

♦  e  * 

Fr.  22  I  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke,  touching  an  upright  with  foot  hooked  to  right 

just  below  the  top;  perhaps  but  I  think  likelier  .[»  the  lower  part  of  a  convex  stroke^  v^itu 

a  dot  above  and  to  left  2  ] the  top  of  a  circle ;  specks  below  are  on  toe  underlayer  ̂   90^“ 

0  4  fj  the  top  of  an  upright  5  Now  looks  like  the  cusp  of  w,  but  the  surface  is 
 partly 

destroyed  6  The  central  part  of  the  cusp  of  m  with  a  dot  to  left ;  nearly  ail  on  the  unuer layer 

1  r 
Ja^toS  ̂  ̂   [ 

]pc€auT[ 

]  ^  eMrjicixai 

Jetn€c0*o7r[ 

jtoToucanr 

Itttc  1 

J  *  ^  ^  «  L 

Fr.  24  2  , .  the  base  of  a  circle,  followed  by  the  base  of  a  circle ;  not  oj  3  Of  r[  only  the 
left-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  4  ] .  ?  on  the  line  the  turn-up  of  a  stroke ;  p.  suits  5  F 
left-hand  parts  of  -n-  or  r  6  Of  ]e  only  the  right-hand  tip  of  the  cross-stroke,  but  I  think  not  ri 
7  o  anomalous  8  Of  ]tr  only  the  top -right -hand  angle  After  e  the  top  of  a  circle,  followed  by 
the  top  of  a  circle  ,  .  [,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right,  followed  at  an  interval  by 
a  speck  at  the  same  level 

Fr.  25 ’  ]  N#[ 

]  6pl ] 

]  xepa[ s  ]  oa.[ 

IttoiI 

M 

Fr.25  2  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  5  on  the  edge  a  slightly  forward-sloping  stroke 
with  its  foot  hooked  to  right  below  the  line 
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Fr.  26 

].[ 
[ 

]<pcvSco/>/xa;^7]i^^[ 

]0OVTfjU7]So7r6OC  ̂   [ 

5  ̂ KavBiccocKporrfi 

] .  c€XOtTavov^o\^ 

]/)tTptju./LiaKaK[ 
]0KVp^l,_[ 

].WpaT[ 
10  ]  ̂COTCo[ 

»  4  ♦ 

Fr,  26  2  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  followed  by  the  foot  of  a  stroke  hooked  to 

right;  perhaps  two  letters  represented  .  .[,  the  lower  parts  of  Aa  suggested,  but  the  papyrus  is 

dark  and  encrusted  4  .  [,  an  upright  close  to  c ;  I  suppose  y  or  tt  6  ]  ^ ,  the  lower  end  of 

a  slightly  concave  upright  S  ,  a  horizontal  stroke  on  the  line  with  a  dot  above  its  left-hand 
end ;  I  cannot  recognize  part  of  any  letter  9  ] , ,  traces  of  ink,  but  too  dark  and  encrusted  to 

suggest  a  reading  I  am  not  sure  whether  there  is  ink  between  t  and  which  would  make  yK  a  pos¬ 

sible  alternative  ].?  the  top  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  n  ],?  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of 
a  circle 

Fr.  26  5  See  7  seq. 

7  seq.  TT€plTp(,fjLixa  and  Kvp^tc  applied  to  persons  clever  at  taking  advantage  of  the  law  Aristoph. 

Nub.  447  seq.  A  similar  word  for  a  cunning  person  was  Kp6rrip.a,  See  Blaydes  on  Nub.  Lc.  and  260, 
Pearson  on  Soph.  fr.  913. Fr.  27 

].[ 

].ow[ 

].C0€V[ 

]c.[ 

•  *  « 

Fr.  27  I  The  lower  left-hand  part  of  c  or  2  ] ,,  if  the  right-hand  side  of  77,  unusually  small 

3  ] , ,  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  4  ,  [,  the  start  of  a  stroke  curving  up  to  right 

Frr.  28-31  are  in  one  hand.  If  the  writer  is  the  same  as  the  writer  of  the  other  fragments  he  has 
adopted  a  more  elegant  script.  The  recurrence  of  the  original  style  in  fr.  28,  7  seems  to  make  it  clear 

that  there  existed  a  relationship  between  the  two  groups. 
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Fr.  28 

93 

4  4  • 

].oc.[ 

]e  [ 

] 
] 5  ] 

Jetrat  [ 

]7ravTo[ Blank 

Fr.  28  I  ] the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  curving  down  from  left  , [,  a  dot  on  the  line  2  ] . , 
on  the  line  the  end  of  a  stroke  from  left  7  to  a  small  specimen  of  the  same  hand  as  wrote  ro at,  e.g.,  fr.  8,  7 

Fr.  29 

].^8[ 

].D.[ 

][ivco[ 

Fr.  29  2  ] .  [,  the  apex  of  a  triangle  ] .  [?  a  fiat  trace  on  the  line  4  ] . . »  a  cross -stroke  as  of  r, 
followed  by  the  top  of  a  circle 

Fr.  30 

]epov  [ 

]ixrjv  [ 

].‘  [ 

]9C  [ 

s  ]yo...D  [ 

I  Fr.  30  3  ]  the  tip  and  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  curving  down  from  left  4  Of  ]p  only  the 

j  right-hand  half ;  a>  perhaps  possible  5  ] . ,  the  top  of  an  upright  .  .  .  [,  the  upper  ends  of  four 
j  uprights,  the  first  with  a  projection  to  left,  the  last  with  a  detached  trace  to  right;  the  combination, 

j  and  so  the  number  of  letters,  uncertain 
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Fr.  31 

J  ■»  / 

Fr*  31  I  1.  *  the  turn-up  of  c  or  c 

]8ex« 
j .  L  J 

The  base  of  a  circle 

2744*  Commentary 

I  can  give  no  satisfactory/  account  of  the  composition  represented  by  the  foilow- 

ing  remnants  of  two  consecutive  columns.  There  is  recognizable  a  disquisition,  of 

considerable  length  (over  fifty  and  perhaps  over  sixty  lines)  about  the  bird  called 

rerptl  and  its  habitat,  apparently  described  as  ̂ oXata  in  the  te,xt  commented  on, 

though  the  commentary  adduces  only  ̂ oXeojvec,  preceded  by  another  of  unknown 

length  and  of  subject  known  only  in  so  far  as  the  word  appears  to  be  relevant 

to  it.  A  peculiarity  of  the  piece  is  the  three  quotations  from  .Aristotle,  of  which  it 

would  be  supposed,  on  the  analogy  of  the  usual  layout  of  comm.entaries,  that  two 

were  lemmata,  though  it  is  quickly  plain  that  they  are  no  such  thing,  but,  like  the 

normally  positioned  passage  of  Deiiiarchus,  corroborative  matter. 

What  work,  and  whether  prose  or  verse,  was  considered  to  require  such  elaborate 

expos.ition  it  is  unprofitable  on  the  basis  of  the  two  or  three  surviving  -words  to 

conjecture. 
The  roll  from  which  this  fragment  comes  was  about  lo-J  inches  in  height  with 

good  rn<arg.ms  above  and  below  the  column.  The  writing  is  an.  upright  rounded  book» 
hand  of  a  not  uncommon  type,  comparable  with,  e.g.,  2245  and  assignable  to  the 
second  century* 
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row  W  dppivmv  Kal]  dyplow  at 

TO/xtat  fi€i^ovc  yelmvrac  /cat]  ya- 

XerrojrejpoL^  mcrrep  ̂ ^Op.rjpoc  inoT 
rjcev^l  &pc€v  im  yXovvriv  cw 

dypLOW  ovSk  iojtK€i  dvSpt  ye  a- 
ro(f}dy](jjL  dAAd  pLW[c\  vXyjevn.  yT 

vovrat  he  eKroalai  hid  ro  vioic 

o'lvciv  ip^TTiTTrecv  pocpp^a  kvlc’- 

ftJoF  etc  rove  opyetc^  etra  ̂ v6p,€- 
10  poi  TTpoc  TO.  hivhpa  ejK0A[tJ^)ouct  rojdc 

dpyeic  JSetc  /crA. 

rj  jSe 

rirpR^  dWrjvatoi  KaX\ovcvp H 
C  4807 
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rpayaovreerrir^qcyTicvoTTi 
€60VT€7riT0tcSeFSp€«VaAA€i 

TOtcva^al  jt?]Aotc  /cat/xi97TOTa| 

ptCToSal  ̂  ^  ]c€POpV€tC^A 

r7]VT€TpaKaXev€i  rci  ba/c! 

rawptpoAaLoBeSl  ^  imratj 

Toucl  ̂ {oppopoiSA  ̂   JtottouJ 

t[  JS  _  oic  flakier  aKcC 
KorroLov ^  ^  ^TTeto.-tveraLpgl 

^  r .  jgcSeKairovcKOTTpecjol 

vgcKaAeLc9ai(l)rjcqfai-i€fI 

acSeu/apygcSeePTWiKarL 

iTokve  J  J  ̂  ouK€^pi7TatTa)toFo| 

/xarfl  ̂  ^  ha)CTO€VpvcaK€tovi 
epTcojOafl  1  ^  aTrei  ̂  ^  ^  leyraKgl 

ciacSpgL  ̂   AcvTrepTpcKOTTpl 

wSacvpol  leeScoF  kataAcF 

lavSpovrl  ̂   Juef  otou/catTa>vaA[ 
Xa)vrojvrovcBok€  ^  ^  J  ̂  /ce[ 

KTTifxepow  ^  TiBevroLcroigl 

rotCTOTTQicS^  ̂   yrpecBeSpXgjl 

C€tKmapLcroT€Xr]cKaLT7]v\ 

airtcwTTpi  ̂   ]ct[  ̂  1  ^  etcevarropl 

pAXCVPavToI  ̂   |8tarf  J  .  /cj 

hvcto^ecixo^ipfl  J'^l  J  ̂  aroTrXarvyl 

€)(€iPTovy\  J ,  [  J .  paKaio ,  J  ̂ 

ovKaicdvyLKy  JecrtSial  ̂   J 

7r[  ̂  Ipcracoc  ̂   ac]  Iwctt  ̂   | 

<l>XvyecTotc\  ̂   ^  kw  _  A  L  otFO  ̂   | 

]  ^  'ij^mavTrjTaic pem  ̂   KatccmpaLcairoLouvraJi  J . ,  ctf  1  [ 

rrrovratei a 

CF 

rTjcp.€  kJ .  <i . 
dta 

TOtj 

ra  i 
laroTT a 

j  i V  N 

1  r 

a! 

a] 

\^paj\ 

locoBoX  \  i  CIV 
J  «  i* 

yxer  ̂  fMUVKm^o  ̂  ^ 

o ̂   A  4  /■'■  /)  nfn  .f  jT- "hr A  r >  i  ? ^  i  o  Uxyl  M.  IViA  I  ,/£  K  1 

10 

1  K 

20 

35 

n  •>  s  c-^  /  o 

€L  ovT  em  rote  Oei  ' 

€U“ 

6 
% 

rrt 

rote  yauaiCpXotc  (Svrotc),  Kal  urmoF *  s  ^  i  •<  /  /  I  i 

ptcTO(j)d\  vrj  |c  iv  Op-viav  |  ai~ 
TTjv  rirpaKa  Xiyei'  ri\r\pa}<\i  koI 

r(i,ix)Vi.  poXdixx  §€  01 V  urircit  i 

rove  I B  pppopix)C)\  etc  I  roTfovc  \ 

i Id  OLc  iiaAicra  Ka 
KOTTOIOV 

<y  \ 

OJ'
 

-tawerat,  bo 

Xc- 

Fjac  d€  /cat  roue  Korrpeoj- 
vac  KoXelcdal  <l)rKcv  Ajicpl  L 

ac,  Aclvapyoc  Se  cv  twl  Kari iioAvevi  K  \ 

rov  Keyprirac  rcot  ofo- 

pLan  \rov\ra)L^  ro  EvpvcaKCiov 5 evravoa  ci 

ax 

i  crtraKO' 

cLac  Spa^l/xlac  OTrep  rpe  /coTrpjoo 

^F  (bacLV  o\  ̂  lecBojl  _  (  /cat  AXe- 

^dvBpov  t|o|u  ef  Otoo  Kal  rojv  dA- 
Acuf  tcAf  touc  BoXcE 

yiX 

K€- 

/  f,'  C\5  >  “•  / KTTjiicvojv,  on  6  ep  rote  roio  v- 
TOLC  rOTTOLC  0L\a 

rpipet  SrjAo- 

C€i  /cat  AptcroT€/\pc  Kai  rrv 

atrtay  7rp\  o  \cr\  i  idcic  ev  /ittoo  ?] 

Otd 

otc 

t|;  7]  Id 

id  TO  TTACITW 
fiacLV  ovro) 

SvccvSeci  X’^up 

eyciv  TOP  v\  A,  \  ,  il/P^  ,  I 

ovK  atcdpTiKl  6c  t  iert^  8ui 

'v>  "r  \  ^ 

o  le  TO 

at XKO 

K€ 

TTlppc  rax  ocfidcj  cocttc 

VyCe  TOLC lav 
0  ot  olv6‘ 

ocm  I 

Ij  kat  avri]  rate  BicSOapfiCvaLC  dc- ucuc  Kal  carrpaic^  at  rotadraU  |  ^  pa! 

urovrai  ei 

Tpe  ac 

TOtl 

rap 

a[ 

r 
a 

arvui 

J 

kv\ 

'aroTTl 

I  ̂pcoj 

Seal 

F^  .a 

1  71  o 

f  ic 

CtF  I 

p.€r  ̂   iMJPKatfSo 

99 

^■V\
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CoL  i  I  seqq.  Aristot*  Hist.  an.  578^32  seqq.  3  tSc^rep  Koi  Ar.  4  Bpithtv  Ar.^  ̂ 

hr.  7  roiiiai  8  htvT}c-  Ar*  codd.  praeter  C%  P  J.j  two  dots  in  the  positions  of  the 

ends  of  the  arms  of  k  18  Between  e  and  c  perhaps  v  ,  [,  an  upright  19  J  ^ ,  the  lower  right- 

hand  arc  of  a  circle  24  ] . ,  below  the  line 'the  lov/er  end  of  an  upright,  at  mid-letter  to  right  the 
right-hand  end  of  a  stroke  from  left  27  ] . . the  upper  end  ot  a  stroke  descending  to  right  closely 

followed  by  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle:  then  two  traces  compatible  with  the  top  of 

a  circle:  elg«  <«c€  "  28  the  top  of  a  circle,  perhaps  followed  by  a  single  u  ligatured  to  a> 

32  After  a  the  Icnver  end  of  an  upright  below'  the  line  33  Alter  e  famt  traces  compatible^  with  the 

top  of  c  34  An  upright  with  ink  to  left  a  little  above  its  foot,  followed  by  the  left-hanci  parts  of 

a  circle  37  seep  Aristot.  Hist.  an.  ̂ 59^11  seq.  38  KaXovetv  Mrivatoi  Ai,  codd.  praeter  F, 

D^,  lA  (ot  M.) 

Col.  ii  I  seqq.  Aristot.  Hist.  an.  559^12  seqq.  i  ovpaya  Ar.  3  ̂vroic  irom  Ar. 

5  seq,  Aristoph.  Aik  885  8  After  S  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  followed  by  the  right-hand  part 

of  a  cross-stroke,  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  having  a  dot  below  on  the  line  9  . . . ,  Sta 

appears  acceptable,  but  the  first  two  letters  are  represented  only  by  faint  traces  on  the  line ;  of  a  per¬ 

haps  the  lower  end  of  the  loop  and  the  lower  end  of  the  right-hand  stroke  14  ra>c  c  has  t  written 

through  it  by  the  same  hand  15  a  dot  to  left  ot  the  loop  of  a  17  Betw^'een  a  and  t 
a  trace  off  the  line  not  accounted  for  24  dots  on  the  line  26  J ,  [,  the  top  of  an 

upright  ] . ,  the  right-hand  stroke  of  3  or  A  28  j[  J  ̂  ^ ,  the  first  letter  is  represented  by  a  dot 

level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  and  a  dot  on  the  line  below  and  to  right,  the  rest  by  traces  on  the  line 

.  [,  a  dot  on  the  line  ] . . .  ?  perhaps  the  right-hand  parts  of  3,  followed  by  the  top  of  i  and  this  by  the 

lower  end  of  the  right-hand  stroke  of  a  the  foot  of  an  upright,  followed  by  a  trace  below  the 

line  30  ̂  .[?the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  with  a  dot  below  and  to  right,  followed 

by  a  short  arc  of  the  base  of  a  circle  on  the  line  wdth  a  dot  above  and  to  right  ] .  ?  n  snort  Horizontal 

stroke  with  a  detached  dot  at  its  left-hand  end,  level  ̂ Yith  the  top  of  the  letters,  and  a  dot  below  on  the 

line  .  [,  a  dot  on  the  line  31  ] .  [?  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  ]  _  [,  two  traces  with 

a  space  between  them  which  I  can  bring  into  no  particular  relation  Vvdth  the  supplements  32  J .  j 

a  dot  at  mid-letter  33  Between  t  and  a  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  the  upper  right-hand 

arc  of  a  circle,  the  top  of  an  upright,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the 

letters  .  [?  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  r  ]  _  [,  perhaps  the  loop  of  p,  followed  by  y  or 

the  left-hand  parts  of  rr  34  .[?  ̂   on  the  line  J.?  a  dot  at  mid-letter  ].  ,,  disjointed 

traces,  close  enough  together  to  be  parts  of  one  letter,  but  I  cannot  combine  them  J . .  [j .  [?  the  tops 

of  two  uprights  with  a  dot  bet\Yeen,  not  prima  facie  followed  at  an  interval  by  the  top  of  a  circle 

35  larp^rr  and  in  L  36]  are  on  a  detached  scrap  of  which  the  vertical  fibres  can  be  followed  with 

certainty  but  I  cannot  follow  the  horizontal  fibres  either  to  right  or  to  left  After  v  two  dots  in  the 

positions  of  the  top  and  bottom  of  an  upright,  followed  by  a  trace  a  little  off  the  line  After  a  per¬ 
haps  the  top  and  base  of  c,  followed  by  the  foot  of  an  upright  ] .  [5  a  flat  stroke  on  the  line  36  . 

the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  ] . ,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  Before  19  the  right- 

hand  stroke  of  S  or  A,  after  19  perhaps  tt  or  rt  36  sec(.  Between  these  lines  the  top  of  a  small 

circle,  not  suggesting  any  part  of  a  paragraphus,  though  approximately  in  the  appropriate  position 

37  ] .  ?  apparently  a  cancelled  letter  „  [,  the  lower  left-hand  curve  of  the  left-hand  loop  of  <f>  sug¬ 
gested,  but  at  a  lo\¥er  level  than  elsewhere  38  The  first  letter  looks  like  k  lacking  its  lower  arm ; 

perhaps  a  badly  made  y  Between  r  and  fx  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  prima  facie  o  . , 

two  dots  compatible  with  the  feet  of  A,  followed  by  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

CoL  i  I  seqq.  I  suppose  part  of  a  comment  on  yAofip^?c  which  is  etymologized  and  interpreted  m 

various  ways.  Cf.  Eustath.  as  below^,  schoL  B  IL  ibid. 

3  seq.  ̂ OiirjpQC  iTTolric^v  At  IL  ix  539  is  found  Wpcep  eVe-  yAowt^Y  cvp  aypmv  apyioSovra.  This  is 
quoted  by  Aristotle  and,  according  to  Eustathius  ad  loc.,  by  Strabo  in  the  form  Bpi^ev  .  .  .  dyptov^ 

oud€  iii>cK€t  follow^ed  by  a  line  not  in  our  Iliad.,  Bppi  ye  ctro^dytoc,  ktX.  This  commentary  in  c|uoting 
Aristotle  credits  him  with  the  more  appropriate  wpcev  but  imports  the  absurd  dpSpl  from  Od.  ix  19 1 . 

8  €pbi7€TTr€Lv  No  doubt  tlic  copyist  has  written  an  upright  too  few  and  meant  -TTdTtreiv. 
20  The  comment  on  the  rirp^i  and  its  habits,  presumably  including  a  mention  of  poXata,  starts  or 

has  started  as  far  away  from  CoL  ii  as  this. 

2744.  COMMENTARY 
lOI 

37  seq.  ii  3  I  know  of  no  way  of  deciding  between  ovpaya  and  rpaya.  Nemesianiis  (i  128)  says 
that  in  Rome  they  took  to  calling  the  ietrax  tarax. 

In  view  of  eVt  rrje  yfic  so  shortly  before  I  suppose  enl  rote  ya/xatCyAotc  cannot  be  accepted 
without  the  addition  of  Avrotc.  But  there  is  an  inconsistency  in  Aristotle  himself;  a  little  earlier  he 

6  seqq.  poXata  unattested. 
I  can  make  no  guess  at  the  relevance  of  IL  8  seq,  nor  even  at  the  construction.  8’  ip  rote  would 

remove  one  ditticulty,  but  though  Se  rote  is  a  likely  reading,  S  ev  rote  is  not  a  possible  one. 

9  seqq.  poXeSvac  Harpocr.  74,  4  o  roTroc  ottqv  Tf  KOTTpoc  BdXXerat  poXemv  icaAefrat.  NiKavdpoc  ip  Y 
ArrLKpe  btaXeKTOV’  poXecavac  irri  rojv  dypcov,  etc  ovc  rd  KorrpLa  eKcpipei.  ovrm  Aelvapyoe  (see  L  12)  koI 
0iXppcov  i<al  dXXoi.  Similarly  Eustath.  1404  fin.  o  poXedv  lArrmoje  o  iert  KOTrpwv  rjroi\oT7popoX€iop, Pollux  vii  134,  Et.  Mag.  204,  25. 

KOTTpiojv  for  Korrpdp  apparently  first  in  Tzetz.  ChiL  vi  520. 
Aueplac  SC.  o  MaKeSojv  ip  rate  rXwccaic,  known  largely  from  Atlienaeus  and  Hesvehius. 

12  seq.  Deinarchiis  seems  to  have  made  at  least  four  speeches  against  Polyeiictus. 

14  Apparently  ouVoic  corrected  by  the  same  hand  to  rovrmi,  though  \roiI\  looks  rather  crushed 
and  ihere  is  now  no  sign  of  a  superscript  r. 

14  seqq.  I  cannot  follow  the  construction  of  the  quotation  as  a  whole.  1  can  guess  nothing  more 
plausible  than  that  somebody  is  said  to  have  bought  700  drachmas  w’orth  of  manure  from  the  owners of  the  Athens  sewage. 

TO  EvpvcaKetop  evravOa :  the  shrine  of  Eiirysakes  was  in  the  Agora.  Here  (Pollux)  or  hereabouts 

rilarpocr.)  congregated  men  looking  for  a  job,  among  them  Ko-srpo^opot.  See  Harpocr.  in  KoAmvirac, 
Pollux  vii  132  seqq. 

ii  Otov  Olop  W3S  the  name  of  two  Attic  denies,  Harpocr.  in  v.  The  SpporiKoy  is  regularly  ii  Owv, 

e.g.  Dem.  tt.  MaKapr.  3,  Aeschin.  k.  Kttic.  115  (Steph.  Byz.  in  Meraxoiov  and  Apporovop). 
KeKrppevwv  lo  judge  by  Dem.  k.  Mptcroyelr.  the  KOtrpdjpmp  imerdrat  (i.e,,  I  suppose,  the 

dcrvvopoi)  were  elective.  From  KeKrrjaivmv  I  should  infer  that  Alexander  and  his  associates  had  pur¬ 
chased  the  contract  for  the  disposal  of  the  sewage. 

21  SiarplpeL  SC.  rirpii. 

23seq.  eV^ilTropy/xactr  To  judge  by  the  quotation  the  treatise  here  called  dTropijT&ara  must  have 
lesembled,  if  it  was  not  the  same  as,  the  work  often  referred  to  as  4>vciKd  'rrpopX'^fiara.  Hie  extant 
IJpopXppaTa  have  nothing  about  the  rerpA  (though  a  good  deal  about  drunkards). 

24  I  can  make  no  suggestion  for  the  accommodation  of  the  remaining  traces  to  the  required 

sense.  The  rirpti  was  not  named.  
"  ^ 25  secjq.  'Because  it  has  a  broad  —  and  not  a  one,  it  is  not  sensitive.' 

I  can  find  no  appropriate  noun  beginning  with  v.  Of  which  would  not  seem  out  of 

place,  I  am  bound  to  say  that  p.  was  not  written. 

ihe  antithesis  to  fliroad^  should  be  verifiable,  but  I  have  not  lighted  on  it. 
Of  the  rirpti  MC]  would  be  expected.  The  available  space  appears  to  require  more  than  t}. 

-Koc  presumably  applies  to  v~pp. 

27  seqq.  Std  Si  to  .  .  .  SiaKetedat  Trpoc  rdc  ocftdc  looks  probable  (though  I  am  bound  to  say  that  the 
natural  interpretation  of  the  faint  trace  after  is  not  c),  but  this  requires  an  adverb  and  I  cannot 
make  -kcoc  out  of  tne  ink  at  the  end  of  the  first  word  of  1.  28.  Iprj  |  alcBgrLKwc  might  be  an  approxiina- 
tion  to  the  sense,  but  -c$p-  is  not  what  was  written  between  ai  and  n. 

29  seqq.  I  can  suggest  nothing  better  in  L  30  than  <j>avXoic,  though  I  cannot  verify  Ao  and  c  is  very 
unsatistactory.  LAs  drunkards  like  wines  that  have  gone  off,  she  likes  corrupt  and  rotten  smellsd 
The  verb  supplied  from  L  25. 

I  have  no  parallel  to  Sie^Bappivatc  debate  for  'smells  of  corruption’  and  perhaps  Sie^Qapiiivmv  is 
preferable,  campal  dcpal  Aristot.  it.  alcO.  433^11, 

37  seq.  llie  two  quotations  from  Aristotle,  i  seqq.  and  24  seqq.,  but  not  that  from  Deinarchiis, 

14  seqq,,  project  into  the  left-hand  margin.  The  beginning  of  the  second  of  the  two— the  beginning 
of  the  first  is  not  preserved — is  also  indicated  by  a  paragraphus.  But  I  do  not  know  what  significance 
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these  facts  have  in  relation  to  37  seq.,  which  do  not  project,  but  are  aligned  with  the  commentary 
 4-24, 

and  have  some  mark,  but  not  prima  facie  a  paragraphus,  which  separates  them  from  wha
t  precedes. 

As  a  general  rule,  if  any  lines  in  a  commentary  project,  it  is  the  lemma  which  projects  and  th
e 

exposition  which  is  indented.  Although  there  are  in  this  piece  three  passages  from  Aristotle  of  whic
h 

two  certainly  project,  it  is  impossible  to  interpret  them  as  lemmata,  the  last  particularly  being 

obviously  a  quotation  adduced  to  support  the  exposition. 

Addendum  to  2740*  Commentary  on  Eupolis  Ta^iapxoC^ 

The  following  set  of  fragments  is  in  the  same  hand  as  2740,  which  there  is  reason 

to  describe  as  a  commentary  on  the  Ta^lapxot  of  Eupolis,  and  may  well  have  formed 

part  of  the  same  commentary.  On  the  other  hand,  the  two  groups  were  found 

separately  and,  though  it  is  probable  that  both  (if  either)  relate  to  Eupolis,  they  need 

not  both  relate  to  the  same  comedy.  I  have  found  no  physical  connexion  between 

them.  As  none  of  the  commentary  and  only  a  couple  of  words  of  the  lemmata  are 

recoverable  the  question  is  of  no  present  importance. 

Fr.  I 

Col.  i 
Col.  ii 

]St 

KaKif^ 

ye. 

ypail^ 

].w 

SeT7j[ 

]  ^  acrav 

Sec  [ 

].p^ 

SeSpa[ 

]_<p]civ 

rojirrfy 

]a
 

a)coSc[ 

^€r'o/c[ 

].y 

TOt8e[ 

]eo 

7T0Vrf\_ 

]at 

ohep\ 

].- 

TcuvSe  [ 

TrerrXrjKT^ 

j 

rarrapicr'i ] 

)^TriT[ 

] 

].v 

/eo.[.]cai[ 

]m  [ 
JvL  ][ 20 
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Fr.  1  Col.  13].,  perhaps  the  foot  of  the  right-hand  upright  of  f  4  ] , ,  there  appears  to  be  the 
end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  top  of  a  but  I  am  not  sure  that  a  letter  is  represented  5  ]., 

what  resembles  a  semicircle  slightly  tilted  to  left;  perhaps  k  6  ].,  two  dots  on  the  line.  If 

a  single  77  or  c,  y  might  be  preferable  to  t  9  ] . ^  o  suggested  but  tu  not  ruled  out  15  ] .,  at 

mid-letter  a  slightly  concave  stroke 

Col.  ii  4  .b  off  the  line  a  loop  open  to  right;  if  anomalous  14  .  .  the  foot  of  an  upright, 

followed  by  the  tops  of  two  uprights  and  these  at  a  slightly  greater  than  usual  interval  by  a  dot  on  the 

line  19  .  [,  an  upright,  followed  by  a  dot  level  with  its  top 

Fr.  1  Col.  ii  9  N^ok[  there  is  a  reasonable  chance  that  Xenocles,  the  son  of  Carcinus,  is  to  be 

recognized.  He  is  mentioned  disparagingly  by  Aristophanes  more  than  once  and  by  Plato  the 

comedian  in  his  Co^tcrat, 

15  seq.  Lemma. 
19  I  think  Kov[  Wai  likelier  than  koNNM- Fr.  2 

]eV 

]py.[ 

]a«T[ 

5  ]7roTCu[ 

].« .[ 
]§[ 

>.[ ].k 

«  ♦  « 

Fr.  220  would  be  read  6  .  [,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  3  v  anomalous ;  if  r  intended, 

badly  made  4  ].,  the  right-hand  part  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  top  of  the  loop  of  a 
the  base  of  a  circle  6  ] , ,  a  dot  level  wuth  the  top  of  the  letters  .  [,  the  tip  of  an  upright  serifed 

to  left  8  A,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  9  ].,  the  right-hand  ends  of  the  branches  of 

or  X 

Fr.  3 

]-D-[ 
]yt.[ 

]touc[ 

]V0LILC0[ 

7TOV 

Fr.  3  2  ,  ̂   short  arc  from  the  upper  left-hand  side  of  a  circle  4  Before  k  a  dot  on  the  line  and 

a  speck  above  it  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 
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Fr.  4  Fr.  5 

Col.  i  Col.  ii 

(a)  X  ][]a.  [ 

jwiJLOiXenX  [rap]lic[ 

{b)].c<i>cl  ]  Sa[ 

].[  >'^o8[  ]  eye[ 
]ce.[  ]  no[ 

5  ]riSr]ixo[]aYva)ce[ 5  ]  TO)  ̂   [ 

]ax6oiTei[]^acrp€(f>{  ]  rcaiKaca  [ 

]i].o^.[]4o.av[  ].ey..[ 

].[  ... 
].o.[ 

10  Jj;i7[ 

]«[ 

Frr.  4  (a),  5  The  fibres  run  across  from  fr.  4  (a)  to  fr.  5  and  it  is  probable  that  two  consecutive 

columns  are  represented,  I  cannot  verify  what  I  believe  to  be  the  relation  of  fr.  4  (Z?)  to  fr.  4  (a),  that 

it  stands  to  left  of  (a)  5  seqq.  and  that  no  whole  letter  is  lost  between  them  in  the  first  and  third  of 
their  common  lines 

Fr.  4  I  the  middle  of  an  upright;  the  spacing  suggests  r  2  ],,  a  faint  dot  on  the  line 

. ,  [,  the  apex  and  a  trace  to  left  on  the  line  of  a  triangular  letter,  followed  by  the  top  left-hand  arc  of 
a  circle  4  Of  ]t  only  the  top  and  foot.  It  is  followed  by  the  apex  of  a  triangular  letter 

the  upper  ends  of  two  not  quite  parallel  strokes  descending  to  right,  having  to  right  the  end  of  a  cross¬ 
stroke  and  below  a  dot  on  the  line  5  ] . ,  an  upright  6  ] . ,  an  upright  7  (^)  ] .  [?  the  tip 

of  an  upright  (a  comma-Hke  mark  just  below  seems  to  be  on  the  underlayer)  ] . ,  the  lower  end  of 

a  stroke  curving  down  from  left,  e.g.  A,  ̂   ,[,  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  (a)  ] .  the  upper 

right-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  against  it  the  top  of  a  loop  with  what  looks  like  a  small  Circumflex'  on  the 
line  below  8  The  apex  of  a  triangular  letter  (the  preceding  traces  on  the  underlayer)  9  ] ., 

the  upper  part  of  a  slightly  backward -sloping  upright  ,  [,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  ii  Per¬ 

haps  ]wa[  should  be  written,  to  account  for  the  backward  curve  of  the  top  of  the  left-hand  stroke  of  a 

Fr.  4  If  I  am  right  about  the  relation  of  (b)  to  (a),  a  satisfactory  text  emerges  in  L  6,  av]  d^doir^  el 
[S]tacTpe<l>[otTo,  an  acceptable  text  in  1,  5,  however  articulated.  The  difficulty  presented  by  1.  7  is  not 

primarily  due  to  the  juxtaposition  but  to  signs  on  (a)  alone. 

5  fjLov  seems  likely,  though  not  verihable.  There  is  nothing  to  guide  one’s  choice  among  the 
possible  ways  of  dividing  the  letters.  Aijfioc  (o  HvpiXdfXTTovcj  mentioned,  as  well  as  by  Aristophanes, 

Vesp,  98,  where  see  Blaydes’s  note,  by  Eupolis  eV  TloXeciv,  fr.  213)  is  to  be  remembered. 

6  ‘Would  be  annoyed,  if  he  were  . . .’.  For  Stacrpe<j>oLro  cf,  fr.  ir-  i ;  8 ;  ii  of  the  play  identified  as 
the  A'qpioi  of  Eupolis,  where  the  meaning  is  not  certain.  In  Aristophanes,  who  has  the  word  several 

times,  it  appears  to  be  ‘get  a  squint’. 
7  On  the  hypothesis  .  o<^to ,  tov  would  have  to  be  the  rendering  of  the  signs.  The  ink  after  cp  re¬ 

sembles  no  recognizable  letter,  p  perhaps  the  nearest,  and  looks  as  if  it  had  been  inserted  by  the 

original  hand. 

Fr.  5  Col.  i  I  ] . ,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  curving  down  from  left  to  touch  i  above  the  foot 

Col,  ii  I  The  top  of  c  is  so  elongated  towards  right  that  perhaps  cr[  or  the  like  should  be  written 

5  ,  [,  an  upright  6  .  [,  partly  faded  traces,  perhaps  compatible  with  the  top  left-hand  parts  of  i 

7  ],,  a  cross-stroke  touching  e  a  little  below  the  top  , ,[,  dispersed  traces  of  which  the  last  suggests 

the  top  of  the  left-hand  upright  of  v 
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Fr.  6 

Col.  i  CoL  ii 

].[  M 

JSfSot 

[ 

[ 

]  ^  €(f}aL 

jTrXTja 

[ 

]7]XlK7]V 

8a[ 

[ 

JrrAact 

d 

]..9S^ 

a[ 

]. . 

5  ±1 

k(4 

]^7]fXOV
 

[ 

]  ^  VCKOJ 

[  ]....[ 

JAAeuc 

doJVLO  ̂   [ 

^Kaive 

]vtSoc 

.[ 

Fr.  6  Col.  i  2  Of  a  only  the  opposite  ends  of  the  base  3  ] . .  the  upper  end  of  the  upper  arm  of 

AC  suggested  '  7  ]  _ ,  the  base  of  e  or  c,  followed  by  the  foot  of  an  upright  hooked  to  right 

8

 

 

]  _  apparently  a  flat  stroke  on  the  line,  followed  by  a  loop  open  upward  and  this  by  the  start  of 

a  stroke  
rising  

to  right  
9  ] .  ?  perhaps  

a  triangular  
letter,  

but  the  fibres  
are  disturbed  

] .  ? 

a  stroke  curving  out  from  left  and  ending  in  an  upright ;  there  may  be  a  trace  a  little  below  the  middle 

on  its  left-hand  side 

CoL  ii  2  Of  K  only  the  outer  end  of  the  upper  arm  5  .  [,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

6  Above  a>  ink,  not  apparently  a  letter  8  ] _  the  lower  part  of  e  or  c,  followed  by  the  foot  of 

a  stroke  hooked  to  right,  and  this  by  a  light  dot  and  the  foot  of  an  upright  at  a  slightly  higher  level 

.  [,  on  the  line  a  loop  open  to  right  ?  "  9  .  traces  compatible  with  the  top  and  bottom
  of  the  left- 

hand  side  of  F  10  Of.  y[  only  elements  of  the  left-hand  side,  but  not,  I  think,  A  ii  .[,  the 

upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 
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CoL  i 

1?.^ 

x-n  
y 

CoL  ii 

n  r“ 

J  TT  d| 

J  »  «  L 

1?L 

Tpa/y  j 

J  .  X 
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Fr.  9 

(a) 

t 

1 
•il 

f 

-
 

1 

1 

:
]
 

r'
 

5 

\Ol^ 

-J 

|w 

Fr»  7  Rubbed  and  partly  stripped.  Perhaps  from  above  fr.  6. 

CoL  11 1  For  ̂   perhaps  yf  j  Before  8  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  2  the  lower  rights 
hand  arc  of  a  circle,  followed  by  the  upper  part  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right,  with  a  dot  below  it  on 

the  line  ̂  ^  3  .[,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  ].  ̂  .[/the  right-hand  part  of  a  cross¬ 
stroke  witn,  an  upright  descending  from  its  right-hand  end,  followed  by  the  top  of  a  circle^  and  this  by 
the  upper  tip  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  4  .[,  a  trace  (of  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle?) 
a  little  above  mid-letter  ̂   5  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  6  Of  ya  only  the  cross-stroke 
and  the  apex  _  .  p  Fie  ink  could  be  taken  as  representing  u,  r  (or  w) 

5 

\t(jov 

Iwc 

Fr.  8 

]  KaOl 

•J  *  u. 

Blank  with  scattered  specks 

for  about  five  lines 

Fr.  S  A  'joint'  near  the  left-hand  edge. 
2  an  upright  well  below  the  line  with  transverse  traces  at  top;  ̂   not  suggested  Before 

faint  traces  near  the  top  left-hand  angle 

Fr.  9  Ui)^  (b)  appear  to  come  from what  distance  apart. 

(a)  I  The  right-hand  end  of 
an  upright 

a  cross* 

the  same  column^  I  think  in  the  order  shown.  I  cannot  tell  at 

stroke  is  ligatured  to  the  top  of  t  4  ] .  ̂   the  lower  part  of 
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(The  figures  27  are  to  be  supplied  before  33-44;  figures  in  small  raised  type  refer 
to  fragments,  small  roman  figures  to  columns ;  an  asterisk  indicates  that  the  word  to 
w-hich  it  is  attached  is  not  recorded  in  the  ninth  edition  of  Liddell  and  Scott,  Greek- 
English  Lexicon ;  square  brackets  indicate  that  a  word  is  supplied  from  other  sources 
or  bj’  conjecture;  a  reference  enclosed  in  round  brackets  indicates  an  interlinear comment.  The  article  is  not  indexed.) 

dyadocSS  7. 

(“)ayetF  34  j? 

dy€Prjroc  [36  ̂  12J. 
dy€pa>xoc  35  I4. 

dyKvXoroioc  36  ̂   16. 
dyvoeiv  34  ®  4^ dymv  35  ̂   37. 

^d5efc/xaFro/xa)/ac  [36  7?], dStdAet-Trroc  [34  3  ?]- 

dSivoc  35  ̂   8. 
ddBeip  35  p  5],  ®  3. 

dOdvaroc  [35  12]. 

M.l87]c  36  ̂   10. 
atca  35  1  8  36 aKarcop  [34  ®  3?]. 

oXk^  [35 '2”  3?], 
dAAoc35  1  27. 
dAc  36  II. dAcoc  35  ̂   34. 

dfiotjd’^  [36  ̂   19]. 
dfivpeLv  36  3. 

djLt^t'35133. 
M.ix<hiTpvojvidS'i]c  [36  4]. 

dvd  35  ̂   28  ? dvdyKT]  36  4. 

dya<f>£peLP  [36  12  ?1, dp€fXOC  [34  o  7]. 

dvijp  35  ®  3  ?. dvdpWTTOC  [34  ̂   7  ?]  36  15, 
dvif<proc  35  14, 

dvrld€oc  35  ̂   18. 

\ayriiLaxoc  36  2. 
doiSTj  36  ̂   17. 

doiSifioc  [36  3]* 

dTrei-ActF  34  ̂ 16. 
(XTrAaroc  [35  3?]. 
M7rma>p34^[4?l  [5],  15. 

dpyvpoTre^oc  35  ̂   9. 

dp^i'oc  35  -^^9? dpT]t<ljaroc  36  ii. 

(a)  Lyric,  etc.  (2733-6) 

dp'^mv  35  3, 

^M)(35“(3). MpLcror€X7]c  [34  ̂   3?]. 

dp  pa  35  7. 

dpx€LP  36  ̂   17. 

dpxj  [34p  II,  21]. 

dc(f>[  35  i  9? 

AIccjottoc  [35  ’  37?]- 

are  35  5* 

ad35^23,  13? 

avXprrjp  [35  ̂   5]. 
avroc  34  ̂   16,  ®  [2  ?],  6. 

dSiKpeicdai  [35  6j. 

d$po}v  36  II. d^detc  see  Tixp^ic, 

BaBvc  35  ̂   32. 

\~)Palpuv  35  IS  8? 

pdXoc  35  2  8, 

^X€(j>apoy  see  yX4(f>apoy, 

^ovi  34  ®  5. povX^j  [36  10?]. 

yapetv  35  11-6? 

yap  [34  e  7]  35  3^  8  36  2(&)  9. 
Papyopac  see  PTjpvovrjc, 

yevedXioc  34  1  14. r-npvoppc  35  18. 

ylyac  35  2. 

yiyv€c0ai  35  ̂   lo,  4  ? 

yX€<Aapov  36  17. 

yvv^  36  6,  13. 

Batyiv  36  2(«)  8. Salpcov  [35  i-  II  ?]. SaK6$vpoc  [35  ̂  i]. 
Se'34 120,21^8  351  23,  [40?], 

4,  10  ?,  II,  '2^  13  ?  36  2(^1)  4^ 

SetXoc  33  3  ? 

Sid  36  II. 

8tavo€iv  34  s  6. 
SiBopai  35  1  12. 

SoK€tV  36  1- 

SoAo7r[  [35  2]. 

Spopoc  [35  1  36?,  1-1  2?]. 
Svvaptc  35  1  10. 
Stty[  35  11  13. Svvactc  (35  1  10). 

iyid  34  S 

€iSoc  [35  1  26]. 

^ivai  33  9  34  ̂   5  ?,  s  ̂  35  .1  22, 
etc  35  1  37  36  "  10?,  21. Ik  36  II, 

€KTp€7T€LV  33  6, 

iX4av-  35  1'  8? 

eXtypa  35  ̂   3, 

tV  35  ̂   16. 

epaXiyKioc  35  ̂   26. 
€p0ev  34  s  8. 

CPIQI  33 13. 

ef/T[  34  s  3, 

33  9,  12. €7tI  35  1  37,  ®  2, 

i7n^aiP€ip  [35  1^  10?]. 

i'TriKpar'pc  [35  6]. 

imKwpoy  ['35  3], 

€m;)^Ci.peri-'  [34  ̂   9], 

c-TTtp^^oFtoc  [35  1-  2^?1. 
ipacLTrXoKapoc  36  10, 

epacr[  35  is  jq. 
ipev9l^  35  ̂   5. 
iptcddpayoc  [36  2(«)  3?]. Ipcoc  35  ̂   7» 
ec  cic. 

ecca[  35  1-  41. 
cd[33  10?]. 

€i;[  35  ̂   32  ? evTTaripeia  [35 «  2]. 

evTfXoKapoc  36  Q. 



€vptk  36  II. 

Evpvc0€vriC  (35  2). 

cure  35  ̂   4. 
€v;(;€raac0at  [35  2J. 35  13. 

Zciic  36  2W3?,  2(5)  [10?],  14. 

ipiirepoc  36  2{&)  1 8. 
7}uideoc  [35  I  ?  I. 

%paK>Jr]C  [35  l^'o?]  36  1  18. 

35  '*•  34. 

Bav^ar-  35  15.^ 
Bdvaroc  36  13. 

Gavfial^  35  ̂   33* 

0€pic  35  41  ? 

0Vp^CK€LV  I  36  10  j. 
Bgoc  36  16. 

&vp,6c  [34  ̂  12  j. 

'  I dmv  see 

Idriparoc  [35  ̂   38]. 
rCav  35  4. 

tKvetcOat  36  -^21. 

laepoeLC  [36  ̂   15 J* 
IW  36  13? 
* loAaoc  35  9? 

U6X€ta  [36  12?]. 

i1T-1To[  35  ■*-  31. 
irmoSapoc  35  17. 
"'Ictip  35  ̂   28. 

~KaS7]c  35  ̂ '21. 

Kadatpeiv  36  '  I3‘ 

Kai  33  7  6z5  34^  5  35  ̂   17.  36, 

^^15?.  p  2)  36  ̂ 12?,  I4j  18, 

K:aK:oc  33  6  36  2(&)  II. 

Kakkicroc  35  ̂   25. 
KactypTiToc  [36  9]. 

K'am  35  ̂   8. 

icaTa[  35  ®  II. 
KaraMpK€.cdai  35  ̂   24. 

ifaraTrAoi^c  [34  *  2  4™®  4?] » 

Kara<l>0iv€iv  [36  2<'')  i6].' K€ka^€iv  35  ̂   6. 

K€V  35  ®  4. 
36  2(&)  16. 

KAeai^top  33  II. 
KkoTtr)  34  1  [13],  [19J. 

KXvtIoc  36  2(«)  7. 

K0pv<f>'p  I  35  loj. 

Kpar~  35  16. 

Kpdroc  [35  10  ?J. kvBoc  33  4. 

KvQidv€ipa  [35  ̂  29]. 

kOSoc  1 35  '■■■‘'  12]. ]k:?j/cA[  35  4. 

Kv}dv'S€iV  [34  ®  8}. 

KVrrapLCCOKOprjC  36  12. 

Aay€T7]c  [35  ̂  15]. 
AaKeoalpoiv  (35  30]* 

kafipdv€tp  j  34  *  19?]* 

Aaymj  35  ■*■  35. 
Aeyetv  [33  12  ?j  35  ®  4. 
(-jAcyeti/  35  4? 
Afc7rapo[  36  18. 

papriipla  36  4. 

(‘-)/i.ay(“)  35  2. 

p^ydOupGC  36  8  ? 
fikyac  35  ̂   20j  3?  ̂  .V 

peyicroc  see  fieyac. aeA"  35  5. 

ixo.346  7/36  1  23. 
pevQivdv  36  14  f 

jxerd  35  ̂   II  ? 

^^Te[34  7  3?]. 
potpaSS  ̂   14  36  13. 

povapxl  34  J  3, 
MvpcLAoc  33  12  34  ®  3. 

vateiv  [35  ̂   30]. 

i^e/cuc  36  II. 

i/tiAi5c36  2(&)  7, 

[8]. 

vLv  35  8. 

j^8oc35  2"  5? vvd  36  24. 

iavOoc  36  ̂   20. 

oSe  35  -  13. 

of  35  1- 

orcc0a6  36  2(M  II? 
OLOC  35  ̂   7. 

OtCTOC  35  2. 

Olyakia  [36  ̂  21  j. 
oKa  see  dr€, 

6kv~  36  ̂   (). 

(-'joKparriC  3B  Is, 

'dkpoc  35  1  12  [36  s  2]. 

]oiAvAAia>p  35  ®  5» 
otraojp’  35  ̂   19. 

OpKOC  35  ̂   4. 

oppav  36  ̂   ii  4. 

Ill 
rikoc  35  i  9 

reptfsiaBooroc  36  5. 

reuyett?  [34  ̂  22]. riQivaL  36  6. 

rtc35i'^4  36-'  15? 
rkciv  33  10, 

To|-Ol^  36  2. 

Irpatreraj  35  3. 

Tpaylvtoc  [36  ̂  22  j, 
rplyjetv  (35  8j. 

rpiroc  34  20. 
7vvBap-lBpc  35  -  15. 

rvpavv\  34  6. 
Tupa[py“  34  Q? rupayyta  36  I4f 

LYRIC,  ETC,  (2733- utoc  33  II  36  4. 

VUV€LP  34  ̂   12. 

V7T€prep-oc  S5  12. 

yiTO  .55  7. 

iirotlecBm  [36  II?]. tJcraroc  136  8|. 

<f}dv(u  34  ̂   22. 4>ar6c  35  22, (--)3ep€tr  33  13, 

4>evy€tv  33  14, 

4>olvtoc  35  6, 

35  ®  2,  f  *  4). 

dyadoc  41  11,  II  4. 
d^-'ay  43  ̂   11  4, 

dyopa  41  n  4^ 

dyopeuecF  (43  ̂   ii  4?]- 

dypoLKoc  38  4. 

ayx[  37  2  24. 

aet  ate/. 
lABTjvd  38  5‘ 

^  o  _ 

43  3  26. 

aUi  42  ̂   31. 

Alcyvkoc  j  37  ̂   21  j. 

dKpoc  42  22  ? 
dkeTplc  [41  ii  9], 

AkKudv  37  ̂   i  25,  ii  18, 

AakpBwv  41  ii  10, 
dAAa37M  27  41^^ii8.ii  22,  .0 

42^-  30. 

akka  41  iil  28^  29. 

dAAoc  [37  ̂  li  12 

1 
J 

40  ̂   9. 

dAAoVptoc  41 
iii 

24. 

dficporepoc  40 

^3 

41  ̂   II 

ay  3/  ̂   1  lx.  Id 
41  ii  10  i ^  2s,  ̂   ii  6, 

0? 

6, 

ClvdvBpCOTTOC  [41 

lA 

ii  34?]. 

dvBp^ .  43  2. 
dvdp  41  ̂   13  [~ 

13 

^  i  16], 

dvdpcal  rr~  41  : 

ii  : 

r>I 
dvdpmrroc  41 

11 

34? 

dviivat  43  ̂   I  13 ? 

dyreyety  [43  "  2^ 

El 

JJ 

dvri  40  ̂   [12].  I 

J  ? [2],  II  41  ̂  

.A 

^  [^4  *  j? 

38  43  3  24. dvTLKpVC  42  ̂   24 

.. 

yaipeiv  34  ̂   II. 

yaAc^dc  35  4. 

ydA/cactrtc  36  22. CyB-Av  35  7. 
vopdc  35  ̂   31. 

Xpovoc  34  3. 

ypdcatytc  35  20. 

Xpvcdoip  35  17. 

Xpvceoc  j  35  ̂  -  5  ?  I- 

XpvcoTriBikoc  36  -•  2 

J  36  2{&)  14? 

AB'p  1 34  ̂   lor'j. ic  35  [1-  8?],  40  4. 

.D  Comedy,  etc.  (2737-43) 

dvr  iiT pep  pop  41  11  4» 
diiovv  41  li  9. 

d7ro,yrAetF  [37  ‘  i  8], 

drrapvtSLcdai  41  ■*'®  ii  2. 

arrac  41  i  32. 

d-TrAouc  40  “  i  21  43  ®  i  7, diTo  37  M  3  41  i  [16],  29, 

iii  7  42  ̂ 8  43  ®  ii  I  ? 

drro  kX  iveiv  [38  13], 

aTroAAdyat  41  ill  8, 

drroppvrrovv  43  8ii  I? 

d-nojO^tv  37  ii  16, 

dpa  41  ii  18  43  ̂   i  3,  ii  i. 

dpyvptxypa  [41  ̂   7]. 309c  40  1  14,  IS-  ̂ 

llptcrdpyeioc  37  ̂   1  21. 
Apccroldvpc  37  ̂ i4  388  42 

-  16. 

dpK€iP  38  (),  11, 

(~)apKetv  41  ’  1  7» 

dpKeroc  40  ̂   12? dpxp  37  ̂   i  23,  ii  19,  21]. 

AlpxtA[ox-  41  ̂ 3. 
dca-LC  [37  ̂  i  13?  1* 
dc0€v€iv  41  1  II  ? 

AicTTOxla  41  ̂   10. AI.Td?iaFTOC  [42  ̂  8]. 

dreyyoic  40  ”  i  22. a?30tc  37  ̂   i  8, 

avkprrjc  42  I2. avTOKaBSakov  [41  ii  j,  2|. 

adroc  38  7,  12  41  ii  7,  23/^'®  ii 

8,  9,  iii  8,  ̂  12. 

au  TO  5  37  ̂   ii  14  see  iavrov. 

d^teyat  41  i  17. 

dydec^at  40  Add,  ̂   6. 

^adiTety  40  “  ii  5. 

fSaXav€V€iv  [37  ̂  i  6?j. 

BdXkecv  42  ̂   2G. 

Bapde  43  8  ii  8. 

Bacikevc  [41  i  7  ?]» 

Bla  43  18  5, 

pkerreLV  43  ®  i  lO, (■')f\e7r€6y  43  ̂   16, BovkoXqi  39  6. 

Bovk^cBat  37  ii  22, 

ppdcc€Lv  [37  -  ii  33]. 

ppOTQC  43  ®  i  7. 
yap  40  “  ii  4,  6  41  ii  7,  8,  18, 

ii  [6],  14,  20,  iii  8,  ii  4,  8, ^  II  42  ̂   9  43  ̂   13,  ®  i6,  20, 

26,  ®  i  2?,  7,  ii  4,  I?,  6, 
2, 

yc  40  2  i  15  41  ̂   13, 

rrjpvrdSrjC  42  16, yiyT€c0at  37  ̂   ii  15  41  ii  3 
[42  1  9]. 

yiyvwcKetv  42  27. yAcArra  41  ii  5. 

yya>[  40  ̂   i  10. 
yvmpp  41  i  13. 

yyajpt/i.oc  41  ii  II. "^FopyodpaKovroBoKa^’B  10? 

yo0y  41  lA  i  18, ypapparcSSdcKakoc  41  i  Is? 
ifi. 
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.AuC 

ypd<j)uv  [41  ii  7?]  40  Add. 
^  ii  2. 

yv-vv^  41  ii  20. 

{-)Bal(.Ux)v  43  5. 

dairaketc  [37  ̂  i  5L 

Be  37  ̂   i  22,  24,  26,  ii  2, 14,  “  Q?.  20? 

21  ss'i  40^9  4i:i>Ai4,i6, 
18,  33,  ii  20?,  ii  i8j  iii  2, 

12 ?j  ii  10  42-4  43 

®  23,  »  i  io?j  iij  ii  2,  5,  8, 
2?,  5. 

oeSiivat  41  iii  14, 

Beiv  [41  ̂  10?]. 

Beip  (to  bind)  4t  ii  10. 

Sekroc  41  i  19. 

aeoc  43  3  16. 

Sepfia  41  ii  It). 
SecTTOTTjc  41  iii  2]y  ii  7. 
Bevrepoc  41  ii  32. 

81}  411-^121  421  19  43  3  2^. 

Ay)MdSec  39  2, 
orsAovpSS  12. 

S%oc  41  lA  II 
d^ra  40  ̂   i  19. 
Old  37  ̂   ii  4,  13  42  1  13. 

*ScaKvcocakev€tv  43  ®  ii  3. 

Siakvetv  [37  ̂  ii  34]. 
Stacdepeiv  41  i  II? 

SiacTp€(^et¥  [40  Add.  ̂   6]. 
StartBevm  41  i  8. 

SiSdcKakoc  37  ii  21  38  6. 

$iSdcK€tp  37  ̂   i  5j  ii  14. 

BiSovm  37  ̂   i  [28]^  ii  12  [41  ̂ 

15?,  ii  i]. 

C“)dtSom£.  41  ii  26. 
8£#<[  41  ii  4. 

StKacQc  37  ̂   ii  19  43  6. 

StiKT?  43  ®  i  2. 
dtoxAiic  41  4  13,  14. 

.dioFuaa  37  ̂   ii  9. 
Zl£,OPUCOC  42  i  12  [43  11  4]. 
AtQTLLlOC  37  ̂ 13. 

AlpKi]  37  ̂   24, 

So/cety  [37  i  21  ?]  40  ̂   II. 
]8odAo[  41  ii  24. 
Bovkoc  41  ii  21. 

Spdaa  37  ̂ 12? 
dpa-n-crtScc  39  5. 

Bvv[  43  ̂   16, Bvo  41  iii  10. 

iavrov  41  jj  t2  see  avrov, 

iyd)  40  1  14,  2  I  23,  ii  7  41 

i  [7?].  [27?]?  ii  i8>  ii 

2?,  4,  6, 

8, 

Q  42  10 

43  « 

ii  3,  I? ?  3) 
T,  21  2^ 

edeiv  40  ii 8 

41 

d  43  5^  26 

9? 

^  40  Add. 

^  6, 

dSivm  40  ̂' 

14 

41  ii  12 

43  s 

i9. 

eivai  37  ̂   i  14,  22,  26,  ii  I, 

20,  36 

41  '^A  i 

^7 

,  ii  30,  ii 

14,  1
C 

ii  2,  10  43  ®  i  3,  12  ? 
dc  37  ̂   i  26, 32  ?,  ii  17  40  ̂   8  41 

ii  q,  i  10?,  ii  4  42  ̂   32. 
etra  37  ii  35  42  26. 

€K  37  ̂   i  23,  25,  26  40  ̂   ii  9 
41  4  9  42  i  5, 

iKSaveileiv  41  ii  16. 
^AfetFoc  41  ii  7. 

eK7)Tt  43  "^17. CKKA-qcla  41  ii  3. 

iKpTjypvvai  [43  3]. 

€Kr€iV€iV  40  ̂   ii  10. 

ei«j>drvicpa  41  4.  5(a} 
eXevdepoc  41  ̂   ii  2. IA/C€i{/ 42  ̂   21,  23,  25. 

eXopep  41  iii  26. 

ip  37^17,  19  38  I  41  iii  3, 

ii  8?,  10,  14  42  1  II  43  ̂  ii  6,  10? 

ipapy'qc  43  ®  i  4. 

iva<j>tevat  42  ̂   28. If§o|oc  37  ii  3. 
ei^e/ca  41  ii  4, 

iviyecdm  42  "  13* 
41  ii  4? 

€iaXd(f>eLV  4i  i  18. 

iiijc  37  M  13  42  -  26. 
iiiovp  43  ̂   13. 

eotfceVat  43  s  s e^reiday  [41  ii  2]. 

eTretSy  42  ̂   32. 

iirepxecO at  41  iii  17. 

eVt  37  ̂   i  3,  28  ?  41  ii  8.  q,  12, 

17,  ii  8?  42  ̂   15  43  ̂  ii  2, 
irriOerav  389, 

e7rt/ca^a[  41  ii  8* 

imKaXetv  [40  ̂  13]. 

emA-^Fatoc  [37  *  i  28?]. 

imacoiTetv  41  ̂   10. 
eTricracBai  40  ̂   ii  4,  6. 

irrcotf^eAeLV  41  ii  10. 

epaxBat  43  ̂   ii  7, 

'Eparocdivnc  37  ̂   ii  10^  [31  ?]. 

epyov  43  ®  i  8. 
ipLov  37  ii  33. 

^Eppimroc  (37  ~  20?]. 

(~)e^p^ec^at  41  i  9. Icvaroc  41  i  22,  [23]. 

erepoc  41  ii  20,  ̂ 12  42  ̂   I3. 

evyevrjc  41  ii  II. 

euAaxt/iety  37  ̂   li  13. 
evdvc  37  ’  ii  20. 
EvTToktcSS  I  41  I  back. 

evpicKevv  41  ii  10. 

evpvdpLoc  42  '  23. 
Evcbpovioc  37  ̂   i  23. 

evcoyeip  43  2. 
Ix€t^^ 41  ̂   ID  43  ®  i  3,  6,  II,  18 

19?,  26  6^  31  3^ 
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